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www.dominorecordco.com

Multiple formats, heavily ironic cover versions, unplugged
exclusives and absolute shit that didn't even make a generic album.

Buyer beware the world of contemporary B-sides and thinly veiled
extortion. Clinic’s b-sides are joyously addled but have however
consistently given a reason to listen beyond the title track, to
make their singles worth discovering.

An E.P. mini-album in themselves, covering acid punk
to damaged hoedowns and any stops in between.

LP & CD
www.clinicvoot.org
www.dominorecordco.com

In their short lifetime Young Marble Giants released
one album, a handful of singles and a Peel Session;

the album, 1980’s acclaimed ‘Colossal Youth’,
is one of the definitive records of the post punk era. 

On 2 July 2007 Domino are proud to rerelease ‘Colossal Youth’
and the Collected Works of Young Marble Giants, drawing

together the band’s album and singles for the first time on CD.

Including a 32 page booklet, the limited edition initial pressings
will also include a third disc, which features 6 tracks recorded

for John Peel in 1980, making it a complete package
of Young Marble Giant’s recorded tracks.

3 x CD / 2 x CD / LP
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I don’t normally get nervous before interviews.  
Not this time. 

Wednesday night, I was freaking out. My 
promised babysitter had dropped off the radar,  
and I was down at Brighton Dome watching Manic 
Street Preachers, telling anyone who’d listen that  
I was interviewing Björk the next day, and I still 
didn’t have anyone to look after my two-year-old.  
In vain, I called my Brighton interns; my handful of 
London friends. Some were impressed (very) – one 
even tried to leave her job so she could attend – all 
were sympathetic, but none could help. 

It became my only topic of conversation.  
“Hi Everett, nice to see you…” began Nicky Wire 
backstage; but I was in no mood for conversational 
trifles. I had Björk to interview the next day…and  
no frigging babysitter! What was I going to do? 
Eighteen months back I’d taken Isaac along to  
meet Chan Marshall – but he was a lot smaller  
then, and I knew Chan, too. The situation seemed 
near insurmountable. 

I’d met Björk once – no, twice – before. It was 
almost 20 years ago: the occasion, her (and my) 
debut NME cover to celebrate the release of The 
Sugarcubes’ first single, the flighty, fidgeting, 
unstoppably gorgeous ‘Birthday’. I turned up 
flustered, talked to the group for way longer  
than necessary – several hours – and lost the tape.  
I turned up again two days later, even more 
flustered, spoke for even longer and turned in 
possibly the worst written NME cover story of the 
Eighties, most of which centred round a spurious 
dream sequence, with the interesting stuff (um,  
the actual interview) left to the final 800 words. 

I was sacked two months later: coincidence?  
I doubt it.

Coupled with that, she’s one of only two 
musicians I’ve interviewed that I thought radiated 
an elusive ‘star quality’ (in other words: that I was 
intimidated by) – Chris Cornell, of Soundgarden  
was the other. She’s also about the only artist that 
the entire Plan B editorial team can agree upon as  
a definite cover star, doesn’t matter why, doesn’t 
matter when, if we can speak to her, she’s on the 
cover. So maybe you can understand my nerves. 

Eventually, a solution came through at the 11th 
hour – many thanks, Megan! – and the interview 
went as planned. 

Was it a letdown? Are you kidding? This is Björk 
we’re talking here, not fucking Maxïmo Park, no 
insult intended. 
Everett True

Last night was our first Plan B night at the Spitz since 
2005 – and, despite everything being as insane as  
it could possibly be (our original act cancelled, and 
we found a new line-up with days to spare, with  
me taking on most of the promoting and organising 
during deadline week), it went great.

We can allow ourselves a little bit of self-
congratulation for sorting the night out so fast, 
promoting it hastily all over the place and lugging 
equipment across London, etc – but really no one 
cares about that, and the main reason it went so 
well was that the music was fantastic. 

First up was The Legend!. ET was all like, “Oh, 
it’ll just be me…and maybe Steve Gullick…and 
maybe some of his friends…dunno…” about it; 
then, around 7.45pm, a whole band of rock dudes 
shows up, matter-of-factedly, with guitars, bass, 
amps, pedals. They may be Steve Gullick’s band, 
Tenebrous, for all I know, but last night they, along 
with Scout Niblett herself playing drums while 
eating her dinner, provided a quaking, murky guitar-
wash backing for The Legend!’s rants and stories. 
After the shouting and feedback, Mathew Sawyer 
And The Ghosts  brought it all down to a whisper 
and a handclap and it was lovely – small songs about 
big things, or vice versa; nylon-string guitar and 
shuffly drums and tremulous singing. 

And then Scout Niblett, who was just amazing.  
I don’t think I’ve ever spent enough time with her 
music, but last night, immobilised by the fact that  
I was doing the door, I got to dive into it for a whole 
hour, and it was beautiful. I loved the unexpected 
way she’d sometimes harmonise her vocals and 
guitar in weird modal, folky patterns that sent 
shivers down the spine; and also how well she 
worked with volume and silence – her drummer, 
Christian, deserves a mention for that too. And  
she looked so cool, with her orange safety vest and 
ocelot features, stamping her foot in the loud bits. 
Afterwards, people swarmed around the merch 
table, asking me which was the ”best album”.  
I was just like, “All of them!”, and I really meant it. 

The next Plan B night at the Spitz, London E1,  
is on16 July, featuring Oxbow Duo, Duracell and ZX 
Spectrum Orchestra, organised in collaboration with 
Birmingham-based promoters Capsule. There’s also 
the second in my Secret Landscapes series of gigs at 
London’s Whitechapel Art Gallery on 13 July, with 
Bass Clef, Knives Ov Resistance and Xylitol. There’ll 
be details in your inbox and on the Plan B site nearer 
the time – hope to see you there.
Frances Morgan

Bonde Do Role Photography: Simon Fernandez
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Oneida The Set Up
Noise-pop from Brooklyn, more gristle than 
bone, and feeling somehow as if some core 
part of this outtake – the verses? the chorus? 
the bridge? – has been surgically removed, 
replaced with drum stamp, guitar blur, 
hooligan howls, and a steady organ drone. 

The Detroit Cobras  
You’ll Never Change
Turn the radio knob and a song cuts through 
the haze; ladies in agreement, skirts swishing 
above their knees, a Motor City doo-wop and 
Rachel Nagy’s voice hot in your ear. You could 
get comfortable listening to this, you could 
lay your head back against the brick – but 
you’d be misinterpreting that great slithering 
guitar-line, the snake in the grass.

Basia Bulat Snakes And Ladders
What might have been a feathery song is 
here pushed to double or triple speed, Bulat’s 

Demerara voice harried til it’s breathless.  
The drums scramble all over everything, and 
Bulat’s ambivalent love song rejoices in its 
velocity, its unanswered questions, the sound 
of hearts clattering down the stairs.

1990s Risque Pictures
They grin like idiots, gap-toothed and tipsy, 
but it’s hard not to smile back (isn’t it?) when 
Glasgow’s 1990s play their silly songs of 
nights on the town, stumbles and shags, like 
a party in your mum’s garage.

Lavender Diamond  
Here Comes One
Lavender Diamond are the patron saints of 
LA’s unlikely gospel-pop boom, and Becky 
Stark – singer, ring-leader, dress-wearer – is 
the mother superior who leads the crusade. 
It’s she – brash and vulnerable, quiet and 
loud – who turns piano and tambourine into 
anthem, love-song into hymn. 

Brakes Hold Me In The River
Struts of electric guitar made interesting by 
Eamon Hamilton’s animal mutterings, like  
a wolfboy fronting an indie band. Whereas 
Hamilton’s old gig, British Sea Power, was  
all dream and bombast, his new main thing 
is real world, real life, and hungry.

Jeffrey Lewis End Result
A rant first performed by Crass and here 
arranged for flute, clarinet, melodica, 
glockenspiel, the open tunings of Jeffrey 
Lewis’ acoustic guitar. He makes civilisation’s 
downward slide suitably easy-listening. 

Miracle Fortress  
Have You Seen In Your Dreams
Montreal’s newest thing-of-buzz is Miracle 
Fortress’ one-man cloudpop, galloping and 
yearning, with handclaps and oohs and the 
whirling noise of a Brian Wilson daydream. 

The Decemberists  
The Perfect Crime No 2
Portland’s seafarering dandies get a little, 
um, funky? Inasmuch as bassline + bongos 
+ lyrics describing an Italian Job-style heist = 
funk. But before your scepticism overwhelms 
you, stay tuned for the simple, sultry chorus.

Sunset Rubdown  
They Took A Vote And Said No
Sunset Rubdown’s chamber-rock tethers 
glockenspiel to organ, yelp to crash, and  
here splits one song into two movements.  
At the end of the first, Spencer Krug 
concedes that, “That’s how it goes”.  
And then a piano leads electric guitar  
into smash-smash-smashing and his 
resignation’s revealed for a lie.

Scritti Politti Forgiven
A rare new track by an old band; a grass bed 
of chirps and Green Gartside’s vocals over 
top; a song that makes forgiveness sound 
much, much easier than it really is.

Taken By Trees Too Young
Victoria Bergsman tugs at her own heart and  
at ours. The barest bones of a drum set, the 
aortic flow of organ – and half the song sung 
with no words at all, just piano and shaker 
and the knowledge that something’s lost.

Antony And The Johnsons 
Paddy’s Gone
One, two, maybe three things, no more, 
repeated until they incandesce. Antony sings 
with himself, with three of himselves, but not 
for himself. He’s singing for someone else.

Destroyer Your Blood
”Distinguished colleagues,” Dan Bejar  
purrs, “Dead music writers’ brides –  
I apologise”. And for what? For this joyous, 
lunatic singer-songwriter’s rock; hobo  
honky-tonk and the New Pornographer’s 
weird, wild nocturnal emissions. 

Arthur Russell  
That’s Us/Wild Combination
Fifteen years after Arthur Russell’s death,  
it’s hard to hear this song as a lament.  
A ghost-song, maybe; something played  
in the valences of life and lust. But never  
a lament. There’s too much to dance to, too 
much pleasure in the play of notes and the 
voices in duet. Too much breath.

 
For copyright reasons, this CD is only 
available to readers in the UK.

rough trade records 
and plan b present: 
summertime blues 
Words: Sean Michaels

Rough Trade Records has 
twined pinkies with Plan B  
to offer up 15 tracks that they  
like, and we like, and we hope 
that you like too. Fasten your  
T-shirts, buckle your cardigans, batten down the hatches, 
and make sure your trainers squeak on the asphalt

� | plan b
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Les Savy Fav
ATP Vs The Fans, Butlins Holiday Centre, Minehead
“We were there when the world got good!/
And we helped to make it that way!” echoes 
the chant. Ordinarily, singalong gigs suck  
like the now-obligatory row of mobile phones 
filming any given show. Ordinarily, that is.  
But there’s nothing ordinary about Les Savy  
Fav in their natural habitat. 

More specifically, there’s nowt run of  
the mill about Tim Harrington, a singer who 
deserves to be bigger than a certain Mr James 
Osterberg. Harrington already is in stature, 
mind – a fact confirmed when he declares 
jovially, “You could fit two Iggy Pops in me”, 
shortly after beginning LSF’s riotous Tiswas  
of rock by calmly sitting centre stage having  
his hair trimmed, replete with barber’s shawl. 
This is no mime theatre bullshit either: shorn 
locks are stuck to his sweating forehead for the 
majority of the next hour, wherein you literally 
take your eyes off the portly punk poet-slash-
possible escaped loony bin inmate (with beard) 
at your own peril. Blink for a second and you’ll 
soon become an inadvertent tool for the roving 
Harrington; last time we witnessed such 
shenanigans in the UK, he tipped a bottle of 
red wine into the mouths of the throng. The 
man is a hero. The man’s an anti-hero. You 
could devote paragraphs to his beard alone. 

Making more offstage excursions and 
costume swaps than most frontmen attempt  
in a career, the sheer quantity of Harrington’s 
accessories and props may explain why LSF 
haven’t hit the road often over the past few 
years. His knick-knacks variously number coal-
miner blackface make-up that even a minstrel 
might baulk at, a dog/panda/sheep headdress, 
numerous tables (venue furniture, not his 
own), somebody’s camcorder, and a beautifully 
tight pair of yellow y-fronts, with which the 
aforementioned videotaping device soon gets 
an intimate inside acquaintance. Naturally, half 
of the blackface is soon smeared over anybody 
within arm’s reach.

This is performance art, only without a  
shred of po-faced pretence. That’s not to say 
Harrington isn’t serious: he means this. It’s  
just he also manages to be one of the most 
engaging, charismatic, grin-catalysing men on 
God’s green Earth. You’ll want him as a father,  
a drinking partner, a role model. Although 
maybe not a stylist.

All of this would be mere multicoloured 
emulsion to cover the cracks of half-baked 
tunes in the hands of many oddly cool 
Brooklynites. But the songs – oh, man, the 
songs. From great semi-lost debut 3/5 to  
singles compilation Inches, it’s not only set 
staples like ‘Yawn, Yawn, Yawn’, the exultant 
‘The Sweat Descends’ or a floor-shaking 
rendition of the monstrously apt ‘Who Rocks 
The Party’ that mark LSF out as one of the  
most important bands of a generation. ‘The 
Equestrian’ could be their greatest moment 
yet, all bug-eyed fervour and choruses so classic 
you’ll swear blind living before it existed was  
a whole bunch duller. 

Despite such hyperbole, it’s still tricky to 
place a finger on why Harrington and his razor-
sharp band of could-be (and supposedly have-
been) male models inspire an inside glow  
few events in life, let alone music, can muster. 
There’s a concurrent innocence and madcap 
danger competing for airspace. Harrington’s 
turn of phrase is laureate level, exposing his 
soft underbelly – no pun intended – with 
wonderful insights into our perilous world 
buried beneath the outer manic veneer.  
Yet he remains elliptical enough that almost 
every song has the potential to fill the mould  
of whatever the listener decides to identify  
it with. Perhaps, also, it’s the elastic way  
with which Syd Butler’s bass acts as intoxicating 
mortar holding the chaos together, clunking 
over Harrison Haynes’ powerful drum GBH;  
the spirit of post-punk as dragged up by  
Fugazi, except more concerned with having  
a blast than lecturing the audience.

Just maybe, though, for once it’s best  
to switch off heads and fully engage hearts. 
The chant rings on in chests long after the 
amplifiers have fallen silent: “We were there 
when the world got good!/And we helped to 
make it that way!” 

For 60 minutes, we are, we do, and it 
matters not a tiny jot that the best part of  
50 other bands also comprise ATP Vs The  
Fans. Patti Smith, Mogwai, Battles, Slint, Echo 
And The Bunnymen – definitely Echo And  
The Bunnymen – relatively speaking, needn’t  
have bothered. 

And if you didn’t leave Les Savy Fav with  
a smile on your face then, sir/madam, you  
are a human without any trace of fun inside 
your hollow chassis.

You’ll want him as 
a father, a drinking 
partner, a role 
model. Although 
maybe not a 
stylist

the sweat descends 
Words: Adam Anonymous 
Photography: Owen Richards
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Could have been very different. “When me and Laurent started the band,  
we wanted to be a disco band. Not nu-rave. Straight-up disco, and have  
a fucking good time,” Gallows’ Frank Carter pauses, then displays a gift for 
understatement. “When we started writing it was obvious it wasn’t working 
out. Straight from the first riff, it was clear we couldn’t do it.”

So best go straight for plan b then: ANNIHILATION! EVISCERATION! SWEAT! 
FUCKING BASTARD DENTISTS, CUNTS CHARGED EIGHT HUNDRED QUID! 
TUMULTUOUS BAND HISTORY! PAINFUL LOOKING TATTOOS! MORE SWEAT! 
NO LAGER! NO LAGER! SHOUTING!

Gallows are enormously hyped. They’re enormously good. Last time a band 
was simultaneously as credibly angular and appealing poppy was – ooh – 
mclusky or At The Drive-In? Oh, your call. Dischord-esque punk, parochial and 
personal lyrical concern, the frenzied animalism of their recently re-released 
debut Orchestra Of Wolves got me dangerously close to dragging my old CTCL 
Minister Drill-cock! persona out of the corner of my id where I left him for one 
last gig. (“The Minister has been enjoying your fine pop music. However, he  
finds himself confused – why do you want them to remember your name when 
they’re wiping your cum off their fucking face? Surely erasing all sense of self 
beneath the bukkake-wave is the entire point? And what’s with this curiously 
pansy-ass ‘letting them live’ shit?”) This undersells and betrays them. Minister 
Drill-cock! – as the name suggests – was a parody of the worst excesses of 
masculinity. When Gallows choose to examine it, it can be hysterical, but  
there’s nothing funny about it. In fact, it’s liberatingly honest. 

Take the title track, which features the memorable chorus of cum-wiping 
and name-remembering. Its directness has been interpreted as anything from  
an analysis of date-rape to an open critique of the character Carter’s singing in. 

For ‘interpreted’ read ‘misinterpreted’. “I mean, I don’t write anything that’s too 
hard. I’m not a super-intelligent guy. I have to make things easier for me,” notes 
Carter, bemused and self-deprecating, “So when people write this stuff…I think 
they really have to have gone a long way to get that. It’s not that complex.” 

In fact, it’s a dirty hormonal brother to TV On The Radio’s ‘Wolf Like Me’ –  
but instead of the lupine elegance of running through city streets, ‘Orchestra  
Of Wolves’ is just about the state of beast-cock hunger, a dog-faced man 
craving coitus with the monstrous rampage only undercut by a final sad 
realisation that this passing, one-night fuck-symphony is only a momentary 
release, and – eventually – he’s going to have to be brave enough to go for 
something more. “There’s no fucking about,” Frank stresses, “That’s what  
I wanted to say. And that’s why I said it.”

Its authentic release keeps it apart from much of the rest of the album, where 
Gallows are more likely to ruminate (ie scream in an unhinged Watford cry) 
about their irritants. Children of the Nineties, their anger is essentially apolitical  
– the daily frustrations their founding stones. This is the key to their appeal – the 
universality (yet convincing specificity) of their passions. It takes a certain sort of 
person to be genuinely spectacularly enraged about world politics. Conversely…
“Who the fuck likes going to the dentist? It’s fucking intolerable,” says Frank. 
“Who the fuck likes their parents splitting up in front of them? Who likes 
coming home, passing the fish and chip shop and three guys come out and start 
shouting shit at you before beating your head in? It’s not nice…but it’s life.”

The purging of the emotions through borderline-ritual flagellation is a noble 
tradition. People see him committed to the point of puking and think – in Frank’s 
words – “I want to scream with you as it’s obviously doing you the world of 
good”. Catharsis. It’s healthier than the sadder alternatives. “If anyone sees 
someone happy, they get angry. It’s like – why the fuck is that dude happy?  
I want whatever he’s got,” Frank argues. “It’s such a negative way of thinking. 
But if you accept the anger, and cherish it and hold it close to you, you’re going 
to be a much better person. If you accept that you’ll be miserable most of your 
life, you can deal with it way better. 

“I’m the happiest I’ve ever been. I mean, why wouldn’t I be? I’m in a fucking 
wicked band I love. I get to play with my best friends and my brother, travel the 
world. And I’m singing about being angry.”

 www.myspace.com/gallows

gallows 
            Words: Kieron Gillen 

Photography: Simon Fernandez LateNightTales
Lindstrøm

Belle & SebastianThe Flaming Lips Air Nouvelle Vague

Four TetTurin BrakesJamiroquaiSly & Robbie

Tommy GuerreroGroove Armada Kid Loco Nightmares on Wax

Rae & ChristianHowie BZero 7Fila Brazillia

www.latenighttales.co.uk / www.myspace.com/latenighttales

Multi instrumentalist and true musical innovator; Lindstrøm, 
provides an inspirational after hours mix. Featuring tracks 
from: Gina X Performance, Sly & The Family Stone, Carly 
Simon, Terje & Thomas, Dusty Springfi eld and many more.

Includes exclusive cover version of Vangelis - Let it Happen. 
Plus secret spoken word track. 

Available now

‘Accept the anger, and 
cherish it and hold it close 
to you’
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I’m going to start at a beginning of sorts – the  
first Delphic hymn. It was written to Apollo in  
128 BC, but you can listen to it online. I have  
been listening to it endlessly, trying to locate the 
sounds chronologically within my ear. It is primitive 
in that it is spare and monophonic, but the midi  
filter of Wikipedia neutralises all that. After  
hearing it so many times, it’s hard to say whether  
it is dated. 

We don’t know how it was performed, but  
I like to think it was played on repeat while  
Ancient Greeks danced, draped. As the earliest 
example of Western musical notation, it’s the  
first melody that didn’t need vocal instructions: 
stories were no longer necessary for music to  
be repeated. 

I like the Greek word anaphora – to carry back: 

repetition used to influence the audience. Doesn’t  
it always? I could make a list of poetic terms, but 
emotionally it nestles somewhere between the ears 
and won’t nudge. Once fully submerged, it will 
recycle itself unconsciously through fingers attached 
to pens, mouths motioning with haste. What lack  
of control we have! An alphabetical tic at its worst, 
but when I love it: an incantation. 

I can never tell what sound will enchant me, 
which miniscule moment I’ll want to recreate  
time and time again, mechanically connecting  
with whatever equipment is at hand, a personal 
time machine. And it is very personal, I wouldn’t 
want to share what I like to repeat – it feels almost 
like a bad habit. I keep asking other people whether 
they repeat songs too, but it seems their music  
is too precious for such abuse, as if a song can  

be ruined. Which it can. But not some. Arthur 
Russell’s ‘Intrumentals’ (from First Thought Best 
Thought) is one of these rare songs: it has all the 
qualities of an itchy mosquito bite. 

‘Instrumentals’ conjures up a nagging desire 
within me, the call of a greedy child: “Again!”  
I’ll happily submit though, dance out loud or  
in my mind, a moment spatially manipulated  
and stalled. With its careering layers of percussion, 
flute, synth, piano, guitar and trombone, it actually 
makes sense to listen to this track on repeat – when 
composed in 1975 it was supposed to be part of  
a 48-hour cycle.

Weaving through different classical modes,  
‘Instrumentals’ lifts everything upwards like 
interlocking flora, so rich in detail that on each  
listen I pick out just one instrument and follow it 

through. This is a pastime that is ideal for a person  
in a foreign land, as I am, surrounded by reams  
and reams of new information. With my eyes 
constantly encountering the unknown, sometimes 
my ears need this reassurance. Repetition works  
like an aural folk tale, unknowingly revealing truths 
of the landscape, connecting the rhythms inside  
and out. 

I have a collection of essentials, internalised 
melodies that can be extended outwards, nomadic 
prefab homes that can be rebuilt on the base of  
a hum, in any location. Why do I love this? Because 
each one works as a spell: I am given entry to  
an alternate condition, utterly singular, with  
no relation to the outside world controlled  
by buttons of volume and rewind. A hermetic 
Delphic hymn that only I understand: a centre  
of sorts.

guilty pleasures

What song would you cover if you could 
get away with it? 
“I really don’t think we should ever do a cover. I have  
a feeling we’ll have to soon but there is really nothing  
I would want to…” (Rhys, Good Shoes)

“The Last Of The Mohicans soundtrack is seriously 
deep and if we could get our hands on that we could 
come up with something big.”  
(Nika D, Virus Syndicate)

“My brother and I want to cover ‘Osamu’s Theme: 
Kyoko’s House’ from the Mishima soundtrack, but 
never get to it. It’s a hard song to imagine tackling.” 
(Jana Hunter)

What’s uncool or even bad, but you love 
it anyway (or perhaps because)? 
“If it was bad I wouldn’t listen to it – this is the problem 
with labelling music cool or not cool: people should 
listen to it with no prior information or hype or 
anything. I think our charts would be better and  
good music would get further than the terrible system 
that’s in place now.”  
(Rhys, Good Shoes)

“Geeky girls with glasses and fat arses.” 
(JSD, Virus Syndicate)

in the beginning

Tell us about your first band.
“It was called Les Pwe Blo, and was something like 
‘anti-folk’. It consisted of me (18), my best friend 
Guillaume (18), my little sister Kim (16) and littler sister 
Amy (14). As a rebellion to pretty boys with acoustic 
guitars who played nothing but Muse covers, me and 
Guillaume started a band to sing songs about how 
much we hated pretty boys with acoustic guitars who 
played nothing but Muse covers. Then Kim and Amy 
joined because between them could play pretty much 
any instrument we wanted. The people we sang about 
started to like us, which was kind of besides the point, 
and the Midsomer Norton music scene couldn’t satisfy 
us any more.” 
(Gareth, Los Campesinos!)

“Around 2000, it was called Belleatec – it was just  
me and two other friends, each living in a different  
city (the singer put up the songs on MySpace, if I’m  
not mistaken). It was kind of a bossa nova, Stereolab-
wannabe thing, but I was really proud of it. John Peel 
was a fan – he played our EP twice on his show!” 
(Gorky, Bonde Do Role) 

“I had this Riot Grrrrl rock band called Pee Girls.  
We were awful!” 

(Marina, Bonde Do Role) 
“I had a hardcore band, but I was always too 

wasted to remember anything about it…” 
(Pedro, Bonde Do Role)

Good Shoes photography: Nick Ballon

I keep asking other 
people whether they 
repeat songs too

why i love…repetition 
Words: Miranda Iossifidis 
Illustration: Miranda Iossifidis

Butlins Holiday Centre, Minehead is a National Express coach stop 
for travel to and from all over England, Scotland and Wales.
Tickets are available to purchase in pairs / New improved accommodation / a proper cinema! / 3 venues / 4 bars & sandy beaches nearby.
Tickets must be booked in 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 berths and are available now from : www.atpfestival.com  /  www.seetickets.com  /  www.wegottickets.com 

FOR REGULAR UPDATES & FULL LINE-UP:

www.atpfestival.com

CURATED BY & PERFORMING LIVE

CONFIRMED ACTS SO FAR INCLUDE:

PORTISHEAD
[WORLD EXCLUSIVE SHOW]

APHEX TWIN
JULIAN COPE
SEASICK STEVE
BLACK MOUNTAIN
EARTH
ONEIDA
TEAM BRICK
FUZZ AGAINST JUNK 
CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX
PLUS MANY MORE ARTISTS / DJs & CINEMA 
DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED.

Tickets are available now from :

www.atpfestival.com
www.seetickets.com
www.wegottickets.com
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This story starts with a break-up, one of those 
relationships that you have when your hormones 
can’t find a parking space. You’re totally head over 
heels in love with someone, you know every crack  
in their skin, but never asked their surname. Before 
long, you start to wonder what your babies will look 
like – and then, one day, they stand you up. Leave 
you looking a total fool at the train station with a 

fistful of tickets and no place to stay. Heartbreak.
Then there’s a new girl in town. She’s flavour  

of the month. You pay no attention and ignore  
the hype. A friend whispers in your ear: she’s the 
reason he left you. The way you view the world 
shudders, shifts.

And so it is with Shy Child. For those of us  
left waiting to see the scandalously underrated 
Supersystem a few months back, here we have  
the reason why those tickets never changed hands 
with a sweaty-palmed doorman. Nate (drums) is 
purchasing coffee from a service station somewhere 
between Dundee and Glasgow. After a brief, and 
clearly well-rehearsed rendition of how Shy Child 
came about – met at university, wound up in New 
York together, played together (in Supersystem), 
didn’t play together, played together again (in Shy 

Child) – he explains the dynamics of the band who, 
on record, sound like they’re bound with super-
strength UHU. Because as we all know, you can’t 
have a democracy with two people.

“I think that’s why it works. If there’s a decision 
to make, we’re just like, ‘Shall we do this?’ ‘Yeah.’ 
‘Yeah? OK then.’ Because we’ve been playing 
together so long I think we’ve got a pretty good  
idea of what we’ve got together.”

What they’ve got together is a drum kit and  
a keytar. Pete wreaks all sorts of synthetic mayhem 
from his shoulder-slung keyboard, lays down a vocal 
that is equal parts excited harmony and deadpan 
monotony; Nate pummells and bounces neatly, 
battens down the hatches and makes it sound like 
the neatest party band on the planet, with more 
depth, more dance and way more cool than most 
bands they’ve been sharing bills with.

Pete soon joins in on the speakerphone (the 
worst invention since the telephone for stilting a 
conversation) and – glossing over my suggestion 
that Shy Child sound similar to a certain previous 
band that he was in (see above) – lays down the 
band’s intentions. “We want to have fun and we 
want everyone else to have fun,” he says, to which 
Nate rebuffs, self-consciously, “I think it’s about  
a little more than just fun. I think it’s about creative 
expression, wouldn’t you agree?”

This combination of artistic intelligence and  
no-nonsense debauchery-beats make Shy Child  
a tough act to label. So what are they a reaction to? 
“Classical music and be-bop. It’s against traditional 
folk. We are the opposite of Arlo Guthrie.”

Nate: “People say I look like Arlo Guthrie.” 
(He does, for the record.)
Pete: “OK, so there are similarities…and 

differences.”
The thought that Shy Child (already tagged – by 

others – as nu-rave) might get sold down a Day-Glo 
river full of fluorescent hoodies and plastic earrings 
is frustrating. But if they maintain their difference 
and stay afloat, what happens next might be worth 
all the heartache, after all. 

www.shychild.com 

in the mix: 
don cash’s dollar bin dash

“Several years ago I caught the record-making bug 
and soon enough my predicament led to the cruellest 
of modern fates: being completely unemployable.  
I barely had cash for sardines and baked beans, much 
less spare skrilla for fluorescent green Air Jordans  
and glossy DJ magazines. Lucky for me, the streets of 
Montreal and Toronto are jammed aplenty with used 
record shops – so, here are some of my dollar bin 
favorites from the last year or so.”

David Bowie Station To Station
“This one’s all peaches. ’Golden Years’ rides a 
supersonic disco-rock groove to deep outer space, 
while I hope to be ripping off the title track for many 
years to come. Still, does the fact I have no idea what 
‘TVC15’ means make me hopelessly square?”

Jimmy Cliff Special
“My dad would play this all the time when we’d drive 
to my baseball games growing up in suburban Toronto. 
It’s got ‘Treat The Youths Right’, the incomparable ‘Rub 
A Dub Partner’ and a guest appearance by Ron Wood  
– which is always a good sign when rummaging…” 

Run DMC Tougher Than Leather
“Pound for pound, their best work, a seamless collage 
of everything that ever made America great ever, plus  
a fantastic cover of ‘Mary Mary’ by The Monkees.”

Jeff Beck Beck-Ola
“I mean who doesn’t like Rod Stewart? Seriously? 
Along with Ron Wood (yet again) and Nicky ‘Low 
Profile’ Hopkins on keys, this one is never far from  
the turntable. Oh yeah, known guitar-slinger Jeff  
Beck makes an appearance here and there.”

Aretha Franklin Aretha Now
“‘Hello Sunshine’ is one of those songs that just  
makes you glad to be alive. And I like the liner notes 
too. I wonder why I’ve never seen this title on one of 
those ‘best records ever’ lists?”

The Rolling Stones Goat’s Head Soup
“You don’t really listen to an album like this, you 
savour it until the resin burns your fingertips. Some 
fans don’t rate it, perhaps because the Stones’ 
trademark flash rock decadence too-cleverly masks  
the record’s ultra-sophisticated jazz rock feel. Still,  
‘Can You Hear The Music?’”

Joni Mitchell Court And Spark
“’I’m always running behind the times, just like  
this train shaking into town with the brakes 
complaining…” Beacuse this record sounds like  
my best friend, I own four copies.”

Don Cash’s new wave/rap album II is out now on 
Relish, and is fiiiiine

www.myspace.com/sirdoncash

‘Shy Child is against 
traditional folk. We 
are the opposite of 
Arlo Guthrie’

shy child 
Words: Hayley Avron 
Illustration: Eleanor Rudge
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The name is drawn from a George Dangerfield 
book, first published in 1935, written about the 
decline of the Liberal Party during World War I.

The name is drawn to indicate the welter of 
confusion felt by these five youths from Gosport,  
a crap seaside town near Portsmouth…is it five? It’s 
hard to tell, because they never keep still on stage, 
leaping about, switching instruments and smudging 

their guitar strings like Sonic Youth in reverse, 
thrusting giant placards into the audience’s faces 
bearing slogans like ‘Repent! Repent!’ and ‘I Saw 
Evil’, hammering the hell out of a keyboard or  
two, shouting off-mic in unkempt harmony like  
the bastard children of Silver Mt Zion Orchestra, 
instruments dropping out altogether until there’s 
just a hint of triangle or ricocheting feedback, 
before the flame-haired mop starts yelling blue 
passion once again…

The name indicates hope, a knowledge that 
those who forget history are doomed to repeat its 
mistakes, a willingness to embrace intellectualism 
however scanty. It hints at political awareness. Sure, 
the name is unwieldy, but then – so is this music.

“The placards are there to keep the flow going,” 
explains one Strange Death. “We’re not the sort of 

band that can play an emotional song and then tell  
a funny story about what happened to us on the 
way to the gig.”

“They came from our first ever show at a battle 
of the bands,” reveals another. “We didn’t get any 
points for audience participation, because we didn’t 
speak. So we thought it would be funny to have a 
sign that said, ‘This Is Audience Participation’. It 
continued from there.”

Three minutes before the interview starts,  
Nicky Wire (a Plan B subscriber) and James Dean 
Bradfield from Manic Street Preachers drop by to  
say hi (TSDOLE are supporting Manics at Brighton’s 
Dome; and are a welcome bleak, churning fury in 
the plush surrounds) – reducing one Strange Death, 
the male Mia Clarke from Electrelane lookalike with 
a bruised, bandaged foot – to a shivering gelatinous 
wreck. Yes, he could say he likes the Manics.

TSDOLE formed, two years ago: “Because  
we were bored. And desperate. And looking for 
something to do with ourselves in the peninsula of 
Gosport, because it’s rubbish. Even in Leicester, five 
hours drive away, they knew that our hometown 
was a cultural wasteland.”

“Originally, me and Adam wanted to play a 
variation on gospel music,” remarks a fourth, “but 
when these guys joined it became much noisier and 
more chaotic.”

“People take a great joy in labelling us,” adds 
another. ”One says Arcade Fire, the next will say we 
sound exactly like the Pixies, then Sonic Youth, Silver 
Mt Zion…”

“…my dad thinks we sound like Pink Floyd!”
“…and if we do, thanks very much. They’re all 

fantastic bands.”
There’s a forthcoming TSDOLE album that 

someone sent me a day or two after this interview 
took place, entitled Forward March!, which 
shimmers and shivers and wassails emotionally and 
contains some beautiful melodies; but also sounds a 
little too polished and pristine for these ears and not 
like the unruly, vibrant live experience I saw at all.

But hell. That’s confusion for you.
www.myspace.com/tsdole 

read the label: 
no fun productions 
Words: Louis Pattison 

My first exposure to Carlos Giffoni and No Fun was a 
set of jittery QuickTime movies that trickled back over 
the Atlantic after 2006’s No Fun Fest at The Hook in 
Brooklyn. It looked like a riot. No, really – the set from 
Pennsylvanian power noise dudes Macronympha 
looked like a riot: bodies crushed against bodies, two 
dominatrices stalking the stage, busted tables tossed 
out across the crowd. On one hand, it could be seen as 
tinder for those fears about how noise was turning into 
one big macho sausage-fest, Limp Bizkit’s ‘Break Stuff’ 
for the avant outlaws. But there was a feeling to these 
shaky digital captures that something was bubbling  
up from beneath and might yet go beyond. How often 
does noise make it into the New York Times? Isn’t that 
a great thing, experimental music once again fulfilling 
its brief as an art of possibilities?

No Fun Fest and its associated label, No Fun 
Productions, is the creation of Carlos Giffoni –  
a Venezuelan punk rock fan who relocated to New  
York in 2000 with his all-Hispanic noise-rock outfit 
Monotract. Noise, for Giffoni, holds the same dissident 
appeal as punk. “I grew up in a very close environment 
in a small city called Barquisimeto in Venezuela,” 
explains Giffoni. “Popular music was whatever was  
on the Top 40 in the US, plus Merengue and Salsa 
which people danced to at parties. As soon as I got 
older and was able to grasp other stuff I got into punk. 
That whole movement reflects in the way I do things.”

No Fun Productions was founded in 2005, and has 
since racked up releaes from Burning Star Core, 
Religious Knives, Pita and Giffoni himself, whose 
mighty Arrogance is brutal analogue synthesiser at its 
most churning and visceral. “Just noise for the sake of 
it is very boring, there has to be substance to it. I look 
for quality and uniqueness of individual sounds, but 
also compositional aspects, like overall structure, 
mood, and if it has an emotional effect or not.” 

Perhaps the greatest No Fun release to date is the 
first vinyl release in over a decade from Consumer 
Electronics, the solo project of Philip Best of 
Whitehouse. Larger and more cosmic sounding than 
Whitehouse’s piercing sonic drill scree, the fully 
instrumental ‘Nobody’s Ugly’ is a meteoric rumble  
of celestial scope, like a microphone feeding back  
from the event horizon of a black hole. 

What next for No Fun Productions? Fresh is a 
Giffoni collaboration with Merzbow and Jim O’Rourke, 
with releases including Mouthus, a four-CD box set 
 of Japanese noise pioneers CCCC, and a collaboration 
between Smegma and Jazkamer. Giffoni is keen to 
ensure quality remains the watchword. 

“There are a lot of smaller noise labels that are just 
putting anything out without quality control, because 
they don’t have a defined aesthetic,” he says. “But 
lablels like Hospital Productions or Heavy Tapes only 
put releases out that are complete and unique. It’s 
about making things that look, and sound, amazing.”

www.nofunproductions.com

‘We were looking for 
something to do with 
ourselves in the 
peninsula of Gosport’

the strange death 
of liberal england 
Words: Everett True 
Photography: Simon Fernandez

Adam Woolway (voice, guitars)
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Tall Pony
I’m Your Boyfriend Now (Cherryade)
Creepy parody of misogyny from a pair of 
30-plus blokes in Cheltenham, detailing 
the way a woman can be subjugated by her 
new beau over slow-burning atmospheric 
music that recalls early Cabaret Voltaire, 
perhaps. A Radio One favourite.
Frances: I like their accents – Gloucestershire, 
a bit like Joe Meek. I was surprised that 
they’re in their thirties. I thought they were 
students imagining how things were for 
older people. It adds an extra layer of 
creepiness because they may have actually 
seen this kind of thing going on.
Everett: They sound too close to their subject 
matter: I thought they were students too, 
making a crap PC anti-sexist statement, but 
it rings too true, the guy speaks the lines with 
too much relish, “When I go out drinking 
with my friends/You will not accompany  
me/You will have a headache”. It’s rather 
disturbing. Like, when does the actor become 
the part (s)he’s portraying?
Frances: They’re having a go at the local 
couples they see in Halfords or wherever  
– but yeah, why exactly have they done  
this song?
Everett: I like the third song, ‘I Hate Your 
Family’ a lot. It’s so unremittingly nasty:  
“You think you’re interesting and unusual 
but you’re just thick.” Excellent stuff, with 
some nice over-distorted production, even  
if it is a little Fall-esque.
Frances: …And real hatred. It reminds me  
of a soap opera Liars – or a Mike Leigh film 
soundtracked by Liars.

Architecture In Helsinki
Heart It Races (Cooperative)
First single from new album Places Like 
That, with a video shot in Mexico –
twinkling, shiny Scandinavian pop, with 
some baile funk thrown in. 

Frances: I don’t want to sound churlish, but  
it sounds a lot like what they were doing 
before with just some dancehall bounce 
added – and that’s nice!
Everett: Yeah, it certainly bounces. I like the 
loose feel to the vocals: this is nowhere near 
as cloying as I imagined. Do they look like 
they sound?
Frances: Yes, they’re like a gang of fun, 
wholesome Australian indie kids. This will  
be an indie disco hit. There’s the bounciness, 
and the way the vocals fan out into a big 
anthemic woohhh-ahhh.
Everett: I love steel drums…even when 
they’re fake.
Frances: Especially when they’re fake!

Fireball
Blessed Be (Switchflicker)
Five-piece all-female pysch-rock from NYC 
that rocks like Lunachicks and We’ve Got  
A Fuzzbox let loose in a room full of Amon 
Düül bootlegs.
Frances: Currently the band I’d most like to 
be in…and there are lots of bands I’d like  
to be in. It’s (purposefully, I guess) recorded 
really fuzzy and clanging, so it’s got this 
weird industrial edge.
Everett: They sound they’re having so much 
fun – all distorted bass and repetition, totally 
fuzzed and blissed out, but heavy.
Frances: They sound a lot like Blue Cheer, only 
messier. It also reminds me of Kemado label 
bands like The Sword and Danava, without 
all the tossy solos. I know it’s heresy but  
I wish more girls did solos, just to show they 
can. And I wish there were psych-rock bands 
like this in the UK. Instead we’ve just had  
a lot of boring nu-gaze stuff, mostly by guys.

Magic Arm
Outdoor Games (Switchflicker)
Solo Manchester dude – recorded on his 
own computer: sweet acoustic guitar, 

tinkly piano, gentle vocals: similar to Gruff 
Rhys, maybe.
Everett: He uses toy instruments…him and  
the world.
Frances: Yeah, there’s a rash of it at the 
moment…Badly Drawn Boy has popped  
into my head, and the Fence Collective.  
I quite like this, but I wish it’d take a few 
melodic riffs…RISKS. Sorry, I got riffs on  
my brain. It’s very melodically complacent.  
I blame The Flaming Lips.
Everett: Absolutely. They’re pretty much to 
blame for everything. I’m not sure about that 
harmonica…this is sweet, but I won’t be 
rushing to ever play it again.

Das Wanderlust
Sunday School (Cool For Cats/ 
Fierce Panda)
Charming post-Bis bouncy nonsense from 
up North, Das Wanderlust’s debut single  
is tacky and sparkly and full of sudden 
stop-starts.
Frances: I like it when punk songs have 
‘movements’ in. This one has loads of 
different bits.
Everett: Yes, it is very mid-Seventies English 
pastoral; odd, considering how abrasive 
punk-disco it sounds.
Frances: It’s quite Edward Gorey-ish, and  
a little Goth. I don’t mind Goth, when it’s like 
this. It’s a funny old thing, half prog and half 
what people call ‘amateur’ – pramateur.

Bat For Lashes 
What’s A Girl To Do (Parlophone)
Brighton’s own critically-feted answer  
to Kate Bush releases girl group tribute, 
replete with simpering harmonies and 
bedroom angst lyrics.
Frances: Ah, Bat For Lashes. I’m sorry, but  
this is totally the weakest song from her 
album. It’s hard to say why. I like exercises  
in girl group pop, but I feel this is done really 

cynically – and the lyrics are awful. I prefer 
her song about the horse. Stick to horses, 
Natasha. Not boys.
Everett: I never thought she should turn  
her attention to girl group pop. It doesn’t 
seem to be what Bat For Lashes do well. 
Maybe they’re aware of the relative success 
of fellow Brighton types The Pipettes?
Frances: All she’s describing is a very 
straightforward ‘not that into you’ break-up. 
The thing about girl group lyrics is that they 
make that stuff sound so tragic – and this is 
just like, ‘Oh well, let’s break up then’.
Everett: She’s better when she’s behaving 
way more Goth.

Wild Beasts 
Through Dark Night (Bad Sneakers)
From Leeds. Gershwin times Grange  
Hill, according to the press release. Night-
time falsetto neediness and seediness, 
inscrutably elegant.
Everett: It’s like Antony And The Johnsons 
gone completely wrong.
Frances: Ha ha, yeah – or Tiny Tim, who was 
wrong anyway. It reminds me of Orange 
Juice, too.
Everett: I fucking love this: it’s like Billy 
McKenzie reincarnated as, yes, Tiny Tim:  
the guy can’t sing at all really, but it totally 
doesn’t matter. You’re spot on about the 
Orange Juice comparison: like Edwyn trying 
to hit the top notes on Al Green’s ‘L.O.V.E.’ 
and gloriously failing.
Frances: I’d rather this than someone trying 
to sing all proper. The music, readers, is 
bouncy skiffly stuff, recorded all easy.
Everett: This is what I always imagine the  
fun elements of Babyshambles and, I dunno, 
The Kooks maybe to sound like, but strongly 
suspect they don’t at all. It rollicks along at  
a fair pace.
Frances: Yeah, I see what you mean – all that 
Englishness and stuff – but these guys sound 

 
Words: Frances Morgan 
and Everett True 
Illustration: Lady Lucy

What happens when Plan B’s Editor and Editor-In-Chief  
go head-to-head? Put simply, it’s like a Godzilla musical, 
but with more gore and swearing. Please switch off yr 
mobile phones now
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like real eccentrics, not fashion eccentrics.  
Of course, they might not be eccentric at all.  
I see from the Internet that they like to  
wear waistcoats.

Art Brut 
Direct Hit (Labels/Mute) 
Taken from the new album It’s A Bit 
Complicated; spoken word over indie  
rock riffs, one pilfered from Sonic Youth,  
a dissection of some form of nightclub 
encounter or other.
Frances: There was this funny thread on our 
forum about bands who don’t live up to their 
names, like White Rose Movement, named 
after a WWII German anti-Nazi resistance 
group – I wonder if Art Brut fit into that?
Everett: I really want to like them, but none of 
their songs is even a patch on that awesome 
Lithuanian Eurovision entry last year, the 
deconstructionist, beautifully cynical ‘We  
Are The Winners’ from LT United. And on top 
of that, the production is really muddy and 
horribly now.
Frances: I agree. It’s all compressed and 
murky and bollocks.
Everett: They should have split after their 
first, and greatest, song, ‘Formed A Band’.  
I’d have loved them forever. Maybe I could 
write ‘Split A Band’ for them?

Good Shoes
Morden (Brille)
In the grand tradition of writing about your 
hometown, Plan B’s favourite early Cure 
revivalists return with an ace jagged song 
about crap local nights out. Cue pun in  
a thousand lame magazines: ‘Morden life  
is rubbish’.
Frances: There used to be a band that did a 
song about Bishop’s Stortford, where I come 
from. It had a verse about the local fast food 
options, and had the line, “Burgers are bad 
for you, but the Kebabery’s a shithole too!”

Everett: I like this the way I don’t like Arctic 
Monkeys. It’s way perkier and more 
pertinent…or maybe I just like the fact  
it sounds like it’s from 1979.
Frances: Yeah, it’s a bit like The Jam…but  
I quite like it. It feels young and crisp.
Everett: Definitely the cream of their 
generation of Artrocker guitar bands.
Frances: Whoever recorded it didn’t slap 
loads of stuff all over it. You can hear all  
the various bits locking together.

Maxïmo Park
Books From Boxes (Warp)
A song about Mary O’Brien (Dusty 
Springfield’s real name), apparently: not 
that you’d have guessed from this average 
indie festival fare.
Frances: Ah yes: this is the one about  
Dusty being a lesbian. I read that in  
The Guardian)…
Everett: My two-year-old son Isaac has 
suddenly started saying, “DADDY, TAKE  
THIS OFF!”
Isaac: NO, NO MUSIC!
Frances: It’s quite mellow, though. I thought 
they were shouty, but that was all tuneful.
Everett: Oh jeez, one of the bonus songs is  
a cover of The Proclaimers’ ‘500 Miles’.
Frances: There is no excuse for that. 
Isaac (standing up to turn off CD-player):  
NO, NO MUSIC!
Everett: This is totally bland – absolutely 
what comes to my mind when people  
talk about corporate or mainstream  
indie: polite, polished, emotionless, 
directionless, pointless.

Kate Nash 
Foundations (Fiction)
Yet another break-up single from the 
queen of New Look, Ms Lily Allen…no, 
wait. This isn’t Lily, but one of her mates. 
Could’ve fooled us.

Everett (reading): “It’s been wicked year for 
young Kate Nash, she fell down the stairs, 
broke her foot and found that she could 
actually write…”
Frances: She’s an odd one, because her 
image is sassy and quite fun, but all her 
songs are totally abject and whiny…maybe 
because she broke her foot.
Everett: Um, is it just me or would this even 
exist without Lily Allen? Same lyrics as 
‘Smile’, same pronunciation, same (one) 
idea; I’m such a loser even though secretly 
I’m bubbly and fun. I liked Lily’s one moment. 
I don’t want it reprised a thousand times…
or even once.
Frances: It reminds me of all the crap bits  
of being a teenager, whining about guys  
and being egomaniacally depressed for no 
good reason.

Malajube 
Montreal -40c (City Slang)
From the label that gave us that band who 
gave us Stars; from Montreal, a five-piece 
singing partly in French, mates of Arcade 
Fire (isn’t everyone there?). 
Frances: Despite being French-Canadian,  
it reminds me of Supergrass – definitely  
jolly, but also a bit bittersweet. Lots of 
cymbals, harmonies, organs, waltzing  
and too much guitar.
Everett: A little bit Scissor Sisters, too.
Frances: What’s this song about then? I’m 
guessing: love – or maybe aeroplanes and 
horses and bears.
Everett: Who cares? They’re happy!

Alec Empire
Robot L.O.V.E. (Eat Your Heart Out)
Former Atari Teenage Riot frontman 
returns with a surprisingly laidback, 
smoochy foray into Leather Nun territory.
Everett: He uses the word “motherfucker”  
in the first sentence.

Frances: Start as you mean to go on. Usually 
he’s pretty shouty, but this is him in sleazy 
mode…OK. OK. He’s shouting now. 
Everett: I don’t understand this. Is it like Chris 
And Cosey a little?
Frances: Yes. Also Add N To X – without the 
fun. It’s OK, though. At least it hasn’t got all 
the big Goth fuzz mess of his usual horrible 
Goth stuff.
Everett: Kinda rooted in Eighties Euro (Front 
242) disco.
Frances: I hate to break it to you, but there  
is gonna be a Front 242 revival along any 
minute, if not already.

MIT 
Good Book (Half Machine)
Lurching Moog synth lines, yelped  
vocals, indie disco drums…from  
Germany, championed by Vice, have 
toured with Gossip, Peaches, Les Georges 
Leningrad, etc.
Frances: It sounds really Glaswegian, which 
isn’t so far away from sounding German.
Everett: Isaac is bouncing for the first time. 
You can really hear the Vice connection.
Frances: Because it’s synth-rock indie dance? 
It’s better than most Vice-y stuff. It actually 
has some real energy.
Everett: Yeah, for that and the yelping vocals. 
In the same way I’d place Futureheads and 
Maxïmo Park and Good Shoes all together, 
I’d place this alongside Yeah Yeah Yeahs and 
The Gossip.
Frances: I like the way the singer just makes 
up words or sings sounds.

Stick to horses, Natasha. Not boys

singles of the month 

Everett: Wild Beasts – Through 
Dark Night (Bad Sneakers)
Frances: Fireball – Blessed Be 
(Switchflicker)
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“My first musical performance was at 
an elderly home,” recalls Minnesotan 
violist Anni Rossi. “I was four years  
old and, as soon as I took to the stage, 
I lifted my dress above my head. 
Evidently I felt quite comfortable!”

Now 21, she no longer plays  
with her dress hitched over her head, 
but still displays the same kind of 
confidence in her shows. The first time 
I saw her play – in a crowded gallery 
space flanking Chicago’s El train – 
there was no PA, no microphone, and 
no amp; just a woman accompanied 
by viola and the sharp clicking heels  
of her white leather cowboy boots. 
She alternated between shredding at 

it with a bow, and playing it like a 
guitar – plucking and hitting at the 
strings, or tapping the base with her 
fingertips – all the while boisterously 
foot-stamping like a querulous 
toddler. All chatter ceased – the 
audience was rendered dumbstruck. 

Rossi often doubles up live to 
include boyfriend Rollin Hunt – his 
Calvin Johnson-esque baritone 
complementing her harmonious 
yelping, playing out their romance live 
on stage through Hunt’s hilarious call 
and response tales.

“Rollin’s songs are very different 
from anything I have ever done with 
another musician, “says Rossi. “He  

is my favourite lyricist and has  
some of the most imaginative ways  
of constructing stories and also 
performing them.”

Classically trained from an early 
age, Rossi started writing her own 
music at the age of 16. Her songs  
are forged out of the Scandinavian 
hinterlands of icy cold Minnesota, 
while occasionally basking in the  
dirty sunlight of LA’s postcard-perfect 
boulevards. She sings about her  
sense of restlessness (“Shifting my  
life and my belongings”), and the 
‘ludafisk’ (a jellied fish that allegedly 
smells of ammonia) dinners her 
parents throw once a year in their 

rural hometown; or simply yips and 
yowls animal-like over her discordant  
pop progressions.

“I acquired a viola thinking I would 
join a quartet to get wedding gigs,” 
Rossi says. “It collected dust for a 
couple of months and then I took it 
out one day and started improvising.

”Early on in elementary school  
I remember writing little bits and 
pieces when I was supposed to 
 be practising my piano exercises.  
I would get off track and started 
noodling, but my mom would 
yell,‘Quit playing that Barry Manilow 
stuff and start practising’!”

www.myspace.com/annirossi

‘I acquired a viola thinking I would 
join a quartet to get wedding gigs. 
It collected dust for a few months, 
then I started improvising’

anni rossi 
Words: Beth Capper the new album - 23rd July 

Includes ‘MR’ & the NEW SINGLE 
'Bizzle Bizzle/
Babylon's Burning The Ghetto' 
OUT 16th July 
www.lethalbizzle.co.uk 
www.myspace.com/lethalbizzlemusic 
To pre-order Bizzle Bizzle/Babylon's Burning text V2 BIZZLE to 65456 
Terms: Cost is £1.50 + standard SMS message. 
For full T&Cs and customers service go to www.mobiq.tv/bizzle 

BizzlePLANBqtrbox  18/6/07  4:44 pm  Page 1

THE NEW SINGLE 
9TH JULY 2007 
CD & 7" 
www.coldwarkids.com 
www.myspace.com/coldwarkids 

cwkPLANBqtrbox  19/6/07  10:34 am  Page 1
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19 TRACK CD SAMPLER AVAILABLE AT CHAIN WITH NO NAME STORES, ALL GOOD 
INDIE RECORD SHOPS & ONLINE AT WWW.FAT-CAT.CO.UK WHILE STOCKS LAST.

THE TWILIGHT SAD -
FOURTEEN AUTUMNS & 
FIFTEEN WINTERS
(DEBUT ALBUM OUT NOW ON CD & LP)

    ‘‘ 8.6/1O ’’ PITCHFORK
‘‘1O/1O ’’ NORIPCORD

NINA NASTASIA & JIM WHITE-
YOU FOLLOW ME
(NEW ALBUM OUT NOW ON CD & LP)

‘‘A REMARKABLE MUSICAL SYMBIOSIS... ’’MOJO
‘‘QUITE A GEM ’’ STOOL PIGEON

NO AGE -  WEIRDO RIPPERS
(DEBUT ALBUM OUT NOW ON CD)

‘‘9/1O ’’ DROWNED IN SOUND

‘‘8/1O ’’ PITCHFORK

MICE PARADE -  S /T
(NEW ALBUM OUT NOW ON CD)

‘‘ ...ONE MAN’S JOURNEY TO
   POST-ROCK NIRVANA... ’’ Q

CRESCENT -  LITTLE WAVES
(NEW ALBUM OUT O9/O7/O7 ON CD & LP)

‘‘(AN) UNIMPAIRED FLOW OF OFF-KILTER, 

   DREAMLIKE MUSIC ’’ THE WIRE

MUM - GO GO SMEAR 
    THE POISON IVY
(NEW ALBUM OUT 24/O9/O7 ON CD & LP)

‘‘YOU NEVER NEED LAMENT FOR THE 
    SUMMER AGAIN’’ FLY

The Strange Death
of Liberal England

NEW double
A-side single
LTD 7" with
wooden sleeve
DOWNLOAD

O U TNOW
www.thevictorianenglishgentlemensclub.co.uk

NEW
ALBUM 

OUT
NOW

CD/LP/
DOWNLOAD

www.helpshecantswim.com

FORWARD MARCH!
mini album

OUT NOW
CD/Download
www. t sd o l e . c o . uk
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A young man awakes. He speaks French, although 
he’s elsewhere. It is clear he spent his twenties in 
Paris, but that was then. Henri Langlois was his 
adopted father and the Cinématèque Française  
his home. Except it wasn’t, not really – he wasn’t 
who he thought he was. 

I awake, a young man – a victim of Susac’s 
Syndrome, it appears. A very specific case too. Years 
spent listening to the latest songs, beeps and drones 
have finally taken their toll. The thought of hearing 
any new band suddenly fills me with ambivalence. 
Instead, I disappear into my beloved films. 

It was Jean-Luc Godard who saved me from a life 
without music, with Monorail’s wonderful French 
cinema section providing the means. And so French 
film composers Michel Legrand, Martial Solal and 
Antoine Duhamel became my new wave of the new 
wave. Legrand had written a devastatingly beautiful 
score for Vivre Sa Vie, yet Godard used only eight 
bars of the first variation, repeated throughout.  
It sees cinema and music in a magnificent, broken 
relationship – inspiration through audacity. That 
Solal’s stinging jazz riffs for À Bout De Souffle 
eventually led to him going out of fashion in the 
mid-Sixties shows the world at its capricious worst. 

It seemed like I had unearthed some magnificent 
treasure trove from history, but I have my doubts.  
Is Duhamel’s music really lost to time, embedded 
forever in the nouvelle vague, stuck behind the 
mask of cinema, a second-class citizen to the images 
upon the screen? Perhaps Duhamel has the aura  
of the lost and found precisely because I am not  
a Frenchman, am unfamiliar with the territory.  
(A friend recently sent me a Chantal Goya record 
cover where the actress and singer poses with 

various cartoon animals; Masculin Féminin hardly 
seemed like a point of reference anymore.)

Antoine Doinel – that almost-namesake of 
Duhamel – scored two films of the Doinel cycle.  
The second of those, Domicile Conjugal, sees 
François Truffaut at his lightest, cynicism just about 
held in check under the endearing presence of Jean-
Pierre Léaud. So did Duhamel provide the lightest of 

touches, underline the spring in every step? No. 
Instead – in his own words – he started, “Funny and 
violent, very Stravinsky”. The score is harsh and wild 
and beautiful. These are strings that cut rather than 
soothe, and the picture takes on an abstract life of 
its own. As brilliantly idiosyncratic as the score is,  
it marked the end of Duhamel’s collaboration with 
the director. “I don’t think this type of research  
was much to Truffaut’s taste!” he has said.

Duhamel had a considerably more fruitful 
relationship with Godard, although one that  
was over just as fast (typical Jean-Luc more than 
anything else) and has successfully switched 
between crowd pleasers and artier affairs since.  
He blends ascetic modern classicism with the playful 
joy of Sixties pop scores better than anyone else. 
And it does no harm having a couple of the greatest 

soundtracks of all time to your name. Pierrot Le Fou 
offers up a Hollywood stripped to the bone, 
reconstructed as some monolithic edifice to 
modernism; Weekend may predict the end of 
cinema, but its score nonetheless suggests a future 
through the past. Time and place aren’t lost in 
translation, quite the contrary; at least according  
to this wannabe Frenchman.

music that time forgot: antoine duhamel 
Words: Stewart Gardiner 
Illustration: John Cei Douglas

The unsung soundtrack composers of the Nouvelle Vague 

Duhamel blends ascetic 
modern classicism 
with the playful joy of 
Sixties pop scores

disques vague: further listening

Georges Delerue
Another veteran of Godard and Truffaut, 
Delerue is warm and approachable but not 
without edge. His masterpiece Le Mépris is 
music at the end of the rainbow: the light 
blinding, the colours static and free. 
Anna Karina
Godardian muse, iconic screen beauty and 
sassy pop starlet all rolled into one, Karina  
is the slightly aloof girl of your dreams, as 
serenaded in The Long Blondes’ ’Lust In The 
Movies’. Think old Hollywood musicals with 
punch, a kaleidoscopic ride in which she is 
having just as much fun as you. 
Jean-Claude Vannier & Serge Gainsbourg
Vannier and Gainsbourg’s Cannabis score 
appears serene, but there are worlds raging 
underneath. Beyond cinema lies the frazzled 
orchestral guitar genius of L’Histoire De 
Melody Nelson and Vannier’s almighty 
L’Enfant Assassin Des Mouches. A solo effort 
from 1972, it’s wild, off-the-edge-of-your-
brain stuff. 
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LET THE BEATS ROLL

To download a
FREE SKINT RECORDS

10 track sampler featuring tracks and
exclusive remixes by Fatboy Slim,
Lo Fidelity Allstars, Goose, Stanton

Warriors, X-Press 2, Dave Clarke, Midfield
General, Tim Deluxe visit:

WWW.SKINT.NET/LETTHEBEATSROLL

GOOSE ‘BRING IT ON’ Goose are garnering
huge critical acclaim and their now legendary
live show has rocked crowds at Fabric:Live,
Great Escape Festival, Camden Crawl and
Insomniacs Ball.  The upcoming mix package
on new single ‘Bring It On’ features remixes
from Mstrkrft, Boris Dlugosch and Teenage
Bad Girl, with the band themselves recently
producing stunning remixes for The Scissor
Sisters and The Cribs. ‘This album is immense’
8/10 NME. OUT NOW

STANTON WARRIORS ‘REMIXES’ Stanton
Warriors are the world’s biggest breaks DJs,
they regularly place inside DJmag’s Top 100
DJs poll with not one of their breakbeat peers
in sight. The Remixes features exclusive
Stanton Warriors remixes of Gorillaz, Goose
and Alter Ego plus their unique takes on tracks
by Basement Jaxx, Fatboy Slim, Cosmos, Layo
& Bushwacka and more. Released 6/8/07

LO-FIDELITY ALLSTARS ‘WARMING UP THE
BRAIN FARM - THE BEST OF THE LO-FIDELITY
ALLSTARS’ The Lo-Fidelity Allstars perfectly
m a r r y  r u m b l i n g  d u b  b a s s l i n e s
with breakdown-organ riffs, intense lyrics and
a uncompromising attitude which saw them
break America and influence many of the
current crop of dance acts from The Klaxons
to !!! to The Rapture. Here for the first time,
the band have allowed their music to
be compiled on this special retrospective
featuring a brand new track and limited bonus
disc of rarities and remixes. Released 30/7/07

ALLOY MENTAL ‘WE HAVE CONTROL’ Alloy
Mental are stamping their size 12 boots all
over dance and rock music. They take no
prisoners. The Belfast trio have just unleashed
a  dynamic album, uniting techno with
alternative rock in a curling sneer of energetic
mayhem.   Expect them to tear the festivals
apart this summer with sets at Glastonbury,
T In The Park and Portrush. Features singles
God Is Green and Alloy Mental. Out Now

X-Press 2 ‘MAKESHIFT FEELGOOD’ X-Press 2
have been at the forefront of dance music for
the past 10 years making some of the finest
dance tracks this country has produced. The
new album sees them move up a level in their
songwriting and features guest vocalists Tim
DeLaughter (Polyphonic Spree), Kurt Wagner
(Lambchop) and Kissing the Pink. Out Now
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Norway
We flew from LA to Bergen the day after our 
Coachella performance, our heads still buzzing from 
the Björk performance and all of the strange festival 
memories. Whenever I travel to a new city, I’m 
always on the look out for the interesting people  
I know of that live there. In Bergen, I was hoping  
to turn a corner and run into Kings Of Convenience 
or Röyksopp or Annie. Unfortunately, it didn’t 
happen. We were playing a city festival that also 
boasted performances by Los Lobos and Roger 
Waters. I didn’t get to meet them either. The show 
was pretty fun but  it takes some time to come  
down from something like Coachella and 
get back into the groove of a club tour. 

The next day we flew to Oslo. I’ve spent  
a lot of time in Oslo and have flown into  
the airport there under a wide variety of life 
circumstances. A few times to play shows, 

once to get married, once to bring my daughter  
on to the planet, once to visit my ex-wife and to try 
to make her my girlfriend…it was great to see Nina 
and Alabee again. There was a group of people  
on the right side of the audience who’d painted 
eyeballs on the palms of their hands. We played  
‘The Past Is A Grotesque Animal’ for the first  
time with Nina in the audience. She didn’t seem  
offended or embarrassed that most of the songs  
we performed were about her. In Oslo we met our 
bus driver Richard for the first time. He drove there 
from London with all of our rental gear. A nice 
chipper Brit, he dons a black leather western hat 

and wears funny yellow half pants 
with dragons down the leg when 
the weather is warm.

Sweden
We played three Swedish shows.  
I love it there. Everyone looks so 
healthy and attractive, all rosy 
cheeked and blonde of hair. 
Strange edible things in tubes  
and warm beer in cans. I love the 
architecture in Stockholm’s old 
city. Love all the stories of battles 
with the Danes. 
 There is a great translated 
term from Swedish into English 
for an after party, ‘after fest’.  
We had a wonderful after fest, 
following the show, at a friend’s 
apartment. We listened to the 
most dreadful songs we could 

think of, downloading when necessary. We rocked 
some Patrick Swayze, some lesser-known Loverboy 
and all sorts of great stuff. 

Denmark
The venue was located in the somewhat ‘free state’ 
inside of Copenhagen called Kristiania. For those 
who don’t know, Kristiania was established in the 
Sixties by a bunch of Danish hippies who wanted  
a special little place of their own, where they could 
partake in whatever hedonistic pursuit they fancied. 
By some trick of magic or mind control, the area  
was tolerated and, for the most part, ignored by the 
authorities. When I was first there, in 2000, it was 
completely wild and there were hash and marijuana 
and mushroom vendors all over the place. Naturally, 
a place like that is going to attract some interesting 
people and we had our share of bizarre and 
somewhat dangerous run-ins. This time it was way 
more mellow. Apparently, the cops have increased 
their presence and control over the place as of late. 

The stage was about one foot high and the place 
was packed. I love those kinds of shows ‘cause  
I really feel as if the division between the band and 
the audience is minimal and a cool connection is 
made. After the show we went to our hotel with 
some new friends and ate stale popcorn (which 
claimed to be ‘American quality’) and drank warm 
Danish beers. BP decided he wanted the room to be 
covered in popcorn and so he proceeded to empty 
the bags all over. It was like a blizzard. I felt sorry for 
the cleaning woman. Not sorry enough to pick up 
the mess though.

Germany
I love how artists have transformed Berlin’s bombed 
out and raped metropolis into something totally 
fresh and vibrant. It has such a mysterious energy. 
Knowing that some of the worst crimes against 
humanity were performed here is somehow 
exciting, in a completely perverse sort of way.  
We played four German shows and they all have, 
sort of, blended together in my memory. I do 
remember going to a beer garden in Munich  

Of Montreal travel through Europe 
via ironic parties, crimes-against-
humanity scenes, nearly-free states 
and storms of popcorn

Your country is beautiful, 
your people are foxy, your 
food is delectable, but you 
need to loosen your tie

 
Words: Kevin Barnes 
Illustration: Vincent Vanoli
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Various Bemgnot Alnorem  
(Buda Musique)
The Ethiopiques compilation albums of 
seven-inches from 1969-78 can be found  
in the section marked ‘World Music’ in  
most record stores. This is a serious misnomer 
as this instrumental track (by the uncredited 
session musicians who backed the vocal 
stars of the day) shows. It’s dark and spooky 
shuffle sounds like it has invented a whole 
new series of notes that no one else has been 
able to find on an instrument since. ‘World 
Music’ seems such a small term for it. It’s 
‘Other World Music’, ‘Galaxial Music’, even.

Excelsior Can I Get Some 
Satisfaction Up In This Piece?  
(Buddy System)
A run of utterly flawless records with  
poetic song titles such as ‘The Manticores’ 
Boner’, ‘My Posse Don’t Do Homework’  
and the classic ‘Hot Shit Sandwich’. Then 
nothing. Even their label website goes  
to a real estate company. I met a guy in 
Rotterdam who knew them and he said  
they were ’retarded’. I agreed that they  
were ‘sick’ and ‘righteous’ before he 
explained to me that he actually meant  
they were retarded.

Pharoah Sanders: Balance 
(Bomba)
Never has a track been better named. Twelve 
minutes that move from funky R&B riffing 
through Eastern melodies and truly wild, 
grasping sax-playing and then into one huge, 
ecstatic, droning meditation zone where the 
late, great Sonny Sharrock lets rip on guitar. 
It’s pretty popular to mention ecstatic jazz  
in relation to any old twat making gurgling 
noises with a contact mic at the moment, but 
listening to this makes you understand why 
people say music can make you see the true 
face of God. Amen.

Lydia Mendoza Sola (Arhoolie)
Tejana singer and guitar player from  
Houston active in the thirties, performing 
’sentimiento’ – traditional Chicano songs  
in a style that mixes sentiment with social 
commentary. My lousy Spanish just about 
stretches to understanding her direct, 
captivating, and often deeply sad songs.

Ted Leo And The Pharmacists  
La Costa Brava (Touch And Go)
For me, this band were the highlight of the 
tremendous time I had at Primavera Sound  

in Barcelona.To hear Ted addressing the 
crowd in Catalan, and to see and feel the 
connection and response from the crowd 
that developed from that small courtesy was 
electric and deeply moving.

Provokief The Sprout And The Bean 
(Unreleased)
It’s amazing what a late-night typo while 
searching for classical composers on 
MySpace music can lead you to. This Joanna 
Newsom cover has just the right balance 
between reverence and irreverence, I think. 
www.myspace.com/provokief

Damn You! stage righteous DIY shows in 
Nottingham. More info at www.damnyou.
co.uk and, from this month, as one of a host 
of likewise wonderful types over at the Plan 
B DIY Promoter microsite, sorted by region 
for yr convenience

playlist: damn you! 
Words: Chris Summerlin and Tom Coogan 
Illustration: Chris Summerlin

Notts DIY promoters Damn You! bless this mixtape...

and fighting with the drunken waitress after she brought me a plate of food  
that was obviously not what I had ordered. She then attempted to steal  
a sausage off Dan’s plate and put it on mine to make up for it. When Dan 
protested, she banged her fist on the table and screamed out, “Jesus Christ, 
what’s wrong with you people!”

Croatia
The one show on the itinerary that gave me the most anxiety before we left was 
Zagreb. I thought for sure we’d be playing in front of just the opening bands and 
their girlfriends. This was most definitely not the case. Zagreb was alive and had 
flames in its hair. The room we played in was pretty small but completely packed 
– we were all sweating through our clothes and doing David Lee Roth high kicks. 
The kids in the front kept showering us in confetti. We never wanted the night 
to end – well worth the two hours it took to get past the border. 

Italy
One of the great tragedies of touring is often you don’t get a chance to explore 
the city you are playing in. Sometimes that’s OK if you’re playing somewhere  
not so spectacular, but it really blows if you are playing somewhere like Rome.  
I really hoped I’d have time to run around the ancient ruins and feed the cats  
by the Coliseum or do anything momentous. Unfortunately, there wasn’t time 
for anything. The good news was that the venue we played was really cool and 
located right along the aqueduct. 

Switzerland
Your country is beautiful, your people are foxy, your food is delectable, but you 
need to loosen your tie.

England
At this point of the tour we were all a little burned out, walking the British  
streets like experimental brain surgery survivors. I don’t remember much.  
Lots of Guinness and Indian food. Fears of being pummelled by random punters. 
Picking up and using the funny British slang (screaming “scrubbers!” out of 
windows). The two London shows were the highlights. I’ll always have a soft 
spot for that city, in spite of what they did to my dear Oscar.

Spain
Barcelona is one of the most fantastic and mysterious cities I’ve ever been to. 
Our show was in this great old theatre. We didn’t go on until around 1.30 in the 
morning but somehow had a thunderstorm of energy inside of us. We were the 
final band of the Primavera Festival and everyone was still in high spirits. I felt like 
an immortal, walking on top of the waves in a ferocious storm. I must have been 
extremely cracked out but it was a great feeling – it was the end of the tour and 
we had survived.

A huge, ecstatic, 
droning 
meditation 
zone
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Eddie Argos picks up the phone, says, ‘Who’s this? 
I’m in a foreign country. My battery’s gone. I’m 
going to disappear any moment,” and does. 

Anecdotally, it’s a very Art Brut moment,  
me left struggling to decide if I’ve been 
hoodwinked, misunderstood or betrayed by 
technology. Practically – one divine PR intervention 
later – I’m giving the room number (in English)  
to the (French) Hotel switchboard and asking  
our apologetic lyricist why his band’s second  
record is titled It’s A Bit Complicated. 

“We sat down to write songs – we’d not really 
written songs before – and we were going, ‘This is 
a bit complicated…’ Not too complicated, or very 
complicated, just a bit complicated.” As to what 
they’re about: “It’s more ex-girlfriends and pop 
songs, isn’t it? Autobiographical songs – maybe  
a bit selfish, but it was cathartic for me…”

I try to talk about NME bands, get his opinion – 
tell him that, although his outfit may occasionally 
rub shoulders with various artists I loathe, I don’t 
class them together. The most populist dadrock 
pretenders master their classic rock act, repeating 
clichés from wardrobe to behaviour, metaphor  
to subject matter. Art Brut songs are like friends’ 
photographs, ironic expressions, a mistrust  
of big gestures, and regular excursions through  
the fourth wall. They’re here and now, for better  
or worse.

But he quietens, and I know he’s got no wish to 
bitch. “I’m a very self-conscious man – maybe that’s 
it. The only thing I ever thought was that I wanted it 
to be conversational – I want people to know me – 
but I can’t help every now and again thinking, ‘I’m in 
a band! Isn’t this funny?’ The Hold Steady do it a lot 

as well. People think it’s a new thing but Billy Joel  
did it.” As for the rest of the set…

pump up the volume
“It’s about kissing a girl but not being able to stop 
listening to the radio – it can’t be just me – you’re 
kissing your girlfriend or something and you want  
to say, ‘One second – listen to this – it’s brilliant!’  
I do that so often, I thought if I write a song about  
it, any potential girlfriends in the future will be 
forewarned. It’s also an apology to my present 
girlfriend. I love pop music, sometimes more than 
girls, it seems.”

late sunday evening
“I was in my house, hungover, and I wanted a song 
that said: ‘Don’t worry – you’re a bit drunk and 
stupid but everything’s going to be OK’. It needed 
some celebratory noise at the end, and we thought, 
‘Ah! What it needs is a horn section!’ We were so 
proud it was almost as if we’d played them ourselves 
– but we actually just phoned a man up and got him 
to do it.”

post soothing out
“I was predictive-texting somebody, and I couldn’t 
even do that ‘cause I was drunk. It made me really 
sad that I couldn’t even say I’d sort out saying I’d  
sort something out. The next day I saw my sent box 
and it said something like, ‘Don’t worry, I’ll post 
soothing out…’”

st pauli
“I was in Hamburg, feeling a bit lonely – but no  
one wants to hear about that, so I hid it in a football 

chant. I could see all these old punks in St Pauli  
shirts – they’re not very good at playing football,  
but they are sponsored by Jack Daniels. Their kit  
is camouflage pattern and their insignia is a skull-
and-crossbones. I thought, ‘I wish I could be part  
of that gang’.”

people in love
“I’m the sort of a romantic person who, when they 
split up with somebody, wants to walk along the 
beach drinking wine and smoking a cigarette going 
‘Oh my God…’ and you sort of enjoy it, don’t you? 
It’s almost fun. I couldn’t think of a break-up song 
that was that honest and I wanted to hear one, so  
I thought I’d write it.”

nag nag nag nag
“It’s about not growing up. From about the age  
of 16, if anyone tried to tell me anything, I’d  
put headphones on and not listen to them, so  
I think that’s probably why I am the way I am now.  
I don’t think I’ve changed since I was 17 – I haven’t 
taken any advice from actual people since then,  
just songs…”

jealous guy
“When you get a new girlfriend, and you’re really 
tired and want to go to sleep but you think – maybe 
her ex-boyfriend was a bit more awake in bed than 
me – maybe I should wake her up and…” 

Have a deep conversation? 
“…Yeah [laughs a great amount], wake her up 

and have a deep conversation – it’s about that…” 

www.artbrut.org.uk

guided tour: art brut 
Words: kicking_k 
Photography: Joe Dilworth 

It’s A Bit Complicated – for beginners

’From the age of about16, if anyone tried to tell 
me anything, I’d put headphones on and not 
listen to them’
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Last week, in a bunker beneath a train station, 
faceless DJs played Buraka Som Sistema to a crowd 
of UV-smeared socialites who didn’t look much 
bothered. But that’s OK, because this music isn’t for 
them. It’s for people who mean it when they move. 
The threesome (Riot, Lil’ John and the enigmatically-
titled Conductor) make beats for your pores, your 
most censored of receptors. “In Lisbon at Club 

Mercado, where Buraka debuted, we were able to 
get everybody as naked as possible,” they tell me. 
“People couldn’t restrain themselves from getting 
onstage…The laptops kept crashing because of all 
the sweat in the air – the smell of humanity.” Yum.

Adapting kuduro origins for cutting edge clubs, 
twisting old techno towards the hi-tech generation 
and juicing Portuguese hip hop, Buraka’s scope 
sweeps kids pummelling decks in crumbling favelas 
to the nightlife of the mega-cities. “Kuduro was 
born from DJs in Luanda trying to match techno 
music arriving from the USA. It wasn’t much about 
keeping Semba [traditional Angolan music] alive. 
We think of it as an anti-world music genre – the 
response to the limitations of traditions. But at the 
same time, that tradition was used in kuduro 
because people were born with a beat they cannot 

shut down. We want to get grime artists and other 
vocalists on top of kuduro beats. We want the world 
to see that places like Luanda and Lisbon have 
something to say regarding dance music.” 

But even understanding little of the style’s fertile 
heritage, newcomers can still feel the fusion, hear 
the interaction: “Kuduro has the power to make 
you sweat your ass off without much knowledge of 
any kind of culture,” they agree. “No questions 
asked…just dance! A good session can transport 
you to another dimension. It’s about the way you 
give yourself to the music. If you notice, unlike hip 
hop, where you have the snare creating the steady 
dynamic of the beat, kuduro is very free – sometimes 
it’s just toms, very often just a loop chopped up and 
re-sampled. But there is a certain groove that you 
need to feel in order to know this is a kuduro beat.”

Your soundtrack: Buraka’s first single, ‘Yah!’ 
Your visions: the outdoors, thick with steam and 
invasive insects; indoors, human mist and slimed 
friction, thousand-watt discs of orange light. 

The police don’t like kuduro. Such liberation 
seems illicit, erotic, dangerous. Why the bad rep? 
“Everything has 20 or more different ways to be 
interpreted,” Buraka reason. “If you’re an American 
that just landed in Rio de Janeiro and you get your 
ass to a baile funk party, of course it will seem like an 
aggressive thing – you will probably end the night 
with only your underwear on! We don’t think sexual 
content is aggressive…it’s honest – everybody has 
sex on their mind for at least 60 per cent of each day. 
There are a lot of people in Angola who think that 
kuduro is just a bunch of kids having fun and 
swearing their pants off. But these are people that 
have a little trouble releasing themselves.”

Verdict: drums are trashcan lids against jet 
engines; a stranger’s breath singes your mouth; 
perspiration curdles alcohol and hands cram for the 
air-con blades. Ground meets glass, suburbs meet 
centre, days bleached by a stinking sun meet parties 
full of the sleek elite and tear chasms into their self-
conscious posturing. None of your glow sticks here, 
please, children; this stuff is real. 

www.myspace.com/burakasomsistema

house music

Who lives in yr house, and how does 
that work impact on yr music?
“A friend and I live in a secluded home in one  
of Houston’s nether corners. Neither of us have 
conventional job schedules and we’re both music/
alcohol/cheap weapon enthusiasts. The house is large 
and my friend rarely leaves his bedroom, so Ican work 
uninterrupted most of the time.” (Jana Hunter)

“I live on my own, which is sweet because it doesn’t 
give me any restrictions when I’m writing my lyrics –
though I’m not too far from the lads if I’m ever in need 
of a bit of company.” (Nika D, Virus Syndicate)

“Currently I’m homeless. I had a flat in Brighton, but 
moved all my belongings back to my parents’ house  
in Morden a while ago. My little brother and sister live 
there and we go to gigs together, and I think that has  
a massive influence on me.” (Rhys, Good Shoes)

Describe the area you live in. What’s  
the view from yr window? 
“From my windows I see green growth overtaking  
the abandoned furniture, and beyond that a crumbling 
fence and a major thoroughfare. There’s also usually  
a cat with a long arm draped over the side of a dusty 
sofa, and a beer can that’s always sat on an unlikely 
ledge.” (Jana Hunter)

“I live on the outskirts of the city centre where they 
have regenerated the area. It’s quite a nice apartment 
that overlooks the city centre, the skyline is pretty 
amazing and its a nice view to wake up to.” 
 (MRK1, Virus Syndicate)

“The view from my window? Someone else’s house.” 
(Rhys, Good Shoes)

Describe (loosely) yr typical fan, if there 
is such a thing.
“I make most of them out of ordinary things I find on 
the street.” (Jana Hunter)

“Probably a teenage boy, but our fanbase seems pretty 
diverse. An old man recognised me in the street the 
other day. It was Shoreditch, though…” (Rhys, 
Good Shoes)

“A lot of our fans are upcoming musicians and, yeah, it 
reminds us of how it was for us back in the day – 
though we are still up and coming!” (Goldfinger, 
Virus Syndicate)

What’s the best gift you’ve been given, 
or compliment paid? 
“A fan/friend sent me a shirt that I’d long ago wanted 
to make that says, in knit, ‘I hate your guts’. People 
have said some very nice things, but I generally block 
them from my memory afterward. Compliments make 
me uncomfortable.” (Jana Hunter)

Jana Hunter

‘Everybody has sex on 
their mind for 60 per 
cent of each day’

buraka som sistema 
Words: Lauren Strain 
Photography: Ana Gilbert
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Be part of an intimate music festival for just 5000 people in the beautiful
Larmer Tree Gardens on the Dorset/ Wiltshire border near Salisbury.

3 music stages, comedy, films,workshops, open mic, Rough Trade record shop,
Organic Food, Somerset Cider Bus, Kids area and separate family camping area.

For tickets and more information please visit

www.endoftheroadfestival.com
Tickets also available from TICKETMASTER 0871 230 2605 (24 hours)

...plus more acts to be announced!

Super Furry Animals Yo La Tengo
The Bees British Sea Power Midlake

Brakes Architecture In Helsinki Richard Swift King Creosote
Micah P Hinson Archie Bronson Outfit Seasick Steve Howe Gelb

James Yorkston Jeffrey Lewis The Broken Family Band Herman Dune
Danielson The Concretes Joan As Police Woman Josh T Pearson

Jens Lekman David Thomas Broughton MalcolmMiddleton Robyn Hitchcock
I’m from Barcelona Charlie Parr Dan Sartain Darren Hayman JimWhite
DDavid Vandervelde Findlay Brown My Brightest Diamond Scout Niblett Seventeen

Evergreen Slow Club Johnny Flynn Misty's Big Adventure Woodpigeon
Congregation Willard Grant Conspiracy Hush the Many Hyacinth House

Paris Motel Sunny Day Sets Fire Stephanie Dosen Monkey Swallows the Universe
Pete and the Pirates Viking Moses The Twilight Sad The Young Republic

14th, 15th, 16th September 2007 at the Lar mer Tr ee Gar d enS, NORTH DORSET
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Heartyeah
Two young men from Sheffield revisit their city’s 
electro-rock heritage via shouty, ravey, guitar-y 
crunch-core. Heartyeah sound more darkly anarchic 
than London nu-rave pin-ups like the Klaxons, 
mashing doom riffs and hardcore angles with 
shambolic Pavement interludes, discordant synth 
pop and homemade acid-house. Sure it’s petulant, 
but you can ideas leaping off the CD with each play. 
Thee SPC label picks another good ‘un.  
www.myspace.com/heartyeah

Hooliganship
Our mental picture of Portland is one of the crowd 
scenes from Who Framed Roger Rabbit? except 
spliced with American Apparel ad-style indie-porn. 
Hooliganship – being natives – project their own 

neuroses with minute-long flash movies featuring 
weeping skulls, swarms of bejewelled beetles and 
pizza mosaics. The sound of blipverts and idents, 
pure digital oranges and pinks replicating in a haze 
of Nintendo fanfares, long, wavering baritone 
bleeps and glucose-spike boxing-glove beats.  
www.hooliganship.com

Lucky Dragons
Lucky Dragons is Luke Fishbeck from Rhode Island,  
a man who navigates that all-important handicraft/
technology interface with a sonic magic carpet.  
No, really: Fishbeck’s live ‘actions’ include weaving 
audio sensors that can be generated by touch into  

a handmade rug, so audience members can  
create the sound themselves. Holding hands 
conducts more sounds, leading to lo-fi love-ins on 
his recent UK tour. On record, he makes an intimate, 
folktronic racket of rickety loops, arboreal beats, 
stop-start electronics and fieldmouse dancehall.  
www.hawksandsparrows.org

Motor Ghost
Prolific percussionist Alex Neilson and guitarist/
noisemaker Ben Reynolds ignite the free-folk fire 
afresh with their new duo. Debut album A Gold 
Chain Round Her Breast is a tense and beautiful 
continuation of their work together in Directing 
Hand, with ominous drums, knife-edge drones  
and Neilson’s Anne Briggs-like vocals.  
www.dancingwayang.com

Nadja
Elegant, melodic doom from mysterious Toronto-
based two-piece that swaps low-end grandstanding 
for gently unheimlich atmosphere and vague male/
female vocals that emerge from the music’s opiate 
miasma like delicate fever dreams. Touched, their 
new album on Alien8, draws as much from Coil and 
Biosphere as it does from Sunn O))) and Sabbath. 
We said: “Touched is suffused with an innate 
intimacy, and defers to the vast mystery of sound 
rather than seeking to command it.” (Plan B, issue 
22). And we meant it. www.alien8recordings.com

Rolo Tomassi 
The ludicrously tight coils of eeky noise that  
make up this Sheffield strike force’s nauseous  
fabric make us feel like Tetris squares screaming 
toward oblivion. You can subject yrself to the same 
sense of impending doom by attending any one  
of the shows on their current UK tour. You will  
never be bored again.  
www.myspace.com/rolotomassi

Safetyword
Complex music which cries out for polysyllabic,  
and possibly technical, words to describe it, but 
which sheds our best attempts Houdini-like, 
dancing laughingly across the spectrum, hooking 
lefts, rights and loop-da-loops simply because  
it’s fun to do so. Thank yr deity or family-size 
pantheon of choice that there are still bands able to 

worm such unexpected sounds out of regulation 
indie band instrumentation. Winningly, they 
describe themselves as “four Manx swains who 
write songs about medieval torture devices and  
the common handshake.” 
 www.myspace.com/safetywordmusic

Tender Forever
A rhythm-track constructed from the tiny clicks  
of small chromed cameras, a French accent icing 
warm vowels and dance routines that mostly involve 
lying on the floor and reaching for the light switch. 
It’s homemade machine pop channelling controlled 
emotion through domestic scenes, the bruised 
colour swatches of internal conflict and delicately-
chosen language. Her MySpace influences balance 
Justin Timberlake with Young Marble Giants and 
Mount Eerie with Motown. Grown person business.  
www.myspace.com/tenderforever

TWIGY
By no means, in any way new – TWIGY’s been  
a staple on the Japanese hip hop circuit since  
20 years ago when he worked with Eye from 
Boredoms – before Boredoms. All this is suddenly 
news (sort of) because, for latest release Akasatana, 
he’s working with Prefuse 73, who claims he 
spewed the most unexpected samples of his  
career into the mix.  
www.myspace.com/teezoweezo

Like Tetris squares 
screaming toward 
oblivion

Milanese
He says: Dead Zombie Girl Dancefloor 
Murder Music. We say: Kill us now. Milanese 
crossbreeds grime, techno, dubstep and  
a gonzo atonal industrial sensibility into a 
brutally hyper ghost-beast that growls and 
prowls like a reinforced wildcat staking out 
an underpass. New mini-album Adapt, his 
second on Planet Mu, features Virus 
Syndicate and a Clark remix.  
www.myspace.com/milanese1

when we meet 
Words: Frances Morgan and kicking_k

Meet the fledgings nestling in Plan B’s pockets this month…

Buttonhead
The Deerhoof of Peckham play recorders  
in the launderette, wear hats with ears, sing 
in tootly high voices, wield glockenspiels…
and still kick ass! How is that? Must be  
the frantic tempo changes, the lightly  
worn musicianship, the comradely pop  
and the bits where they sound like they’re 
galloping over a hill in Technicolor unison. 
Apparently they need a new bassist but I’m 
probably way too old.  
www.myspace.com/buttonhead

Dan Deacon
If pastiche can be wearisome, artists who 
push the aesthetic until it ruptures 
sometimes unlock unsuspected secret levels 
of meaning in pop cult hand-me-downs. 
Titling his latest record Spiderman Of The 
Rings tips you off as to this merry prankster’s 
starting point, but you’ll be lost until you’ve 
assimilated this record’s ballooning helium 
choirs, disquietingly looped laughter plus 
keyboard lines which weave through hi-NRG 
beats like tears.  
www.myspace.com/dandeacon
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Jagjaguwar 1499 West 2nd Street, Bloomington, IN 47403 USA     Distributed in the UK by Vital.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ALEX DELIVERY “Star Destroyer” CD/LP

ODAWAS “Raven and the White Night” LP+CD
WWW.JAGJAGUWAR.COM

LIGHTNING DUST

LIGHTNING DUST
CD/LP

FEATURING AMBER
AND JOSH OF

BLACK MOUNTAIN

PARTS & LABOR

MAPMAKER
CD/LP

MINUS STORY

MY ION TRUSS
CD/LP

THE BESNARD LAKES

THE BESNARD LAKES
ARE THE DARK HORSE
CD/LP

WORD OF MOUTH. WE DEPEND ON IT.

‘Wiley might just be 

the british ansWer 

to timbaland...’

Clash

in stores noW
myspace.com/eskiboywiley
bigdada.com

Digital media? Fashion and Design? Film? 
Photography? History of Art?

If you’re interested in the contemporary art scene, you’ll like 
our new BA (Hons) degree in Contemporary Art and Visual 
Media. Deliberately broad and diverse in scope, the degree 
offers both a comprehensive approach to contemporary art 
and a qualification that will help prepare you for careers across 
the cultural industries spectrum.

With our outstanding facilities on campus supported by 
East London’s thriving artistic community and gallery scene, 
plus nearby Tate Modern and the South Bank Centre, you’ll 
have access to some of the world’s finest contemporary 
art resources, ensuring you’ll gain a degree of local and 
international value.

To find out more call us on 020 8223 3491

www.uel.ac.uk
020 8223 3333

University of 
East London
www.uel.ac.uk

Promoting Innovative Higher Education and Research
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Fursaxa makes the music you sing to yourself, 
walking through an early summer woodland where 
the leaves are so full and yellow-green that the  
sun has to fight through them in dusty waves.  
You multi-track the uncertain voice in your head  
and cushion it with a drone; you feel certain that  
you’ll remember this song long after your walk  
has stopped. Fursaxa remembers, records, reminds 
you of those half-songs. Even the name sounds like 
a whisper of recognition, a Linnaean term for a moss 
or fungus that glows phosphorescent in moonlight. 

But really, the name Fursaxa isn’t a species of 
seaweed, nor is it a 10th Century mystic order, nor 
yet a type of moth. Instead, it was once Tara Burke’s 
phone number: a spelling out of randomly ascribed 
digits. And her music, with its ancient-sounding 
layers of voice, drone and chord, filters through 
junk-shop keyboards, discarded microphones and 
the creak of a four-track cassette. Its mysticism is  
the everyday wonder of uncertain creation, not 
some kind of ascetic, transcendental discipline. 

Speaking from her home in rural Pennsylvania,  
a few hours out of Philadelphia, Tara Burke is telling 
me about her latest Fursaxa album, Alone In The 
Dark Wood, which she worked upon both at home 
and during a short sojourn in Finland. “I was in a 
period in my life when I didn’t really have a home,  
so I was travelling around a lot,” she says, “and the 
album came together wherever I was and whoever 
would help me with it.”

Her fifth full-length release, Alone In The Dark 
Woods, reflects Burke’s temporary Finnish studio 
environment with added balalaika and pump organ. 
There’s also a focus on canon-like, electronically 
looping vocals that lift the songs out of the miasmic 

drone that hovered over her previous release,  
the unearthly, brilliant Lepidoptera. Alone… is more 
playful, tracks like ‘Shed Her Skin’ recalling children’s 
songs more than they do devotional mantras.

“The latest album I see as more cyclical than 
droney,” Burke agrees. “It’s the first album I’ve  
used a lot of loop pedal on, although I use it a lot 
live. I’ve been into singing rounds lately,” she adds, 
citing British folk singer and friend Sharron Kraus  
as instigator – “She came across these Icelandic 
rounds…” she recalls.

While the technological boost of the loop pedal 
results in a fuller-sounding record, earlier Fursaxa 
albums, where the sparser vocal arrangements 
unfurl more organically, have a precarious, private-
sounding intensity that owes a lot to their lo-fi 
methodology, something that Burke is in no hurry  

to change, although, she admits, “I do want to  
add more tracks. But at the same time I don’t want 
to record a whole record in the studio. I had one 
experience where I was recording vocals in Bardo 
Pond’s studio, and I had a really hard time. They had 
nice mics and a good sound, but it’s not what I’m 
used to! Usually I record vocals on really antiquated 
microphones that I pick up at yard sales.” 

Instrumentally, too, Fursaxa’s music eschews 
notions of what constitutes ‘authentic’ or even 
‘quality’ gear, treating everything as an equally 
potent sound source.

“Yeah, I think with instruments it’s more about 
the sound,” Burke agrees. “ I joke that I have a 
million instruments that I don’t really know how  
to play but I like the sound of. I like the Casio, too, 

because you can sample on it. For such a small 
organ it has a very powerful sound.”

When you write a song, do you start with a 
sound or the melody itself? “It usually starts with  
a particular sound. I don’t think I ever start out  
with a vocal track. Usually I lay down instrumental 
tracks first. I don’t really get melodies in my head;  
it’s definitely more about layering of sound.”

Burke’s deferential attitude towards her vocals 
imbues her music with a serendipitous quality:  
her voice swims in and out of reach, phases in and 
out of tune. Her tentative tones are no faux-naïve 
construct – Burke came to singing gradually, after 
discovering singers such as Joni Mitchell, Pentangle’s 
Jacqui McShee and French maverick vocalist Brigitte 
Fontaine, as well as the music of Medieval abbess, 
visionary and composer Hildegard of Bingen,  
and laughs, “I kind of still don’t know if I have  
a very good voice!” Yet her idiosyncratic delivery 
channels both the serious joy of Early music and the 
unadorned female bravery of Fontaine’s self-titled, 
folk-inspired 1972 album perhaps more than Burke 
gives herself credit for.

In 2000, Acid Mothers Temple’s Makota 
Kawabata offered to produce and release Fursaxa’s 
album Mandrake. Burke recalls, “I remember I sent 
him my recording and he mixed it for me – and he 
mixed my vocals up a lot more in the mix than I had 
ever done. To me that was a turning point.”

I remember hearing Mandrake for the first  
time a few years ago. At first, my sense of pitch  
and propriety rebelled, and then it shifted and 
phased and suddenly connected with Fursaxa’s DIY 
microtonal sound-world. I suddenly got the simple 
lyrics, the small voice serenading a firefly in the dark. 
Not because it sounded like a firefly, but because  
it sounded like how it felt to see one zig-zagging 
through the night and want to set it down in music, 
knowing that what you weave together will be  
a pale imitation of nature’s complexity, but doing  
it anyway. I think that’s what I hear – and like best – 
in Fursaxa’s music: that knowledge; that offering. 
That faltering gift. 

www.fursaxa.net

tone float 
Words: Frances Morgan 
Illustration: Barney Walker

Fursaxa’s Tara Burke is high priestess 
of the lo-fi devotional drone

‘I have a million 
instruments that I 
don’t really know how 
to play but I like the 
sound of’
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Bonde Do Role make crazy, pervy bumpercar 
mashups of baile funk, grunge guitars, eurotrash  
hi-cheese disposable pop, power drums and MOR 
radio hits. They like Daft Punk and Van Halen and 
Vengaboys. They started as a joke, and almost  
didn’t happen.

Gorky and Pedro first got together at college, 
which they hated. They spent their time cutting  
class and playing in, as Gorky puts it, “About 3,000 
bands.” Gorky was really into the 2 Many DJs style 
of mixing, and spent three years or so playing sets 
with a lot of baile funk mixed in. Then one day Diplo 
came down to São Paulo and also played a DJ set 
that mixed electronic stuff with baile funk. Friends 
raved to Gorky about how new and exciting Diplo’s 
set was, so Gorky and Pedro retaliated with a song 
that mocked it. Of course Diplo got hold of it, loved 
it, and demanded an album.

One of Gorky and Pedro’s many projects was  
an International DeeJay Gigolo-style electro band. 
They decided they needed a singer. Marina was 
bartending and playing in some Riot Grrrl-inspired 
bands when she joined. Now, Bonde Do Role had  
a month to deliver an album, even though they 
hadn’t written any songs. They waited for 20 days 
and then freaked out and recorded the whole thing 
in a 10-day frenzy.

Baile funk is the kind of music that begs for hip 
rolling and pelvic thrusting, with lewd MCs cackling 
their come-ons over the top. Lyric-wise, Bonde 
songs are similarly pottymouthed pisstakes. ‘James 
Bonde’ came about when Marina was watching  
a Bond film, and decided that no straight man could 
be that macho, so James Bond must be gay. “He 
puts on makeup off duty,” Pedro says, “and then 
the Queen finds out that he’s gay so she fires him, 
and he gets a job as a transvestite in a club.”

Surely the Queen would be a bit more 
understanding about that sort of thing? But Bonde 
Do Role are nowhere near serious. As Pedro says, 
“It’s like baile funk –they sing it like they mean it, but 
when we started, we were like, let’s be so nasty that 
no one will think it’s serious, just funny.”

Then there’s ‘Tieta’, about street-smart hustlers 
who will have sex with men or women to get what 
they want, because “a hole is a hole”. “My fave is 
‘Tieta’,” Gorky says, “but I think there’s something 
for anyone: from lesbian sex with a hint of S&M 
[‘Divine Gosa’], to the tales of a natural-born hooker 
[‘Marina do Bairro’].”

But what about ‘Office Boy’ – what’s that about? 
The video is full of acid visuals like mid-Eighties  
MTV idents, people dance around photocopiers, 
skeletons barbecue something over a toilet bowl, 
and there’s nipple tweaking and crotch shots  
all around…

“Being a Brazilian office boy is the worst job 
ever,” Pedro tells me. “Worse than temping. There’s 
no internet banking in Brazil, so you wait around  
at banks for like three hours at a time, then go 
somewhere else and do it again. It’s what no one 
else wants. It’s like an internship, but you’re not 

pursuing anything bigger than that. You’re just 
doing it because you need the money, but it’s  
awful money.

“So this song is about an office boy who  
can’t have sex at all because no one wants to  
have sex with him because he has the worst job 
ever. He saves all his wages for the whole year to  
go to the beach, but he actually doesn’t want to 
enjoy the beach, he wants to enjoy the ride to the 
beach because it’s in a real packed and full bus,  
and he can be hassling himself up against women 
because the bus is so full.”

These are all great stories, but they’re in 
Portuguese (as they should be – we English speakers 
are so spoiled). For all I know, Bonde Do Role’s lyrics 
could be read from cut up telephone directories, but 
I doubt it; these stories are too good not to use. 

They’re the perfect blend of wit and toilet graffiti 
grossness, but it also seems as if there’s this whole 
dimension to the music that’s just out of reach. 

Bonde Do Role have just been touring Europe,  
so I ask Pedro how their music has been received 
elsewhere. He says, “We’ve grown up in Brazil 
listening to UK and American music, in English,  
like our whole childhood and teenagerhood. We 
had no idea what those people were singing, but 
that never stopped us from having fun. Our goal is 
to make people dance and to make people happy.”

What about the inevitable comparisons to CSS, 
who sing in English?

“We started singing in Portuguese because  
we never expected to do anything. We were never 
supposed to be a band; we were a gimmick. We 
started to mock Diplo, but he liked us!

“CSS got signed to Sub Pop, 
and we were on Diplo’s label, and 
we had the same manager, so we 
went to tour America with them. 
Gorky knew some of the CSS 
people even before we had the 
band – it was like a little Brazilian 
embassy touring America, all 
speaking Portuguese. Diplo was 
like, ‘What’s going on?’”

There is a universal language  
of dumb riffs, production noises, 
snatches from the universal pop-
tap that spews a ceasless flood  
of images, beats and fashions 
around the world. We’re all 
sorting and cutting and splicing 
and re-editing as fast as our 

broadband connections allow. Here is where Bonde 
Do Role excel: besides baile funk bump and grinds, 
they’ve used samples from everything from Tone Loc 
to Alice in Chains, and even the Grease Soundtrack. 

It’s a souped-up, sexed-up swill of sweaty local 
crotch-core and stuff that anyone who grew up 
surrounded by screens and piped music, anywhere 
in the technocratised world, can understand. But 
even as all of the sparkly industrial pop-trash that 
surrounds us is recognisable, it’s copyrighted. 

And here we have another dilemma: so much  
of pop culture is the language that unites the planet, 
but it’s not a language we’re allowed to use without 
permission. So where does that leave a group like 
Bonde Do Role?

“With Lasers is actually our second album, 
because the first album is so full of samples that we 

couldn’t put it out,” admits Pedro. “We weren’t 
thinking about releasing it, it was just a joke, so 
every song had about five different samples.

“So we got around it by playing in the genre. 
Gorky can play a little, and I can barely play 
keyboard, but we wanted an Iron Maiden song.  
So we got our friend who recorded the first  
record to play in that style. Then we sampled  
him. People feel something familiar in it. We can’t 
steal their bodies, but we can steal their souls,”  
he laughs.

These days, Bonde Do Role have switched  
labels to Domino, and they’re all moving to  
London, where hopefully they’ll find even more 
things to throw into the mix. With Lasers is out  
now, and they’ve got more tour dates lined up for 
the summer. Pretty good for a joke.

‘We were never supposed to be a 
band – we were a gimmick’

Pervy office juniors, natural-born hookers, trashy mashups, Diplo-baiting and gonzo sampling:  
Bonde Do Role’s bastardised baile funk speaks the universal language of  laser-guided debauchery
 
Words: Emily Bick 
Photography: Simon Fernandez
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Björk talks about her new 
album Volta, on which she 
summons up a pan-global 
marching band of tribal drums, 
seafaring horns, perpetual 
motion and fierce love

state of 
independence 

Words: Everett True 
Illustration: Hanna Wieslander (cover),   
Anke Weckmann (overleaf)    
and Patrick Leger (final spread) 
Photography: Bernhard Kristinn/ILC

“I find language hard. It is something that you get 
better at, though.”

Really? Are you talking about using a second 
language, or just generally language?

“Just generally language.”

We begin at the end. No expedient thrills. 
We’re sat in a London hotel room. Björk is 

wearing silver spandex leggings, quite wonderfully, 
as if meeting the press is a privilege. The room was 
changed after it was noted the hotel cat had been 
given free reign of the room below. Björk likes cats, 
but she’s allergic. And allergies can be distracting. 
We begin at the end, because it’s…well, let’s say 
this. I’m thrown. Doesn’t often happen, but this  
is Björk, for God’s sake. 

As Frances Morgan pointed out in the Plan  
B review of her new album Volta, she’s “our free 
spirit, pulling us out of our quotidian patterns like  
a cyclone, an army, a one-woman pack of wolves”. 
Doesn’t matter I don’t understand half those words, 
the meaning is clear. She’s Björk! And Björk comes 
dressed as a Christmas ornament on the front of  
her new album.

I mean, you can’t imagine Tom Waits doing that, 
can you?

Do you think of yourself as grown up?
“Part of me, yeah.”
Which part?
“That’s hard to answer. Part of me has always 

been a kid. And part of me has always been grown 
up, too. I had a bit of a hippy, a bit of a crazy mum. 
So, from very young I had to be responsible. I  
was taking buses by myself when I was five or six.  
I guess I figured out a balance between how to be 
responsible and take care of yourself – and then you 
make a mould of what you are. And maybe because 
the mould is made earlier the mould lasts longer, 
which has downsides and upsides.”

This album’s very different to your previous 
album, 2004’s Médulla. I read somewhere that it’s 
all about you letting your hair down.

’With Volta, I wanted to ask, ”Why was there a 
rhythm in the world?”’
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“You can look at it like that, for sure. But 
Médulla and Vespertine [2001] – every album is 
precious for me – those are albums where you’re 
more noodling. It’s a bliss having a child [Björk has 
two kids; a 21-year-old son and a young daughter], 
and you’re breast-feeding, and being a bit of a 
homebody, and your friends come over and you 
have a glass of wine. It’s a very secure bubble. 
There’s also another – letting you hair down… 
I wouldn’t call it bliss. It’s more about ‘raaa’ [thrusts 
hands above head]. It’s a different kind of high.”

Did that happen naturally? 
“It happened very naturally. I’ve seen it with a lot 

of my girlfriends that have kids. Six is a big step for 
kids. When a child reaches six, they don’t even know 
you exist for a lot of hours of the day. The last time  
I had a child turn six I had to make Debut.”

Volta has a tribal feel. What influenced that?
“Partly, I wanted to get back to rhythm. I work  

in cycles. There was a cycle with strings where,  
with Debut [1993] I sent two tracks to India and  
they came back with Indian strings. Post [1995],  
I suggested some string motives and Eumir Deodato 
[Brazilian jazz musician] completed them. On 
Homogenic [1997] I did a lot of the arrangements 
myself and it was an octet, and on Vespertine it  
was an orchestra and I arranged it even more. Then  
I did the film music [Selmasongs, 2000; Drawing 
Restraint 9, 2005] and then I got bored of strings. I’d 
done the whole spectrum. You know, string quartet, 
close up…strings far away, in the distance. 

“And with beats…Homogenic was my first 
attempt at doing my own beats, trying to invent 
those sort of explosive volcanoes/Icelandic techno. 
Vespertine was almost the opposite of that. It  
was micro…inside my laptop; that was the album  
I programmed about 70 to 80 per cent of the beats 
myself. And then I OD’d on beats. 

“Vespertine was a very difficult album to make  
– and each song had eight or 10 different beats.  
It was like doing this huge mosaic piece that took 
like three years to make. Beats had become this 
fashionable thing, with all these programmers 
asking me if I would work with them, so I stepped 
out of it with Médulla. And with Volta, I wanted  
to step back to the beginning. 

“Maybe that’s one of the reasons why it’s  
quite tribal. Also, I wanted to ask, ‘Why was there  
a rhythm in the world?’ Maybe not that huge 
question, but sort of. It coincided with my disgust 
with Bush and trying to – not solve it, but offer 
something positive. Not contradict but counteract 
it. There is this people from Texas who are 
Christians, and they think they’re right and they 
wanna whack it to the world and blah blah blah. 
What about the other ones, the 90 per cent of  
the world who don’t feel that way? So maybe this 
album is a representative of the Second World,  
the countries that speak broken English.

“Maybe it’s also addressing something I was 
doing on Post, this idea of technology being evil and 
clever, a left hemisphere kind of thing. I was trying 
to say, ‘No, it isn’t’. Technology can be a very right 
hemisphere kind of thing. It’s not about the tool.  
It’s about how you use it. Now, it’s obvious – the  
way kids nowadays use iPods and computers is  
very intuitive. It’s not like, ‘Oh I went to school for  
20 years to be able to do this’. So maybe that’s why 
there are electronic beats on this album, but raw 
and impulsive.”

(Pause)
“Sorry that answer was so long.”

I asked my brother whether he likes Björk. 
He replied that he feels she indulges her whims 

too much; that her music needs more discipline  
and structure. He lost interest after The Sugarcubes, 
basically – although he loves her zesty 1995 music 
hall tribute ‘It’s Oh So Quiet’ (like anyone). His 
answer intrigued me; what’s not to love about 

Björk? Surely, it’s her flights of fancy, her refusal to 
conform, that make her so fascinating. Sure, she 
likes to embrace the zeitgeist – witness her choice  
of fashionable percussionists for Volta: Brian 
Chippendale from Lightning Bolt, and Plan B 
darlings Chris Corsano and Konono No.1 – but she’s 
also, as our editor put it, the goddess of spontaneity. 
The charts, and the clubs, and music, would be 
much duller without her presence. 

I’ve listened to Volta constantly during the past 
few weeks. What shines through? A fierce belief  
in the individual, against globalisation (see the Riot 
Grrrl techno of ’Declare Independence’); in love that 
won’t last beyond death because death is inviolate 
but that is still worth having despite (because) of 
that; confusion and joy. It’s intense. Sometimes it 
feels like there’s nothing more than Björk would 

enjoy than for her music to become a rallying point 
for the dispossessed. It’s not as ‘letting her hair 
down’ as all that – it’s far too solemn (interestingly, 
when I started listening all I could focus in on was 
the playfulness, but now I see that as hope) – and  
in no way is it as avant as Médulla, but. It’s got so 
much imagination, and spark, and desire to explore 
and communicate: both in its arrangements – see 
especially the massed horns on the inward-turned 
‘Vertebrae By Vertebrae’, interrupted by staccato 
bursts of white noise and stuttering hip hop beats – 
and in…itself.

Sure, it’s self-indulgent. And…?

Do you think you’re on a mission to educate?
“Maybe not educate, but…”
…pass on experience?
“Yeah…and maybe, I mean, come on, my 

records…I use musicians that a lot of people haven’t 
heard before so there’s a bit of that; wanting to 
introduce people to things they haven’t heard 
before. You know, to have a bit of a surprise  
and adventure. 

Why don’t you put a ‘required listening’ list on 
your albums? 

 “…On this one? You got me there…Konono  
is an obvious choice. It seems like a modern electric 
voodoo trance; especially the first album Konono 
No.1. It’s easy to imagine a shamanistic situation, 
but like in a modern urban city in Africa – or maybe 
not Africa, but not in London or New York either. 
I’ve always been interested by the Third World, but 
right now I’m even more interested in the Second 
World, that sort of modern global shaman. A lot  
of people ask me if I listened to a lot of brass stuff, 

when making this album. But no, I didn’t. I probably 
should’ve.”

I wasn’t going to ask that.
“That’s good. It’s more based on something that 

was inside me. I always wanted to do ship music 
based on brass. I made the album as going on a boat 
between continents with this ship horn-y stuff, and  
I didn’t want the music to sound like brass.”

No, it didn’t sound like brass. You’ve got brass on 
the album?!

“Yeah, it’s like seven out of 10 songs, I think.”
I was kidding.

Björk. We have no preconceptions here at Plan B, 
right? Or rather, we have plenty…but they are all to 
do with musical adventurism, energy, a beacon of 
radiant light amid the morass of dull boogie-woogie 

mainstream, a clear sign that it’s possible to be 
female, in the public eye and be yourself. Not for us 
this possibility that there’s only room in the spotlight 
for one female archetype at a time. So Björk likes 
dressing up; and is Icelandic; and sings with a voice 
like none other; and sometimes gets called ‘crazy’ 
by journalists who have no real idea what that word 
entails, and if they did certainly wouldn’t apply it  
to a woman who’s so fiercely independent and 
extraordinarily fun to listen to. Good for her.

Do you find it weird you’re part of the mainstream?
“I don’t know, I’m not consciously…if I was 

desperate to be mainstream I would have done 
things very differently.”

How?
“I would have done tons of commercials. I would 

have said yes to all this Hollywood music stuff. I 
would have spent a month on doing an album and 
23 months doing media about it. But deep in my 
heart I believe that my music is for everyone. As 
much as I like eccentric music and dig out people 
that make albums that only sell three copies, I believe 
in this middle ground where it’s both. My favourite 
music is where it isn’t sacrificing any idiosyncrasy …
and it crosses that magical point in the middle.”

That’s because music isn’t just music, but 
charisma and marketing and nepotism, and  
context and juxtaposition. 

“It’s hard for me to see me from the outside. 
Everybody says, ‘Oh she’s so lucky; she wore the 
swan dress and she hit a reporter’ and all that 
clichéd rubbish mainstream crap. But ever since  
I was in The Sugarcubes it’s always been about my 
voice. Some people in Iceland think that I worked 

’Maybe Volta is a representative of 
the Second World, the countries that 
speak broken English’

Timbaland
“I did try to send him the 
brass ideas I’d worked on. 
And he came back saying, 
‘Well, that’s fucking weird, 
innit?’ Oh no, sorry that 
sounds really Cockney. Like, 
‘Some weird shit’. Fair 
enough, one of the songs  
he got was in 9/8. He wanted 
to meet in a room where  
we could just jam together. 
Afterwards I took the tapes 
and edited them. Three of 

the songs ended up on the 
album. ‘Earth Intruders’  
was a 12-minute jam that  
I edited into a three-minute 
thing, adding a drummer  
and Konono.”

Toumani Diabate
“For ‘Hope’, I went to Mali 
and we worked on several 
songs that I already had. I did 
the singing with him in the 
room, so there was some 
communication there.”

Mark Bell
“On ‘Declare Independence’, 
Mark did the music first, 
which was the first time 
we’ve worked like that. 
Usually, he comes into my 
song when it’s been 90 per 
cent done and I’ve been like, 
‘Oh fuck, I need you coming 
down here on my bass drum 
pattern…’ it’s a different 
story each song. ’Vertebrae 
By Vertebrae’ I did totally on 
my own. But whatever.”

Cross pollination: Björk on Volta’s guest artists
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out a career, and I know all the right people – like I 
hang out with Michael Jackson and Hello magazine, 
and am best mates with Posh and Becks – and it’s  
so wrong. But especially after I did Debut the reason 
most people wanted to work with me, or to talk to 
me, or be photographed with me, seemed to be 
about my voice. Not about any of that wacky stuff…
but people spend a lot of time on that.”

Volta is spangled and special and saturated with 
desire and has a few painfully beautiful moments 
(the duet with Antony on ‘The Dull Flame Of Desire’; 
the extraordinary ode to her partner, ‘I See Who  
You Are’) and has other moments where Björk out-
Madonna’s Madonna (the Timbaland-produced 
‘Innocence’) and makes like an Earth Goddess, 
recalling former Lemon Kitten Danielle Dax on  
the mighty roaring tribal single ‘Earth Intruders’.  
It boasts some wonderful softened brass and 
foghorns (‘Wanderlust’, which ably mirrors the 
desolation and desire of travel, via an Icelandic 
female 10-piece ensemble) and has some tingly, 
trembling, heart-stopping Oriental glissandos, 
courtesy of Chinese pipa expert Min Xiao-Fen.  
It’s not Médulla (too many beats) and it’s not 
Verspertine (too much tribalism), but…wait,  
that’s a plus, right? 

You gotta move on.

Do you travel a lot?
“Yep.”
How do you make sense of it all?
“It’s difficult. I’m a really conservative kind of 

Icelandic person. I’m a homebody. So my first tours 
with The Sugarcubes and KUKL were actually quite 
painful, as an introverted person who just wanted  
to be in a cocoon. It took me from about 16 to 25 to 
get used to travelling. And there were a lot of really 
painful moments in hotel rooms where I thought  
I would explode out of loneliness. It’s a really weird 
lifestyle, and maybe because I was alone with a child 
I had to be positive – it’s like that Life Is Beautiful 
movie, where you say, ‘Guess what? We can take 
the shelf out of this drawer and we can make a 
house out of it!’ You can’t go about depressed and 
full of self-pity.”

If you’ve got a child it makes it very different.
“If you wake up in a tour bus in winter in a 

parking lot in suburban Stuttgart at seven o’clock  
in the morning, you just find a park. And you have 
pancakes afterwards and hot chocolate and you 
play hopscotch on the way back. So actually it was 
great. After that, a weird thing started happening 
when I was doing Debut, when I found it hard to 
stay home. I’d become hooked. You stay in one 
place for three weeks and you’re like [drums her 
fingers on the table].

A lot of Volta seems affected by your travels.
“Yeah, I travelled as much during Vespertine  

and Médulla but that was – I mean, having a baby 
and breastfeeding, my horizon was very narrow. 
This album is more about having cabin fever, and 
wanting to go out and do stuff. Maybe it’s that 
typical thing that mums have when their kids turn 
three when they realise that if they go away for a 
week the baby won’t die, the baby will be fine. So 
you get your body back in a certain way. And you 
can take on the external world again.”

Are you a feminist? 
(Pause) “I don’t know. I used to be so against  

it, because it just dug me in a hole…and I was like, 
forget it. There had been so much negativity and 
moaning, that it was chaining women in the corner. 
It was doing more damage than good. Now, I feel 
that time has passed and a new generation of 
females have come up and we have to revive it a 
little: but not the old Seventies feminism. We need 
to look at it in a different way: ‘OK, we’ve got to 
2007 – what’s the situation?’ It’s changed a lot. I’m 

bringing up a daughter, and she’s four-and-a-half. 
I’m finding that if I do not give a fuck, she’s going  
to kindergarten, all the girls are wearing pink and 
they just want to be princesses and marry a prince. 
And I’m like ‘Do I give a fuck? Yes. I do’. So am I  
a feminist? I don’t know [laughs]. 

“Sixty per cent of women in America now are 
having a caesarean. They don’t wanna give birth. 
And you can get anti-birth control stuff now that 
basically stops you from getting periods. So you’re 
cutting out the whole female thing. It’s like living  
in a totally male world. No offence. I’m sure you’re  
a mixture of both…but just things like nature or 
wisdom as opposed to intellectualism, sensuality 
and things that are probably more right hemisphere. 
Values. Intuition. Being impulsive. Being emotional. 
The whole right hemisphere is out of fashion. It’s  
all about logic, cutting yourself away from nature  
or any sort of wisdom or impulses. If you have 
emotions you’re crazy. You know?”

It ’s a good way of keeping women in their place.
“Look what happened to Britney. She bows to 

those values and becomes this boy-toy and then 
she’s punished cos she’s partying. I mean, come on, 
you go through having two children and a divorce 
and you go and party for a weekend and she’s 
executed! If a boy had done that, it would be like, 
‘Who cares?’ I don’t know. It’s a tired subject.”

I don’t think it should be. I think it’s important. 
Because, women and men who are in their  
teens and their twenties: who do they look to  
for inspiration? Who’s going to show them the 
alternative to the stereotypes? Where do they  
find that alternative within the mainstream? 

“There are a couple of strong women. I like Kate 

Winslet and…what’s the other Cate 
called? Blanche…”

Blanchett. 
“Yeah. There are some good 

ones there.”
What about female musicians?
“There are some good ones.”
Are you one of those artists who 

only listens to their own music?
“Are you kidding? I never listen 

to my own music. I’d go nuts!  
I listen to music a lot. I love…there’s 
an interesting generation coming 
up now that’s about 23 or 24. I like 
Joanna Newsom, Animal Collective 
and The Knife. I love Beyonce.”

Yeah, Beyonce’s great.
“Yeah, and there’s hope in  

pop again which is great. It was so 
weird to have all these singers that 
couldn’t sing, these women who 
were the champions of ‘career 
move pop’. But Beyonce sings  
with her whole body and it’s a very 
sensual experience.”

Do you still dance at shows?
“Let’s say I move! Sway. I’m  

not a very ambitious dancer. I don’t 
choreograph my moves before  
I go onstage.”

I meant at other people’s shows.
“Oh, OK. Do I dance at other 

people’s show? Of course! I went to 
see Peaches, and I couldn’t…you 
had to move. I still like going out 

once a week. I’m Icelandic. I don’t drink in the 
midweek.  I’ve never been able to do that. But, you 
know, if I miss a Friday night out I just get moody…”

What motivates you to make music? 
“I find everyday life quite awkward – especially 

communicating with people, especially strangers.  
I was very introverted as a child and played a lot in 
nature and walked to school. I’d be singing, and 
everything would fall into place in my imaginary 
world. What I heard in my head and in the wind  
and my voice would all make sense. And then  
you entered school and it was like, [raises hands] 
DOOSH! Everything’s weird: a lot of injustice, and 
my inability to express myself.

“Most of my mates I’ve had 20 years because 
obviously you surround yourself with people who 
understand you and you understand. And you  
have family, children that you love very much, and  
a house with things inside it that you love very 
much: your favourite books; your favourite CDs; 
your favourite socks and cups of tea. Everything’s 
the way you like things to be…and a month passes, 
and another month passes, and you realise that if 
you don’t start making music you’ll go nuts.

“There’s this interior life that I find you can 
express in music. It’s just as difficult every time. You 
go in there, try to write the songs and figure out the 
music. Each time I could’ve just repeated my last 
album, but I can’t and it’s cheating and it doesn’t  
let off that steam and make me feel normal. So  
I have to go away and figure out exactly what is 
inside me right now at this very minute. And that’s 
when the steam goes out and the pressure evens 
out and I’m normal, for a bit.”

‘I’m a really conservative kind of 
Icelandic person. I’m a homebody’
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Riot Grrrl exploded the Nineties indie status quo with punk 
polemic, radical picnics, cut’n’paste fervour and electrifying 
feminist scream-pop. Fifteen years on, The Riot Project unearths 
the zines, flyers, records and passion, and looks at the legacy of 
the original rebel girls

 
Words: Miss AMP 
Illustration: Beth Algieri

I’m writing a book on Riot Grrrl. Not sure why. I was 
a crap Riot Grrrl. There, I’ve said it. I went to two 
meetings and then got thrown out for asking if my 
boyfriend could come along with us when Huggy 
Bear were going to be on The Word. “Er, I’ll call you 
back,” said the girl down the phone. She never did. 
On the night of 12 February1993, I sat in front of the 
TV and cried. REJECTED! 

But I’m still doing a book on Riot Grrrl. Why? 
Because it changed my life. 

“In 1991 there really weren’t many women making 
music. It was absurd, ridiculous. Half the population 
weren’t making music. And the few that did – or 
rather, the few that gained coverage in the music 
press – were strict archetypes. The tomboy. The 
hysteric. The belle dame sans merci…All archetypes 
defined by males, expressions of women as ‘the 
other’ to the male norm. But Riot Grrrl changed  
all that. 

”People growing up now, kids who are 16, 17 
and with access to all sorts of media, they say, ‘Oh, 
of course women can make music. What’s the big 
deal?’ But that attitude was near unthinkable in 
1991. And it’s Riot Grrrl that allowed that change  
to happen.” – Everett True, ex-Melody Maker
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Riot Grrrl may have rejected me, but I never rejected 
it. I dragged a bag of press cuttings, flyers, fanzines, 
concert tickets and breathless, ink-stained gig 
reviews (handwritten by me in my diaries and never 
published) with me from house to house to house. 
Countless clutter-busting attempts saw most of  
the shit from my past dispatched to the charity  
shop, but this collection was protected fiercely.  
“It’s just a bunch of dead stuff from a dead fad –  
get rid of it!” my boyfriend would complain, but  
I couldn’t. It meant far more than that. It wasn’t  
just the sum of its parts – ripped-out record reviews 
tucked into seven-inch singles; a bunch of badly 
copied’n’pasted fanzines, all carried around in a 
bright yellow carrier bag saying ‘Who needs boys 
when you’ve got guitars?’ (given away in record 
shops with the Voodoo Queens’ first album) – it was 
dreams and hope. Back then it was my proof that, 
contrary to appearances, there were females out 
there just like me – just as angry, just as isolated,  
just as pissed-off at the status quo. This wasn’t just 
‘stuff’, goddammit. These were the battle-scarred 
tools of a revolution!

So why the book? Because it can’t be just  
me. I can’t be the only one who’s been carrying  
a collection of stuff around with me for the last  

15 years. There has to be a whole bunch of people 
out there with shoeboxes full of flyers shoved under 
the bed; with scrapbooks full of yellowing Melody 
Maker reviews taped down with Sellotape that’s 
gone brittle; with the master copy of a fanzine they 
made in 35 minutes flat tucked inside a book; with 
photographs of younger them in ripped up babydoll 
dresses with SLUT written on their arms, their 
peroxide-yellow hair held back with hairslides out  
of a Christmas cracker. 

The first aim of the book – working title, The  
Riot Project – is to encourage girls (particularly  
those in the UK and Europe) to dig out said personal 
archives, and bring them together. Activist materials 
from the pre-internet age risk disappearing, 
particularly from poorly documented, underground 
scenes. We aim to create a digital archive for  
these collections (it can be found online at  
www.theriotproject.com). Anyone can join and 
upload their material, or bring their collections to 
our regular Riot Project meetings where we’ll scan 
the stuff for you. Once that’s been done, and a big 
enough selection of materials has been created, 
we’re onto phase two: reproducing the archive  
in luxurious book form, with an accompanying 
dictionary of bands, featuring artwork and 

interviews with as many UK Riot Grrrl bands as 
possible, hopefully with an accompanying CD of 
Riot Grrrl music. The aims of this are: 

•  To capture the visual aesthetic of Riot Grrrl 
material, a style which marries punk’s cut’n’paste 
techniques with reappropriation of traditional 
feminist imagery

•  To rediscover bands whose lifespans may have 
been brief but intense

•  To preserve seemingly ephemeral activist material
•  To bring this important, influential but not yet  

re-examined phenomenon to a wider audience
•  To inspire further action. There are more girl 

bands, but we still haven’t achieved any kind of 
gender parity in the music industry, either onstage 
or behind the scenes as tour managers, sound 
engineers, A&R people, guitar techs and so on 

OK, enough about the book. What you need to 
know is: why was Riot Grrrl amazing? How did it 
feel from the inside? Like everything you dreamed 
of was finally happening.

“Catcall was formed out of inspiration from the US 
bands I got to hear in the summer of 1992…(and 
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this is the important bit)…Those bands were saying 
much more than ‘You can form a band too’; the 
message was, ‘You can do anything’. Girls can do 
anything. Previously, I had no desire to start a label. 
You know. Boring indie. Why bother – it’s a guy 
thing. So. Hearing this music made me inspired. 
Excited. Made me want to start a girl run label. 
Problem is, I was totally broke and signing on.

“I’d imagined you needed thousands (and 
thousands) of £££s to start a label. Not so.  
I approached Revolver distribution with this idea  
of a Huggy Bear/Bikini Kill album. They were cool. 
We talked about what I wanted to do with Catcall; 
they agreed to advance enough money to make  
this happen. And here it is. The moment is yours.

“There is no ‘alternative’. There is no ‘indie’. 
There is just high street bland. Why change when 
you can buy a well known brand? Shopping centre 
music. Handy. Under one roof. ASDA. Boots. Suede. 
Dixons. Kingmaker. Next. Shamen. Body Shop. 
Carter. C&A. Aw, you know. All as dull as fuck.  
It’s a guy thing.

“So. We need new attitudes. New girl bands. 
New girl labels. New girl fanzines. New excitement. 
Make books. Make clothes. If your boyfriend is a 
jerk, dump him. Support your girlfriends. Take 
photos. Do everything. Do anything. The moment is 
yours for the making.” – Liz Naylor, Catcall Records 

(sleeve notes to the Huggy Bear/Bikini Kill Yeah Yeah 
Yeah Yeah/Our Troubled Youth album, March 1993)

There’s so much more to say. There’s also  
nothing. Riot Grrrl proffered a message of simple 
empowerment, then followed through by providing 
role models. It’s so easy to talk of the things we’re 

revolution grrrl style when? 
a grrrl’s guide to the nineties 

1991 Girls involved in the punk and hardcore scenes 
in Olympia, Washington and Washington, DC begin to 
voice their dissatisfaction with the male domination  
of the scene. They form bands and write fanzines. They 
aim to promote equal access to the music for both 

males and females by any means necessary (holding 
all-girl gigs, or encouraging girls to get down the front 
at gigs – moshpits at the time were almost entirely 
populated by boys eager to get their brawl on). They 
challenge ideas of technical virtuosity and musical 
‘mastery’ by showing girls just how easy it is to play  
an instrument. (Turn it on. Hit it.) Prominent bands of 
‘91 include Bikini Kill, Bratmobile, Heavens To Betsy 
and 7 Year Bitch.
1992 Riot Grrrl ideas have started filtering across  
to the UK through the underground fanzine network. 
(Girlfrenzy magazine, issue 3: “And have you heard  
all about the GrrrlPower momement in the States and 
the wonderful world of RiotGRRRRLs everywhere?”) 
‘Rubbing The Impossible To Burst’, Huggy Bear’s first 
single, comes out in September, and sells out its 2,000-
copy pressing almost immediately. On 10 October, 
journalist Sally Margaret Joy writes a Melody Maker 
cover feature on the movement; this is the first UK 
overground coverage of Riot Grrrl, but it won’t be the 
last. Huggy Bear’s ‘Kiss Curl For The Kid’s Lib Guerillas’ 
comes out in December this year. Prominent bands of 
‘92 include: Huggy Bear, Linus and Blood Sausage.
1993 This is the year it really gets insane in Britain as 
Riot Grrrl is exposed to the hothouse effect of British 
youth culture. Riot Grrrl meetings take place in London. 
“The locations of the meetings were always last 
minute and very hush-hush as reporters and music 
journalists had started showing up”, says Suzi 
Livingstone, a fanzine editor and member of the band 
Hissyfit. “Niki and Jo from Huggy Bear would show  
up and agendas would be drawn up, gigs and poetry 
readings organised. Everyone was encouraged to start 
a band, no matter how feeble her musical experience, 

‘Make books. Make clothes. If your boyfriend is a jerk, 
dump him. Support your girlfriends. Take photos. Do 
everything. Do anything. The moment is yours for the 
making’ – Liz Naylor, Catcall Records
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going to do when we have the time, the money, the 
inclination. So easy to talk of ways we’re held back 
by circumstances outside our control. Riot Grrrl 
called bullshit on such rhetoric. It demanded action. 
It brooked no excuses: you were with it, or against  
it. You were active, or nothing. It lowered the bar of 
achievement – quite deliberately – so low that there 
were simply no reasons not to participate. The only 
route to failure was silence. 

Yeah; I was a crap Riot Grrrl. No matter. A few 

years later, in collaboration with 
that same boyfriend, I went on  
to do a small magazine, called 
AMPzine, that would never  
have existed without Riot Grrrl. 
Because of Riot Grrrl, we realised 
that it didn’t matter if your 
magazine didn’t have a silver 
glossy cover, or distribution in 
WH Smith. It ran for 14 issues 
and it was, not to big us up, 
pretty great. And from there  
I realised that I wanted to write 
things for a living, and I wanted 
many of those things to be  
about women: cool women, fun 
women, thrill-seeking trailblazing 
females; and so that’s what I did. 

“The whole idea with writing 
about Riot Grrrl in Melody 
Maker,” says Everett True, “was 
to provide a catalyst. [Fellow MM 
writer] Sally Margaret Joy and  
I hoped that grrrls who had been 
inspired by Bratmobile and Bikini 
Kill and ‘zines like Girlfrenzy 
would take it into their own 
hands, start moving forward  
and empowering their own lives. 
I just wanted people to think for 
themselves and map out their 
own lives and not just do what 
society wants you to do. And 
that goes for alternative society 

as much as mainstream society. If the music press  
is telling you every week that the cool thing is guys 
playing guitars, and that’s the role model you ought 
to aspire to, and if you’re female then tough fucking 
shit, because you can’t ever be like that – if that’s the 
case you should go, ‘Fuck you, I’m going to create 
my own society. I’m going to create my own music, 
my own value system, and I’m not reliant on your 
approval to judge whether I’m any good or not’.

“And that’s what the Riot Grrrls did.”

and it was gratifying to see everyone offering help and 
encouragement to everyone else.”

Music press hype continues to build around Huggy 
Bear. They release ‘Her Jazz’, with its infamous lyrics 
“Face it you’re old and out of touch/Your burnt-out 
fucked-up attitude/Post-tension realisation/ This is 
happening without your permission/The arrival of  
a new renegade girl-boy hyper-nation” and chants  
of ”BOY GIRL REVOLUTIONARIES!” Any fanzine 
mentioned in the mainstream press relating to Riot 
Grrrl finds itself deluged with letters from teenage girls 
keen to get in touch with other Riot Grrrls.

On 12 February, Huggy Bear appear on The Word,  
a last-minute replacement for Pulp; they perform ‘Her 
Jazz’, then later criticise a segment on Playboy models 
The Barbi Twins, yelling “Crap! Crap! Crap! Crap!”  
The band and their friends are forced out of the studio 
by security, with subsequent accusations of physical 
violence on both sides. The cover of Melody Maker  
the following week is devoted to the band and the 
incident, which The Guardian calls their “Bill Grundy 
moment”. By 6 March, the NME devotes several pages 
to Huggy Bear and the Riot Grrrl phenonomen. On  
8 March the Huggy Bear/Bikini Kill split album Yeah 
Yeah Yeah/Our Troubled Youth comes out on Catcall 
Records, a label set up specifically for this release. 
Huggy Bear and Bikini Kill tour the UK in March of  
this year, including a girl-only date at Conway Hall  
in London. 

Hysterical press coverage declares that Riot Grrrl 
“draws its inspiration from man-hating, all-women 
bands” (Independent On Sunday). The Daily Mail 
reports that “every word they scream through the 
microphone is a prayer against men…meet the Riot 
Grrrls, the latest, nastiest phenomenon to enter the 

British music scene…they attempt to instill in young 
fans a deep loathing of men.” “They are the toughest, 
meanest group of feminists since women began 
burning their bras back in the swinging Sixties”, 
squeals The Daily Star. “The so-called Riot Girls play 
rough’n’ready rock music and they list MAN-HATING 
among their favourite hobbies. Shabbily-dressed 
bands such as Huggy Bear and Bikini Kill…are 
ruthlessly ruled by outrageous guru Courtney Love.”

By the end of the summer Huggy Bear have 
decided not to talk to the press any more, and tour  
the USA, taking them away from the media spotlight. 
Riot Grrrl meetings become ‘Riot Grrrl picnics’ to  
avoid media infiltration, then gradually die out. 
Prominent bands of ’93 include: Voodoo Queens, 
Mambo Taxi, Sidi Bou Said, Hissyfit, Skinned Teen, 
Sister George, Witchknot.
1994 Things slow down. Heavens To Betsy tour the 
UK. Huggy Bear release their first album in November 
1994, displaying the influence of a new obsession  
they picked up in America, hardcore music. They break  
up shortly afterwards. 

Music journalists declare they have ‘killed’ Riot 
Grrrl, and media attention switches to ‘new wave  
of new wave’, swiftly followed by the ultra-laddy 
explosion of Britpop, and the ‘ironic sexism’ of 
ladmags and Loaded. Lucy Sweet produces her 
brilliant comic Unskinny, in which the spirit of Riot 
Grrrl lives on in (slightly) ladette form. 
1996 The slogans and rhetoric of the grrrlpower 
movement have been repurposed as ‘Girl Power!’ the 
mantra of pop group The Spice Girls, and aging Riot 
Grrrls everywhere shake their heads.

Riot Grrrl demanded action. It lowered the bar of 
achievement – quite deliberately – so low that there were 
simply no reasons not to participate. The only route to 
failure was silence 
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Victoria Bergsman has a fever. I call at lunchtime; 
she apologises for seeming slightly unfocused, 
having been pulled from bed in the cold, early hours 
to do a radio interview. I have a fever too, and my 
house is no longer a house but a cloudscape of 
tissues and laundry. We’re probably both in need  
of woven rugs, mugs brimming with hot milk and 
the kind of walks you take on Boxing Day to gaze  
at nothing in particular. We’re lucky, then, that 
Open Field – the ex-Concretes frontlady’s new solo 
album, beneath the name Taken By Trees – is a 
bespoke tonic for that dull hum in our heads, the 
woozy heat and contradictory shivers. It’s a record 
that feels like being gathered under nature’s wing  
– about the way that, when you’re least expecting  
it, but most needing it to, the world spreads out  
its branches and its rivers sprinkle demure glitter 
across their banks. 

“I have this thing in me; I always go to nature 
when I feel lost or like I need some kind of comfort,” 
she intones in temperate, gentle English. “I turn  
to nature; I’m planning to move to the countryside 
because I think that’s where I belong. And also my 
cat,” she adds, coyly. “I’ve seen him there, and he’s 
like a totally different cat. But that was my goal with 
the album; for people who would hear it, that it 
would be inspiring…and wanting to give people 
images of landscape, where everything is open  
and possible. Even when it feels hopeless. Because  
I think sometimes the album is quite sad, but there’s 
some hope in it still.”

Alongside the swells of bumblebee brass, there’s 
certainly a moonlit darkness to Open Field – it’s an 
explorative, wide-eyed wander through the woods, 
alone. As with any journey, there’s reflection and  
a little fear: “I took myself out walking; by the 
evening I was running – I hadn’t done this for a  
long while…But can’t you see I’m lovesick?” For 
every apprehension, though, there is a glowing 
emergence into a clearing (“Tell me when the snow 
is gonna sway; tell me when it’s time for me to 
play”). We enter this forest a little wounded but,  
by the album’s last song, ‘Too Young’, with its 
tenderly broken chords, time has paused to leave 
nothing but the keys sounding like rays refracted 
through a wine glass left outside overnight. 

Located neither in summer nor winter but  
the transitional periods between, Open Field is 
preoccupied with the natural world yet seems, 
somehow, fluidly seasonless, applicable to both  
the hands of spring air pressing lightly across your 
forehead and the watery prickles of a snowflake 
vanishing against the blush of your skin. There’s 
something medicinal, too, about these tracks: cures 
made of oxygen, leaves, long dawns and suspended 
dusks; cobwebs, lattice windows and grandfather 
clocks; birdseed, muddy shoes, the chill and shock 
of splashing tapwater to your cheeks. Was making 
the record as healing an experience as hearing it?

“Very much so,” Victoria nods. “From the  
start it was me and only me who made all the main 
decisions, so that was scary. But then, after a couple 

of days, I felt I could relax, and that was really 
soothing. And that I could come back to music  
and feel like that – that music is something positive 
for me…I had strong doubts about music as a 
positive thing.” 

Leaving the Concretes in 2006 due to the 
unnecessary schemata of the music world’s business 
engines, Victoria’s consequent disillusionment  
led her to believe she would never venture into 
songwriting again. “I think I saw more of the 
industry than I wanted to see; it’s not what music  
is about, really. You feel very stupid and naïve,  
also, that you’ve read about other musicians’ 
experiences, and then you do the same thing.” 
Recuperating and beginning again – but on her own 
terms, this time – must feel like an incredibly bold 
thing to do, I venture. “Yes, I felt very brave actually! 

A few times in the studio, I felt like, ‘What am  
I doing?’ and ‘What do I think this will become?’” 
she laughs. “But then I could hear that it might 
actually turn into something that might be music, 
that might be, like, a chorus or something…to build 
up the song like that and finish things – I think for 
me it’s something I must do to keep myself going,  
to be creative; or else I would go under.”

Recorded in the space of a week, Open Field  
is the sound and story of a musician starting over 
and seeking solace. She succeeds, with all the 
tender colour, growing confidence and coherent 
vision of a seasoned artist combined with a  
new innocence, a childlike gaze and a careful, 
enraptured impressionability. 

“I wanted the musicians to treat something as  
if it was the first time,” she says of the sessions. “I 
mean, it was the first time. I think some of them got 
really shocked when I said, ‘Well, that’s a take!’ and, 
‘Thanks!’ – maybe they wanted to try out different 
things, but I didn’t want that at all from them, I just 
wanted the spontaneous, first reaction to the song. 
So me and the producer, we had that as a rule; to 
not overdo the songs in any way.” 

As a result, the record sounds initially like the 
steps of trusting feet testing the waters, then breaks 
beautifully out into a full, patterned dance. The 
hardly-identifiable but somewhere-there layers of 
vocals on ‘Tell Me’ create the atmosphere of a whole 
chorus of quiet Victorias; you stop, turn your head 
for a moment, thinking someone’s whisper-singing 
in your left ear, right ear, behind you. Voices hover  
in the air like strong heartbeats, sturdy smiles and 
delicate eyes against the backdrop of a nature that 
shapeshifts, cools and heats, but always exists – 

reliable, adaptable, comforting. Minds may be 
muddied and eyes frosted with the suggestions  
of tears, hands curled into moth-eaten gloves  
and cuddled into pockets; but sleepy woodwind,  
a steady drum and pianos are like the knots and 
whorls of a current through clear, clear waters. 

“I like the idea of having the album sparse,”  
she explains. “Hopefully, that brings pictures into 
people’s minds; there’s a lot of space and room for 
thoughts.” And so, ‘Cedar Trees’ begins with the 
babble of a brook before the mahogany clunks of 
xylophones made from ancient trunks sound like 
chestnuts and burnt umber, rust and kindled fire. 
And so, butterflies drowsily open wings to the sun. 
There are garden wildernesses of roughly-chopped 
wood, peeling paint and tarpaulin; swarms of air 
and surprises of rain. Listening, I doodle dreamily, 

pencilling maps. Where does she think the tales that 
her songs spin will lead?

“At the moment I’ll see how it goes to promote 
the album without touring and doing too many 
interviews, and see if that works – because I don’t 
want to compromise at all or start going through 
the machinery again, saying yes to things as if  
I should be grateful. I want to write, and record 
songs, and even more things like make art – things 
that are connected with the music and the Taken  
By Trees project. I don’t see a limitation in it just yet;  
I see that it’s spread out. But I don’t want to be, 
what’s the word? Exploited? I would love to make  
a film, and make music for a film. 

“I think that is what creating should be about – 
that you should try, and take it as far as you can.”

‘I wanted to give people images of 
landscape, where everything is open 
and possible’

How former Concrete Victoria Bergsman spirited herself away from the bright lights and into the 
woods, happy to be Taken By Trees
 
Words: Lauren Strain 
Photography: Helena Blomqvist
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So, you want to know about gypsy music? Well, the 
short answer is that it’s folk music played by ethnic 
Roma, a diaspora people who stretch across Europe 
and Asia. What more I can say about it depends on 
you. If you feel rooted and well-adjusted, secure in 
the knowledge that you’ll be accepted wherever 
you go in the world, then don’t read any further. 
There’s a compilation series called Electric Gypsyland 
that will satisfy your curiosity. It’s a collection  
of tunes by Roma musicians, tastefully chopped  
up and re-arranged over a selection of mellow  
beats provided by credible artists like Tunng, Animal 
Collective and Nouvelle Vague. It’s nice, you can  
play it at dinner parties.

But perhaps you’re not so sure of yourself. 
Perhaps you feel like a stranger in your own city; 
tentatively walking the streets, always afraid that  

a chance encounter with a former lover or a 
forgotten friend will catch you off guard; tear  
open a wound you hoped had healed and leave  
you scared of your own shadow. Or maybe you’ve 
just never felt at home in your own skin. Does your 
hair have a little too much of a kink in it, or is your 
accent a little off-key?

That’s where Gogol Bordello come in. Eugene 
Hutz’s globe-straddling array of misfits wouldn’t 
know good taste if it sashayed past them in  
the street. Gogol Bordello’s music is gawky and 
misshapen. If it had a face, its front teeth would  
stick out at funny angles and wiry tufts of hair  
would be sprouting from its ears. Alongside the 
eastern European folk stomp that underpins the 
music, you can hear influences any self-respecting 
hipster would wrinkle their nose at: The Clash, 
Manu Chao, Bob Marley, NOFX. The songs on new 
album Super Taranta bowl along in uncontrolled 
fashion, driven by an oompah beat and topped with 
raucous accordion, violin and vocal snarls. The lyrics 
are a half-garbled mash of broken English, Russian, 
Romany and Spanish, but they’re delivered with 
such passion it almost doesn’t matter what Hutz  
is saying. It’s gypsy music, but mainly in the sense 
that it’s the bastard child of countless musical and 

personal histories thrown together in a mass of 
sadness and joy and flailing limbs.

The idea of gypsy music being wild and cathartic 
is nothing new. In fact, it’s a stereotype many Roma 
bands are being encouraged to play up to by their 
managers, much in the way black musicians in 
America were once persuaded to record raw tracks 
that fitted the stereotype of ‘primitive’ blues music. 
But eastern European folk traditions (gypsy or 
otherwise) are increasingly seen as the last refuge  
of authentic ‘roots’ culture. From Jonathan Safran 
Foer’s novel Everything Is Illuminated (later made 
into a film, with Hutz taking a starring role), to indie 
darlings like Beirut and A Hawk And A Hacksaw, 
eastern Europe has become a place of pilgrimage 
for young American musicians who might once 
have looked to the blues for spiritual solace.

As ever, it’s a mixed bag of results. A Hawk And  
A Hacksaw, for example, have spent time playing 
with folk troupes, trying to figure out how the music 
works, and how to fit their own playing around it. 
But when folk melodies and instruments are used to 
add a kind of flavouring to music then what you’re 
left with is the kind of bland fare pushed by the likes 
of Electric Gypsyland. That’s something that sets 
Hutz visibly on edge when I meet him in a hotel bar 
off the Edgware Road. He almost spits the words 
out when he criticises musicians who he sees as 
turning gypsy music into ,“Some kind of a lounge, 
soft, pseudo-exoticised thing.” He continues, “They 
miss an actual understanding that gypsy music is all 
about fire. That’s the sacred element of this music.  
I can easily channel that atmosphere because I know 
exactly how it is, I’ve seen it in childhood and I keep 
seeing it all the time, through my relatives and 
through my friends.”

The little I do know of Hutz’s life is this: born in 
Kiev, Ukraine, he grew up under the influences of 
his grandmother’s Roma heritage, an obsession with 
the macabre folklore of Carpathia (a region to the 
west of where he lived that borders Romania and 
Hungary) and a love of punk rock. He never felt at 
home in his own country, and at the age of 19, he 

‘The reality is that everybody is an underdog,  
and everybody has a struggle they’re fighting’

As global gypsy-punk gang Gogol Bordello storm the world 
music barricades with a furiously fun new album, their ebullient 
captain Eugene Hutz talks tall tales, wild tunes and the hipster  
reappropriation of Roma music
 
Words: Daniel Trilling 
Photography: Steve Double
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moved to New York. There, after playing in several 
other bands, he formed Gogol Bordello, named 
after the Russian-Ukranian writer Nikolai Gogol.  
(I’ll tell you more about that guy later.)

When we meet, Hutz is about to take part in the 
Barbican’s 1,000 Year Journey festival, which sets 
traditional folk groups like the Romanian ensemble 
Fanfare Ciocarlia or Hutz’s idol, the Russian violinist 
Sasha Kolpakov, alongside bands like A Hawk And  
A Hacksaw. Hutz is excited to be playing. “It’s an 
amazing line-up,” he enthuses. “If it was me in 
charge, that’s the line-up I would have chosen.”

Last time he was interviewed in Plan B, though, 
Hutz railed against the idea of “fuckin’ World Music 
institutes” getting their hands on gypsy musicians. 
Does he still think so, given that the Barbican is  
the heart of the British arts establishment? 

“Well, I guess things have changed a bit because 
now gypsy music has a lot more say,” Hutz counters. 
“Five or six years ago, it was still institutionalised, 
but now it’s channelled in a better way. Not in a 
perfect way but better. A lot of it has to do with  
the audience having caught on to receive this music, 
too. They refuse to have a fucking academic night 
with it and now they understand that it’s actually  
a music of catharsis.”

Gogol Bordello’s 2005 album, Gypsy Punks: 
Underdog World Strike, did a lot to break gypsy 
music – or at least their version of it – out of the 
institutional ghetto. The album was a turning point, 
says Hutz, because to many people it revealed gypsy 
music as a “source of tremendous energy”. But  
the snappy title “gypsy punk” has now become its 
own sub-genre with a host of copycat bands Hutz 
would rather distance himself from. “In a lot of 
ways, a lot of the so-called gypsy punk bands kind  
of grew around that record which we did. And 
because the title [of our album] started getting  
used as a marketing term for other bands, the 
accomplishment of other bands started poorly 
reflecting on us.”

Do you have to have a gypsy background  
to play gypsy music, then? “I’m not saying that 
without that background you can’t excel in playing 
that music. You can be pretty good but it’s definitely 
not gonna be the same. Simply because it’s obvious 
that bands who get inspired by what we did but 
don’t really understand the music reach a dead end 
after two steps. They really don’t know what to do 
with it any farther.”

Later, Eugene tells me that it’s something “in  
the blood” that gives gypsy music from flamenco  

to Russian violin trios a common thread. That grates  
a little. The Roma might have a strong musical 
tradition, but they’re not born with it running 
through their veins. I think of the stories I’ve read 
about gypsy musicians from the Balkans being 
made to practise constantly from an early age.  
I wonder if Eugene thinks you have to be a gypsy  
to truly appreciate it. Who does he make music  
for? “At one point I thought that it was all for the 
struggling part of humanity. But the reality is that 
everybody is an underdog. And everybody has  
a struggle they’re fighting, you know. Big or small, 
but basically the human condition remains the  
same in everyone.”

Now I’m going to tell you about Nikolai Gogol. 
Born in 1809, he died in the grip of madness at the 
age of 42. So scared was he by the stories he wrote, 
he tried to disown them, writing commentaries 
afterwards that tried to explain away the grotesque 
monsters, talking animals and giant walking body 
parts that populate his stories. Early on in his career, 
he tried to pass off his stories as Ukranian folk tales, 
as if pretending the stories had sprung from some 
collective unconscious, rather than the depths  
of his own imagination would make them easier  
to bear.

Hutz has said in the past that he admires Gogol 
for “smuggling” Ukranian culture into European 
literature. But Gogol did this with only scant 
knowledge of Ukranian folk traditions: from his 
home hundreds of miles away in St Petersburg,  
he would write letters to his mother asking her  
to describe peasants’ clothes and customs so that  
he could work the details into his stories. There’s 
something about this story that seems to fit 
perfectly with Eugene Hutz. He’s so in love with  
the romantic vision of gypsy culture, and his passion 
is so infectious, that it’s pointless to try and unpick 
the fantasy from the reality.

“That’s why I like folklore so much,” he says. “It’s 
completely inconsistent and totally insane. It has no 
form; it’s fantastic and ridiculous. For example, the 
lyrics of our song ‘Suddenly’ [on Super Taranta] are 
based on my impressions of Carpathian folklore and 
horror tales. It’s about a west Ukranian priest who 
was a necrophile, who ends up winning a Green 
Card and emigrates to America and is now working 
as a chef in a famous restaurant in New York…”

At this point Hutz trails off and stares into the 
middle distance. Then, with a laugh and a shrug, 
“Just another fascinating immigrant destiny,”  
he says.

‘Bands who get inspired by what we did but don’t really 
understand the music reach a dead end after two steps’ 

Esma Redzopva/
Fanfare Ciocarlia/ 
A Hawk And A Hacksaw
Barbican, London
Part of the Barbican’s 1,000 Year Journey 
Festival showcasing gypsy music from 
around the globe, tonight focuses on the 
music of the Balkans. New Mexico duo  
A Hawk And A Hacksaw, augmented by 
Hungarian touring companions The Hun 
Hangár Ensemble, have made no secret  
of their love affair with the region and its 
culture, even relocating to Budapest. They 
appear from out of nowhere, their heads 
adorned with peculiar headgear, belting 
out a fine death dirge on horns and 

percussion. Sadly, when they finally take 
to the stage the magic is lost. This music 
should make your heart thump, your  
feet move and send the blood coursing 
through your veins, and A Hawk And  
A Hacksaw are too concerned with their 
music’s authenticity to really cut loose; 
but they get extra points for having a Phil 
Jupitus lookalike playing the cimbalom.

Fanfare Ciocarlia are the real deal. 
Heralding from north-east Romania, this 
11-piece speed-metal brass orchestra had 
the Barbican crowd up from their seats 
and moving in that peculiar rhythmic 
limbo inhabited by the white middle-class 
and middle-aged after a few wine 

spritzers. Their stiffness is further 
highlighted by the flamboyance of  
two Romanian dancers who add some 
sexual colour and movement to the  
highly infectious oompah. A conveyor  
belt of guest appearances spice things  
up: diminutive Hungarian diva Mitsou’s 
vocals sound like Björk if she’d dined on  
a three course meal consisting of Cyndi 
Lauper, Alvin and Theodore (Simon would 
have taken it into dog whistle territory), 
while less fun is a cameo from Jony Iliev, 
who is probably Bulgaria’s answer to 
Michael Bolton. 

But, as they say, the show ain’t  
over ‘til the fat lady sings. Last up is 

Macedonia’s Gypsy Queen, Esma 
Redzepova, her voice pushing into  
the red with a mournful, wailing warble.  
Every bit the consummate performer,  
she flirts with both band and audience, 
leaving broad smiles clinging to faces  
and a mass of sweating bodies in  
the aisles. 

One of the sub-texts of this festival 
is that it allows those influenced by gypsy 
music to perform alongside their heroes.  
It may not be the point, but tonight serves 
to demonstrate that the disciples still 
have much to learn. One thousand years 
is a long way to travel. 
Spencer Grady
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The White Stripes
Parc Del Forum, Barcelona
Two silhouettes make their mark upon the 
stage backdrop. Lit up in alternating red  
and white, one silhouette sits still and drops  
her sculpted chin, the other turns away and 
stands electrified, in preparation. 

They are just tiny figurines upon a vast 
horizon of a stage. Behind them lies the 
Mediterranean sea, unsettled water catching 
the lights from a night-time Barcelona lying 
behind us. In front of them is another sea –  
this one of a voracious Spanish crowd, filling 
the floor and curved sides of the open air 
auditorium. It would be enough to make  
a less seasoned band seasick, but The White 
Stripes have been in many an identical 
situation, they’re practised veterans of this 
game. It’s that ‘been there, done that’ that 
worries me, though. It must be hard to carry  
on caring, to keep giving a shit, at this stage  
of the long old game.

Meg settles herself into the shroud of her 
candy-cane drum kit. It is the shield behind 
which she taunts, one that Jack can never push 
through. She shifts back and forth in the seat a 
little, raises her arms, pauses. Jack turns circles, 
straps on his guitar and tenses. The sea behind 
becomes still, the sea in front holds its breath – 
and then the silence is interrupted. The drums 
are brutal, simple, tribal. And the guitar, it‘s 
menacing, playful, bullying. It starts to run 
away from Jack – his fingers can hardly keep up 
with the leaps and swoops that each passage 
brings – it’s a close call between showing off 

and being shown right up. When he pulls 
things back under control, keeps those  
notes strapped right down, he can play  
the dirtiest, starkest riffs: stark and simple  
to match Meg and her puppet-limbs (and she 
still looks to be somewhere between orgasmic 
euphoria and sleep). It’s hard to tell if she cares, 
if she gives a shit, if she ever gave a shit, or 
whether it matters either way. 

Meanwhile, Jack has taken to the 
microphone and is pulling hiccoughs of words 
and phrases out of his larynx and pharynx, 
broadcasting them out across the lukewarm 
evening air. When his voice settles, it’s precise 
and full of meaning, but much of the time he  
is too wound up to create a clear signal – his 
vocals arrive in fits and jerks, spinning and 
swooping in the air. Sometimes he gathers 
control, and his slightly bloated appearance  
is matched by a foul darkness in his aspect  
as words are spat out and ricochet across  
the audience. 

Out of context, it is precisely what you 
expected. A solid set, a solid band. Musicianship 
and anti-muso attitude in exemplary contrast. 
Jack’s guitar-playing increasingly skilled, 
threading together blues licks of old and 
heavyweight riffs of the new electrified kind. 
Meg creating the constant simple rhythm that 
he darts and drifts around, tying together drum 
and cymbal with sharp spirals of static guitar. 
It’s almost like you can measure his virtuosity 
against her unchanging, unadorned 
drumming. The White Stripes are what they  
are – they are what they have always been.  

It’s just the arsenal of songs has become 
greater, richer and the intensity of Jack’s voice 
has deepened and darkened.

However, in context of the whole Primavera 
Sound festival, The White Stripes’ set takes  
on a new light. The festival, bloated with rock 
through the daytime, throbbing senseless  
into the night with cut-and-paste beats  
and rhythms, was wonderfully complicating 
and confused. It takes something a little less 
complex to give a relieving sense of clarity – 
and this, Mr and Ms White manage admirably. 
Although they can make an almighty loud 
noise; although those notes materialising from 
the guitar strings are running away for the 
sheer ridiculous fun of it; and although those 
vocals are often howling with a green-tinted 
malice, there are but two people on stage, with 
three instruments between them. When they 
keep it simple, it’s as primordially basic as you 
could possibly want. 

The moment that will stay with me is when 
Jack drops any hint of malevolence from his 
voice, looks straight at Meg, Meg looks straight 
back, and they play ‘We’re Going To Be Friends’. 
Even though it is nearly two in the morning, 
and utterly dark save for festival lights, it’s the 
warmest, most heartfelt moment, sending a 
beacon of light right out upon an amphitheatre 
of expectant people. 

It’s a relief to know that even when Jack  
is so often possessed by dark brilliance and  
Meg by disinterest, that they can still drop 
everything for a song of friendship and  
childish abandon. 

Jack White’s vocals arrive in fits and jerks, 
spinning and swooping in the air

hot water 
Words: Rachel Cawley 
Photography: Andy Whitton
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Words: Tom Howard 
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Los Campesinos!
The Point, Cardiff
I’m watching Los Campesinos! through a little 
cubby hole from a high balcony. It’s not just me, 
though – it seems like the world is watching this 
band right now. The band whoop and throw 
American Football-style gestures, a spirit strangely 
befitting of their guileless US indie-style jangle.  
Yes, you can tell Los Camp are on home turf 
tonight. In between writing TV columns for the 
University newspaper and finishing degrees, this 
septet have become almost regulars here at The 
Point. For a band with but two cutesy pop-perfect 

singles to their names, filling out a venue the size  
of this cavernous converted church is impressive. 
But their sonic armoury is filling up, and if it’s not 
always quite right – at The Spitz the other night in 
London they were blighted by bad sound and small 
stage – the relative largeness tonight makes sense.

They all fit, for starters – three girls and four 
boys take up space – and they’re all jumpy and 
confident, Gareth bounding around behind his 
xylophone, the band’s high-energy clatter rising  
up to the rafters. Like many young, carefree bands 
before them, Los Campesinos! are unafraid to play 
like their heroes. Largely, these heroes hail from 

across the pond – The Decemberists, Modest 
Mouse – but the key here is that Los Campesinos! 
channel them intelligently, raw material for the 
creation of new, frantic, electrifyingly original  
pop music. A version of Pavement’s ‘Frontwards’ 
slots with ease around the hyperactive ‘You! Me! 
Dancing!’, while ‘We Throw Parties, You Throw 
Knives’ features the sweetest shy-girl singing since 
the last Camera Obscura record. Sure, they play 
some minute-long B-sides and Gareth’s voice fades 
toward the end. But with lyrics like, “Yeah it’s great 
that you can blow smoke rings/But you won’t taste 
her lips if you do get to kiss her”, who gives a fuck?

New, frantic, electrifyingly original pop music

1990s
Cabaret Voltaire, Edinburgh
Like those in the Velvet Underground song, 
1990s singer Jackie McKeown’s life was 
clearly saved by rock’n’roll. Hence his buck-
toothed swagger and beatific convert’s  
grin as they crash into the great big under-
achievers in-joke of ‘Cult Status’, throwing 
perfectly studied rock’n’roll shapes for the 
girls down the front and looking somewhere 
between new lad homage and a post-
modern geek’s idea of The Faces.

1990s, then, are nostalgic romantics.  
This is the only explanation for the 
Damascene conversion from the wonky  
DIY indie pop of McKeown and bassist Jamie 
McMorrow’s long lost outfit The Yummy Fur 

to 1990s’ strung-out boy’s-own boogie.  
It’s as if drummer Michael McGaughrin 
injected the spirit of his old band, V-Twin, 
into McKeown’s arm before joining the  
party. And if the decade they named 
themselves after was spent getting loaded, 
like some missing link between Whiteout  
and The Nectarine No 9, 1990s clearly  
took notes along with everything else. 
‘Arcade Precinct’ is Lou Reed’s ‘Vicious’ 
reimagined by Jonathan Richman for  
a Gregory’s Girl remake seen through  
a pair of Irn Bru-tinted shades.

Ending a short set with a burst of 
libidinous guitar strut, 1990s are a whip-
smart retro-cheek Life On Mars bar-band 
gunning for a one-night rut with Big Star’s 

sleazier side. Cult status may be a life-saver 
for them yet.
Neil Cooper

Andrew Bird
The Scala, London
I thought that if you presented me with  
yet another angelic-voiced, tortured singer-
songwriter whose songs sound like pages  
of Roget’s Thesaurus warbled to the 
accompaniment of choir and orchestra,  
I’d have yawned and rolled over to sleep. 
These days, the pre-coital-sounding 
histrionics of those who take their influences 
from Jeff Buckley, Rufus Wainwright et al 
mostly make me want to growl and punch 
pigeons in the bum. But Andrew Bird 

deserves more than to be lumped in with  
this crowd of virtuosic choirboys. Sure, his 
songs are impenetrable vocab-fests; but 
they’re painted in the murky colours of  
real-life romance and drama, and his voice 
tends as often to meander into a low, 
conspiratorial murmur as to swoop gracefully 
in the air. 

And then there’s Bird’s whistling,  
which, live, defies all expectation – it’s 
heartbreaking, graceful, unworldly – and  
an eight-album-strong repertoire that seems 
especially strong in tonight’s set, full of  
mini-masterpieces that pack an emotional 
punch even when you’ve no idea what he’s 
twittering about.
Robin Wilks
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Ghost
93 Feet East, London
It’s been quite a while coming, but Ghost’s 
London début turns out to be worth the  
long, long wait. And quite an impact they 
make too. 

Being blessed with the effortless-
seeming talents of Michio Kurihara’s psych 
guitar, Ghost soar off to a place where Gong, 
Quicksilver Messenger Service and Steve 
Hillage are all fondly remembered, and  
much revered ancestors. 

It often feels like Ghost are talked about 
as if they’re a temple-dwelling, subway-
squatting, barely-washing hippie commune 
as much as a band. Tonight, they give the  
lie to that image, as they rapidly show 

themselves to be super-tight, super-focused, 
consummate rockers, putting on a hefty  
prog show of lighter-waving proportions  
and hitting a thunderous freakout surge over 
and over.

Frontman Masaki Batoh not only has  
the best purple shirt in rock’n’roll, but he’s 
capable of leading a singalong all by himself, 
his dreamlike vocals weaving over the 
unwinding riffs and grooves, dripping with 
cool ennui and the dregs of a thousand 
bedsit shishas. 

Ghost bathe the crowd in hours of 
invigorating otherness, tripping out on the 
purest grade-A psychedelia.

Bliss.
Richard Fontenoy

Nagisa Ni te
Le Weekend Festival, Tolbooth, 
Stirling
Lazy Sunday tea-times were made for  
Nagisa Ni te, Shinji Shibayama and Masako 
Takeda’s low-slung guitar and drums duo, 
here fleshed out with an impassive female  
bass player for the band’s first ever live 
performance outside Japan. 

There’s something deliciously 
incongruous about seeing what is essentially 
a dreamily strung-out pop band sharing  
a bill on the final day of the most confident 
left-field music festival in the country with 
Justice Yeldham’s phizzog-bending antics 
with sheets of glass and sax-led power trios 
Zu and The Thing.

Yet somehow, Shibayama’s Hawaiian 
shirt and shy-as-a-mouse demeanour fits 
into such a gloriously wonkified set-up.  
Fans of the ever-expanding Japanese 
underground are in abundance for such  
a coup, even if Nagisa Ni te are more 
conventionally ‘rock’ than their peers  
Maher Shalal Hash Baz and Andersens. 

Nagisa’s music is an understated, 
emotionally honest and down-home release 
of breath that’s intimate, fragile and totally, 
utterly adorable. 

And when, on ‘Anxiety’, Shibayama  
leaps into full fuzz guitar overload, it’s  
like a full-force hurricane, blowing you away 
with beauty.
Keren Eliot

walking on eggshells 
Words: Matt Evans 
Photography: Brian Sweeney

Scout Niblett
King Tut’s, Glasgow
Solo singer-songwriter with cutesy name 
referencing GCSE set text. I smell twee 
cooking. But Scout is unfathomable, unique 
and paradoxical. An awkward, shy child-
woman in old lady’s clothing. She hides behind 
her hair but is brazenly exposed by brittle 
melodies and poignant words. And for all  
her quiet and subtle charms, she’s prone to 
acts of thrilling sonic violence, stamping upon 
the world’s filthiest fuzzbox to detonate 
grunge-fed Neolithic blues. 

She first treads softly with a new song,  
an incongruous mishmash of pleading 
helplessness and absurd fantasy, whose lyrics 
draw affectionate giggles: “Dinosaur egg, 
when will you hatch?/’Cause I got a million 
people coming on Friday/And they want to  
see a dinosaur, not an egg.” Robot slaves and 
tortured spirits are asked to meet increasingly 
desperate and disturbing demands. Her 
fragile voice, forced through clenched teeth, 
can freeze your organs solid with a whisper. 

On ‘Wolfie’, as disorienting crescendos foist 
agonising regret upon seemingly mundane 
and inconsequential phrases, I want to hug 
her, tell her it’ll be OK. But there’s no need. 
She makes her own consolations. She drops 
the guitar to maltreat a tiny drum kit, 

mischievously chanting ”We’re all gonna die”, 
taking visible delight both in messing up a fill 
and in disseminating mortal dread. And the 
abrasive cacophony and string-bending 
intestinal riffs of ‘Newburyport’ declaim that 
she can look after herself, thanks very much. 

‘Hot To Death’, loaded with isolation and 
social failings, sucks the air out of the room 
with every slightly-too-long pause. Then her 
occasional drummer strikes a rolling tattoo, 
the oversized superfuzz rages, and the 
entirety of her (and our) frustrations are 
channelled into one ragged, ”Ah, fuck it”.  
It’s the essence of Scout Niblett and her 
contradictions, sound and word acting as  
one to encapsulate her perfectly: “A lonely 
girl…rocking in her own world.”

She hides behind her 
hair but is brazenly 
exposed by brittle 
melodies and 
poignant words
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Venn Festival
Bristol venues

Aufgehoben
Arnolfini Auditorium
The Maracana in Rio di Janeiro, perhaps the 
most famous football stadium in the world, had 
to be partly rebuilt some years back, due to the 
ammonia in 50 years’ worth of Brazilian fan-
piss corroding the concrete. If you could covert 
that toxic history of excitable urine blast into 40 
minutes of sound waves, it would sound exactly 
– exactly – like the guitar of Gary Smith from 
Aufgehoben. Very much at the rock’n’roll  
pole of British improv, albeit still fairly new  
to live performance, as a unit this quartet are 
impressive – two drummers, who intermittently 
use bricks, chains and steel as percussion, and 
an electronics tweaker clatter and churn with 
respectable vim – but it’s hard not to focus on 
Smith centre stage. Just two pedals and his 
instrument deliver an utterly anarchic take  
on how the guitar can be presented in the  
band context, compensating for the fact that 
Hendrix, Wino and Derek Bailey never did get 
round to that meet up. (NG)

Luke Vibert/Jason Forrest
Clockwork Upstairs
How do you successfully recreate breakcore 
with live musicians? But before the question 
has even begun to form in the heads of 
tonight’s onlookers, the answer arrives like  
a slap round the face: The Jason Forrest Band 
don’t even really attempt to. Instead it’s  
the long-overdue final realisation of their 
eponymous leader’s Cock Rock Disco label 
made flesh. The burly American/Berliner master 
of ceremonies is decked out in frilly shirt, mic in 
hand, like Mel Smith zapped with a thousand 
volts of party juice; to his left, a guitarist who 
seems to dig Slayer; to his left, a woman who 
definitely loves keytar. And they have, he soon 
informs us, come here to show us how to get 

down. It’s a damn fine attempt too, a hip hop 
block party as hosted by lunacy, melting laptops 
and foot-on-monitor guitar licks.

Which is fun, but not as much as Luke  
Vibert coaxes from his own computer with  
zero fanfare. The moment Vibert drops LFO, 
preceding a nervous exhaustion-catalysing 
slew of his Amen Andrews neo-rave classics, 
there’s only one winner. And standing still is 
not an option. (AA)

Spring Heel Jack with J Spaceman and 
Mark Sanders
Arnolfini Auditorium
Chugging ludicrously esoteric lager on the 
waterfront outside the Arnolfini, we are 
confronted with the wrongest sight of the 
whole Venn weekend. A boat groaning with 
middle-aged gentlemen has moored up, and 
they’re serenading us with classic rock covers. 
We’re mortified for these stalwart seamen’s 
musical faux pas, until suddenly it hits us: these 
are white wizards, armed with little more than 
a well-drilled take on The Travelling Wilburys’ 
‘Handle With Care’, trying to save us from 
Venn’s vile excess. But we run, into the lair of 
the beast itself. There J Spaceman is waiting: no 
acoustic mainlining for him now, just white hot 
snakes of feedback, furiously trying to crush 
the life out of Sanders’ murderous, unrelenting 
drum’n’bass thwacking. Spring Heel Jack 
twiddle important-looking circuitry, but like  
us they’re just mortal bystanders to Sanders 
and Spaceman’s intense tussle. Still no idea if 
we were meant to scream, dance, or run away, 
but when we left the wizards had pegged it, 
beaten fair and square by the evil mojo. (AL)

A Hawk And A Hacksaw and The Hun 
Hangár Ensemble
Arnolfini Auditorium
It’s easy to get in a paradoxical double-think 
trap with A Hawk and A Hacksaw. Seeing them 
at Venn two years ago, despite pleasure at their 

dervished cinematicism, part of me grated  
at the vague sense of self-satisfied Central 
European curatorship, while the other part, 
being far from knowledgeable in Klezmer,  
felt uneasy at my ability to judge it. 

That cowardly paranoia’s all blown away  
in an evening which accentuates those 
misgivings, and renders them invalid. For the 
curatorship, they’re joined by the Hun Hangár 
Ensemble, four virtuoso Hungarians…and all 
that does is show how actually unpretentious 
and heartfelt this sound is. For the knowledge, 
the attack and rhythms of such directness to 
sidestep any need for bookish familiarity. 

The night’s a blur of notes, a blur of 
moments. Bagpipes receive ovations as  
heroes. Cimbalom solos ricochet off into  
Dick Dale surf-guitar riff (no, really!).  
A tornado of a Transylvanian folk 
song provokes good-natured 
stage invasions. I’m dancing, 
and I don’t even  
remember starting.  
(KG)

No acoustic mainlining for  
J Spaceman now, just white  
hot snakes of infernal feedback

intersections 
Words: Adam Anonymous,                 
Noel Gardner, Andrezj Lukowski, 
Kieron Gillen 
Photography: Adam Faraday

J Spaceman

A Hawk And A Hacksaw
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victorian english gentleman’s 
club
Welsh lo-fi types dress to impress  
in support of new single ‘La Mer/Stupid  
As Wood’, out on Fantastic Plastic. 
Cardiff Clwb Ifor Bach (July 7), 
Brighton Pressure Point (11), 
Leiciester Sumo (13), 
Southampton Unit 22 (14), 
Manchester Roadhouse (15), 
London Metro (19)

marnie stern
kill rock stars’ finger-dancing axe heroine 
hits the UK for the first time to air the 
melodic delights of In Advance Of The 
Broken Arm, backed by hammer-handed 
Hella sticksman Zach Hill.
London Coronet (July 11),  
London Bardens Boudoir (12), 
Brighton Greehouse Effect (13), 
Nottingham Liars Club (14), Leeds 
Royal Park Cellars (16), Liverpool 
Korova (17), Manchester Star And 
Garter (18), Bristol Thekla (19)

directing hand
Alex Neilson helms a new lineup of  
his psychedelic folk/improv outfit, with 
percussion, harp and vocals . 
Glasgow The Universal (July 12), 
Sheffield TBC (13), Newcastle 
Baltic Festival (14-15), Leeds 
Packhorse (16), Nottingham TBC 
(July 17), Leicester The Basement 
Bar (18), Coventry The Tin Angel 
(19), Bristol Cube Cinema (20), 
Brighton The Greenhouse Effect 
(21), London Old Blue Last (22), 
Cornwall Miss Peapods (23), 
Cornwall The Mabe (24), 
Birmingham TBC (26), 
Manchester Islington Mill (27), 
Manchester Fuel (28)

the hives
Howlin Pelle’s Scandi rock’n’rollers 
parachute back into your consciousness 
with an intimate London show in advance 
of their forthcoming album, recorded in 
Missisippi, Sweden and London with 
Pharrell Williams and Jacknife Lee.
London 100 Club (July 24)

indietracks
Truecore on a train! Antifolk and indiepop 
sorts including The Bobby McGees, Das 
Wanderlust, Bearsuit, The Orchids, MJ 
Hibbert and the Validators provide the 
shamble-jangle, and there’s free steam 
train rides too. 
Midland Railway Butterly, 
Derbyshire (July 28-29)

sly stone
Rarer-than-rare UK show from funk 
godfather, hooking up with some of the 
Family Stone crew for the first time in over 
two decades. 
The Opera House, Bournemouth 
(July 28)

dead meadow
Standing stones of the psych-rock scene 
hit the UK for club and festival shows.
Brighton Audio (August 8), 
London Cargo (9), Norwich Arts 
Centre (10), Newcastle The Cluny 
(11), Leeds The Faversham (12), 
Nottingham The Maze (13), 
Glasgow Nice ‘n’ Sleazy (14), 
Bristol Thekla (15), Cardiff The 
Point (16), Green Man Festival 
(17), Oxford The Cellar (18).

tapestry festival
Medieval-themed festival featuring sets 
from Chrome Hoof, Circulus, The Duke 
Spirit, The Research, Seasick Steve plus 

displays from Thee Knights Of Arkley, The 
Margam Archers – they’re real knights 
and archers, by the way, not indie bands.
Margam Park, Port Talbot 
(August 10-11)

kimya dawson
Former Moldy Peach continues her 
mission to “embrace the whole world”  
on a tour of the UK and Ireland. 
Galway Roisin Dubh (August 13), 
Myrtleville Pine Lodge (14-15), 
Dublin The Lower Deck (16), 
Belfast Pavilion Bar (17), Glasgow 
Mono (18), Newcastle Egypt 
Cottage (19), Hull The Adelphi 
(20), Manchester Star And Garter 
(21), Leeds The George (22), 
Reading Rising Sun Arts Centre 
(23), London Camden Barfly (24), 
London Pullens Centre (25), 
Cardiff Chapter Arts Centre (25), 
Bristol Seymors Family Club (26), 
Nottingham Bunkers Hill Inn (27), 
Norwich Marquee (28), Brighton 
Engine Rooms (29)

slint
Louisville veterans reconvene to reprise 
the spindly guitar dynamics and damaged 
mental state of 1991 album Spiderland. 
London Koko (August 22-23)

connect music festival 
Loch-side music fest, featuring Beastie 
Boys, Björk, LCD Soundsystem, Mogwai, 
Teenage Fanclub, Hot Chip, CSS, Modest 
Mouse, Regina Spector, Patrick Wolf, 
M.I.A, The Only Ones, King Creosote, 
1990s, Kieran Hebden and Steve Reid, The 
Jesus And Mary Chain, Jarvis Cocker, and 
more. Plus fresh local seafood. 
Inveraray Castle, Argyll (August 
31-September 2)

David, we last saw you in the UK 
playing with the Melvins at ATP  
in 2005. What have you been up  
to since then?

David Yow: “Excellent question.  
These are the things that are burning  
in people’s minds. The reason most folks 
can’t sleep so good at night. 

”Since ATP with those Melvins boys  
I have been doing a tiny little itty-bitty  
bit of photo-retouching, did three  
shows with Scratch Acid, been fucking 
every girl I see and drinking my weight  
in bourbon.”

You joined Qui in 2006, six  
years after their formation. What 
attracted you to the band?

“Matt and Paul and I met at a party 
that was being thrown by a girl from 
South Carolina. Her mom was visiting and 
made a bunch of really amazingly good 
southern style food. Matt was sitting at 
the table directly opposite me and he had 
brown gravy and mashed potatoes all up 
in his beard. Paul comes up and started 
sucking the taters out of Matt’s beard.  
I vomited, then we decided I should be  
in the singing group.”

Please insert anecdotes from 
disastrous gigs here.

Matt Cronk: “Once we played in 
Lubbock, TX, a run-down toilet of a city. 
The show was in some creepy redneck  
bar with a tiny stage in the back. The 
promoter told us we could not use any 
foul language on stage because the 
owner of the bar was some kind of Jesus 
freak or something. The show sucked. 
Afterward, we went to a party at the 
promoter’s house. There were a bunch  
of local weirdos there, one of whom was 
walking around flashing a switchblade at 
everyone. I expressed my concern about 
this to the promoter but she assured me 
that he was harmless. In the morning two 
of our tires had knife holes in them and 
we spent a beautiful Texas morning trying 
to find new tires. God willing I will never 
have to set foot in that shithole again, but 
if by some horrible twist of fate I do, I am 
going to find that kid with the knife and 
cut his fucking face so no one ever loves 
him again.”

Former Jesus Lizard/Scratch Acid man 
David Yow’s new band Qui turn stomachs 
at this year’s Supersonic Festival. Also 
playing are Mogwai, Sunn O))), Om, 
Pharoah Overlord, Wolf Eyes, Oxbow  
Duo and more.
Custard Factory, Birmingham 
(July 13-14)

Faster Than Sound
Bentwaters Airbase, Aldeburgh
It’s fun when you get to see things that are 
normally forbidden. It’s fun when you get to 
go places where weird shit happened. And 
anything that involves a nuclear bunker is 
always, always amazing. Faster Than Sound, 
an offshoot of the regular Aldeburgh Festival, 
fused these three elements with a six-hour 
festival of electronica, contemporary classical 
performance, and visual arts all taking place 
on a disused military airbase. 

We took a picnic hamper. Picnicked by 
some gorse bushes, near what looked like  
a helicopter landing pad. Looked up and 
there was a sheep skull by the gorse, a 
couple of woodlice lazily twirling round the 
fissure where its nose was, as the sound of 
Edgard Varèse’s ‘Poème Electronique’ drifted 
in the background. This pleasantly necro 
juxtaposition set the tone for the evening.

We were given wireless headphones 
which played recordings of US Army men 
saying ”straaaange” in the tones of a  
stoned student watching The X-Files – field 
recordings from US servicemen witnessing 
UK’s largest ”unexplained incident” – 
crushed branches, scared animals, scary 
lights, and so on. Festival organisers had 
threaded the woods with colours, swooping 
lights. It was UFOtastic. We spread the 
blanket down and lay on our backs, but 
nothing got us.

There were two main venues for music  
– a silver geodesic dome, and next to it,  
the Star Wars bunker, a peculiarly shaped 
structure that would have been the 
servicemen’s last hiding place in the event  
of nuclear attack. While lacking the creepy 
peculiarities of the UK’s best nuclear bunker, 
Kelvedon Hatch, its odd pyramid-like, solid 
concrete walls were sufficiently thick to turn 
the inside into a beat-filled, rabbit-warren 
sweatbox. Modified Toy Orchestra performed 
their slightly twee remakes of classic electro 
tunes, swiftly followed by DAT Politics, who 
have, of late, smoothed down the shrill and 
slightly irritating edges of their sound in 
favour some fucking BANGERS (‘Video Tape’, 
‘My Toshiba Is Alive’, and ‘Turn My Brain Off’ 
among them).

Wander out cold and clammy. Get lured 
towards a kind of electronic washing line 
that glows green and twirls with the light 
wind. Walk down a runway, lights flashing  
on and off as we pass. Speakers on sticks 
(created by Sound Intermedia) are placed  
at head height along the path. They trigger  
as we pass; playing the sounds that have 
been left on the cutting room floor after 
sound recordings of the Aldeburgh Festival 
over the years: random bursts of audience 
applause; shouts; shrieks; yelps. 
Disassociated from the performances  
that triggered it, it’s unsettling, unearthly.

Sustenance for body and mind, and easy 
on the eye, to boot: Faster Than Sound was 
kind of like a mini-Sonar, but without the 
giant fake airport. Or the sunshine. And with 
added aliens. And insect skulls. Yeah, I’d  
go again.
Miss AMP
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on tour: qui 
Interview: Louis Pattison 
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music for evenings 
Words: Neil Kulkarni 
Illustration: Ryan Peltier

Young Marble Giants
Colossal Youth (Domino)
“Back in the Sixties when love was free/Never need 
to worry ’bout my GCE” – ‘Include Me Out’

Everything changes except the context. The  
life documented on Colossal Youth still goes on.  
In some senses, slipping out at the black dawn  
of Thatcherism, it’s one of the first truly modern 

sounding British albums, alongside those other 
recorded totems from the Iron Lady’s anschluss 

that first nailed the curious silent scream  
of the dispossessed, the knowledge that 

England is a bitch driven home so far  
the music is in private retreat from the 
sheer horror of what we’re publicly 
becoming. Of course British pop music 
had been political before 1979, but it 
had mainly been the politics of wry 
amusement and faint derision that 
swimming pools and long drives 
build. Punk politics was polemical, 

inflammatory, snotty even when in 
despair, but in some mercurial/mercenary 

way tied back to rock’n’roll’s original kick 
against the same ol’ pricks. The place that 

Colossal Youth inhabits is a little too close- 

to-home and right-now and far-gone for that old 
response – Young Marble Giants knew then as  
we know now that all of us in Britain are living in 
an artist’s model of how the new town will be, from 
precinct to leisure-plaza, slouching expressionless 
towards a creeping capitalist frightmare of 
paralysis and paltry pleasure. That YMG decided  
to make pop music in response, as some kind  

of magic wardrobe escape to finer times, is 
touching still – there’s a uniquely new nostalgia 
in YMG’s music that still encloses you. So it’s 
not that they heard the future, they heard the 
hum of the times they were in and we’re still 
in those times, ever appalled and in search  
of escape through the fictions of the past. 

I wouldn’t rack this with anything that 
claims it as an influence bar Birmingham 
space-pop ensemble Pram. But slipped  
in a mix with the more downered voices in 
current UK hip hop (Sir Smurf Lil’, Roots 
Manuva, HID Productions) it makes 

perfect sense. We know nothing has 
really changed except 

the toys they give us. 
When all that can 

be done is 

survival, retreating into yourself can lead to corners 
the concrete and chaos can’t clench a fist into – the 
rhythm and horror of The Slits’ Cut and PiL’s Metal 
Box, the psychedelic consumptive daymares that stir 
within More Specials and The Raincoats’ Odyshape. 
YMG were more hopeful than most of the above. 
YMG thought that tunes could help, they knew  
the shackles and manacles were being tightened 
but their response wasn’t to writhe and holler but  
to sing sweetly and disappear…from the map, from 
the rulebook, from the picture, through pop. For all 
its supposedly naïve provincial unhipness, Colossal 
Youth is still so moving an attempt at transcendence 
and concentration because it’s still a bitch in here, 
and the weight of it still makes you wanna float free. 
YMG’s escape route is as miraculous now as it was 
27 years ago.

In their quietness (‘The Taxi’), their stealth  
(‘Nita’, ‘Choco Loni’), their charted space (‘Music  
For Evenings’, ‘Colossal Youth’), YMG are absolutely 
redolent of an earlier age – you’re reminded of the 
Sun-studio shimmy of X’s ‘Adult Books’ crossed  
with the sparseness and soul of The Mills Brothers’ 
‘Tiger Rag’, the recent and the ancient – Eno,  
school hymns, Duane Eddy, disco (check the Bernie 
Worrellisms of ‘Wurlitzer Jukebox’), nursery rhymes 

– the melodies that occur before craft has a chance 
to fuck with their divinity. There’s a heavy soul/
gospel nuance to this music , albeit a gospel unable 
to trust God is listening, sung by an anti-frontperson 
soul that seeks its own vanishing trick into nature. 
YMG’s music pulls the same magical diversion on 
you, the antique unpushiness of the delivery as 
natural as your heartbeat. It cost a grand to make. 

YMG somehow manage to conjure up a non-
existent tradition and give it fresh life, pull together 
their visions of past and present into one of the first 
British albums to know the future was never gonna 
come. This reissue will be essential for most of us 
because of the inclusion of the EP and compilation 
tracks on CD2 that turn this package into all the 
YMG it’s possible to hear. For those coming to it new 
I’d only say – don’t give a fuck about its importance/
influence/background. Colossal Youth never 
belonged to rock history. It belongs to you now  
and to all of us still trying to stay sane within these 
shores, these homes, these four walls, that kitchen 
sink. Beyond the aggravation of punk and the 
double-bluff of New Pop, YMG’s unique meld of 
romance without ego and realism without agenda 
made Colossal Youth a tactile act of kindness. 

Forget paying dues, placing this in the canon. 
Let’s make it precious. I think  

we probably will.

It’s not that Young Marble Giants 
heard the future – they heard the 

hum of the times they were in
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Ryan Adams
Easy Tiger (Univeral)
You don’t listen to music because of the  
way it sounds. You listen to music because  
of the way it makes you feel. This sounds like 
country-soul in parts, steel guitars and gentle 
piano, close harmony chorus. Occasionally  
it skips along with bluegrass lightness.  

Sometimes it growls with electric guitars. 
Ryan Adams’ voice is a thing of beauty, worn-
out like decade-old denim, tender and bleary.

But that feeling: sweat and bourbon, 
dust and sunlight thick enough to smell. A 
beautiful melancholy glow, steeped in age, 
sad and sweet as the end of a summer’s day.
Ben Hoyle

Air Conditiong
Dead Rails (Load)
Air Conditioning deliver the scorching epic 
everyone with a taste for uncut sonic 
mayhem knew they could. Halfway through 
‘Where To Litter/Trash Burning’, the muscular 
drumming melts into streams of cymbal, the 
fierce percussion obliterated, chords bashed 

into thick puddles of twisted feedback.
There’s even time for a lil’ reflection during 
the feedbacking minimalism of ‘I Run Low’. 
When Dead Rails reaches full speed it’s all 
about the wretched energy you feel when 
you’re about to get a bunch of biker-gang 
knuckles punched into your forehead. 
Joris Heemskerk

BE THE FIRST TO HEAR THE BEST INDEPENDENT MUSIC
AT YOUR LOCAL CWNN STORE
FOR A FULL SHOP LIST PLEASE LOG ONTO WWW.CWNN.ORG

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/CHAINWITHNONAME

INNOVATIVE CREATIVE INDEPENDENT

ALBUM OF THE MONTH
GOGOL BORDELLO
Super Taranta!

Out 09.07.07 on Side One Dummy
‘Super Taranta!’ is Gogol Bordello’s
proposition to beat global tensions

by transforming all negative
energy into positive.

Think locally, f**k globally!

THE BROKEN
FAMILY BAND

Hello Love
Out 02.07.07 on Track and Field

TBFB’s sound has always belied their
English origins. There’s plenty here to
place them firmly in the mid-Atlantic
- reference points include The Shins,
Pixies, Violent Femmes & Pavement.

THE BEASTS OF
BOURBON

Little Animals
Out 23.07.07 on Albert Productions
The legendary Australian rockers

release their first UK album of new
songs. Over 6 albums & years of

low life rock ‘n’ roll, they’ve carved
their name in Australian rock lore.

THE KNIFE
Silent Shout

Deluxe Edition
Out 02.07.07 on Brille

Deluxe 3-disc edition of The Knife’s
highly acclaimed album ‘Silent
Shout’, including live audio CD,

live DVD & 12 videos.
#1 Album of 2006 - PITCHFORK

PEPE DELUXÉ
Spare Time Machine

Out now on Catskills
The dazzling return of Pepe Deluxé.
‘A masterpiece’ WORD. ‘Psychedelic

Pop with subtlety and depth’ Q.
‘S**ts on EVERYTHING else from a
great height’ DJ FOOD. **** DJ

**** MIXMAG **** MUSIC WEEK

POPPY&THE JEZEBELS
Follow Me Down

Out 16.07.07 on Reveal Records
The hottest teen sensations spread

their wings with their debut mini
album. Each copy is a hand-signed &
numbered limited edition.“Gorgeous -

these songs come with sharpened
fangs” NME.“Brilliant” THE GUARDIAN

NO AGE
Weirdo Rippers
Out 02.07.07 on Fatcat

The debut full length release from
the super-talented young DIY
noise/pop/punk two-piece - 

formed from the ashes of Wives.
Reminiscent of early Black Dice,
Ramones & My Bloody Valentine.

MICE PARADE
Mice Parade

Out 02.07.07 on Fatcat
Mice Parade’s most accessible LP
to date. Includes collaborations
with former Mum member Kristin
Valtysdottir, Stereolab’s Laetitia
Sadier and Him’s Doug Scharin.

UNKLE
War Stories

Out 02.07.07 on Surrender All
UNKLE are back. The James Lavelle
helmed collective return with the

new album ‘War Stories’ - featuring
Josh Homme (Queens Of The Stone

Age), Ian Astbury (The Cult), 3D
(Massive Attack) & Autolux.

ELVIS PERKINS
Ash Wednesday

Out 09.07.07 on XL Recordings
A debut album that feels both

lived in & lived through,
combining emotional intimacy

with a warm-hearted studio
sound that recalls Nick Drake &
‘Astral Weeks’-era Van Morrison.

YOUNG MARBLE
GIANTS

Colossal Youth
Out 02.07.07 on Domino

One of the definitive records of
the post punk era. All the band’s
released recordings are brought

together to provide the most
complete YMGs release.

SUPERTHRILLER
Superthriller 2

Out 30.07.07 on Mint Music
Not your typical avant-pop combo,

Superthriller’s blend of warped
lo-fi funk, twisted humour &

straightforward songwriting genius
has won them a legion of forward

thinking fans, including Beck.

THE PIGEON
DETECTIVES
Wait For Me

Out now on Dance To The Radio
The Pigeon Detectives finally
unleash their debut album.

The band and their incendiary live
show have been championed

by all quarters.

SILVERSTEIN
Arrivals & Departures

Out 02.07.07 on Victory
With over half a million records
sold in the US alone, much-loved

Canadian rockers Silverstein
take dance beats to the mosh pit

with their stunning album
‘Arrivals & Departures’.

TO MY BOY
Messages

Out 02.07.07 on Abeano
Deliriously pop-hearted songs,

blending dance/electronica/indie
with a hyper, enthralling sound.

They encompass every sound we love,
yet sound like no-one else

& everyone loves them for it.

moist boys 
Words: Stevie Chick 
Illustration: John Gambino

Pissed Jeans
Hope For Men (Sub Pop)
I’ll never forget the night I was devirginised by  
The Jesus Lizard, sometime back in the Nineties  
at a dingy, mirror-walled basement in Charing 
Cross called the LA2 (now known as the Mean 
Fiddler). It was everything I’d dreamed it could  
be, from bassist David Wm. Sims’ murderous stare 
and relentless foot-stomp, to David Yow’s encore 
appearance clad only in a nappy, which he soon 
shed. It was at this point that my companion that 
night returned after a sortie down the very front,  
a look of impish pride on his sweaty face. “I just 
took a piss in the moshpit,” he beamed. As I gazed 
at the dark patches on his trousers, and then at 
Yow, naked and fucking the stage, I had to admit  
it was a pretty Jesus Lizard thing to do.

I share such golden reminiscence at this 
juncture because that same guttural, animalistic 
mindset is also the preserve of Pissed Jeans,  
a quartet from Allentown, Pennsylvania whose 
second album, Hope For Men, is a more abrasive 
scour of ugliness than I’ve heard in a long time. 
They are adept at both noise and rock, never 
allowing one ingredient to get the better of the 
other. Often, they sound like two different groups 
playing at once, recognisable and gnarly melody 
fighting chaotic din for your attention, a tension 
that keeps this 40-minute set so addictively taut. 

Opener ‘People Person’ sets vibes to ‘bad’ from 
the get-go, with a knitting machine beat that feels 

like a drumstick hammering your temple, guitarist 
Bradley Fry seemingly tossing his guitar about  
a room carpeted in twisted steel and broken  
glass, furnace-mouthed frontman Matt Korvette 
babbling street-person talk somewhere near the 
microphone. Korvette sings pretty much like Jon 
Spencer did in the early days of Pussy Galore,  
a throat-shredding snarl thick with disgust, 
marshalling a group who sound as if they’d like 
nothing better than just whaling at their gear for 
an hour or so with chains and crowbars. In places, 
it sounds like that’s exactly what they did. 

Pissed Jeans are a tissue of grisly pigfuck 
reference, from the chainsaw-juggling sleaze of 
The Jesus Lizard, to the molten sludge-blues of late 
Black Flag, to the ecstatic grind of Melvins; they 
share with these bands an artful, blunt fascination 
with subterranean ick, with a musky, ugly sense  
of manliness, all threats and derangement and 
debasement. Pissed Jeans smear fine new shapes 
in the mud and pus and cum and shit and sweat 
and dirt that is their milieu. 

Neil Kulkarni once described The Jesus Lizard as  
the sound of “homosexual panic”; certainly, Pissed 
Jeans are the sound of a soul in a state of deranged 
terror, an exorcism, a catharsis of an animalism 
we’re taught to abandon for civility. Malevolence 
like this shouldn’t be kept inside to fester – the 
dissonant ooze of noise-poem ‘The Jogger’ 
profoundly unnerves – so consider this like  
Fight Club for ‘rockers’, maybe.

Certainly, the hurtling, ricocheting din feels 
good, especially when the raging shriek quietens 
down enough so the planet-flattening riffs can 
breathe, or when the raging shriek swallows those 

riffs whole. I dare say it feels as good as taking  
a piss in the moshpit of a Jesus Lizard show and 
spraying your jeans with urine, although I wouldn’t 
know, as I’m not the sort to do such a thing. I  
listen to Pissed Jeans instead, and revel in the 
debasement by safe, hygienic proxy.

Louis Pattison speaks to Matt Korvette
Your album is called Hope For Men. What’s the 
origin of the title?
”I spent a lot of time thinking about masculinity 
when we were working on the record, and so 
many dudes out there just bum me out, with their 
actions, lifestyles, everything. I didn’t want to be 
totally negative, though, and I think there’s some 
hope, in spite of all the idiocy. Also, it’s the slogan 
for the Brotherhood Mission next to my apartment, 
which stuck out at us.” 
Please name some of the non-musical 
influences on Pissed Jeans.
”For myself, most of the day’s mundane tasks really 
penetrate me, and certainly influence what I’ll sing 
about. Stuff like poorly-designed parking garages, 
congested traffic, emails, attractive neighbours, 
showering and shaving, workers’ comp 
scammers…I’m faced with this stuff constantly,  
it’s impossible for it not to sink into my brain.” 
What will we see if we catch Pissed Jeans live?
”Lately, lots of standing around and silence, trying  
to figure out what we just blew up. I ripped my 
favorite jeans at our last show, so I’m getting them 
sewn and retiring them from live shows, so I can 
guarantee that’s one thing you won’t be seeing. 
Nothing fits my lanky frame like a good pair of  
J Lindberg’s.”

A musky, ugly sense of 
manliness, all threats 
and derangement and 
debasement
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BE THE FIRST TO HEAR THE BEST INDEPENDENT MUSIC
AT YOUR LOCAL CWNN STORE
FOR A FULL SHOP LIST PLEASE LOG ONTO WWW.CWNN.ORG

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/CHAINWITHNONAME

INNOVATIVE CREATIVE INDEPENDENT

ALBUM OF THE MONTH
GOGOL BORDELLO
Super Taranta!

Out 09.07.07 on Side One Dummy
‘Super Taranta!’ is Gogol Bordello’s
proposition to beat global tensions

by transforming all negative
energy into positive.

Think locally, f**k globally!

THE BROKEN
FAMILY BAND

Hello Love
Out 02.07.07 on Track and Field

TBFB’s sound has always belied their
English origins. There’s plenty here to
place them firmly in the mid-Atlantic
- reference points include The Shins,
Pixies, Violent Femmes & Pavement.

THE BEASTS OF
BOURBON

Little Animals
Out 23.07.07 on Albert Productions
The legendary Australian rockers

release their first UK album of new
songs. Over 6 albums & years of

low life rock ‘n’ roll, they’ve carved
their name in Australian rock lore.

THE KNIFE
Silent Shout

Deluxe Edition
Out 02.07.07 on Brille

Deluxe 3-disc edition of The Knife’s
highly acclaimed album ‘Silent
Shout’, including live audio CD,

live DVD & 12 videos.
#1 Album of 2006 - PITCHFORK

PEPE DELUXÉ
Spare Time Machine

Out now on Catskills
The dazzling return of Pepe Deluxé.
‘A masterpiece’ WORD. ‘Psychedelic

Pop with subtlety and depth’ Q.
‘S**ts on EVERYTHING else from a
great height’ DJ FOOD. **** DJ

**** MIXMAG **** MUSIC WEEK

POPPY&THE JEZEBELS
Follow Me Down

Out 16.07.07 on Reveal Records
The hottest teen sensations spread

their wings with their debut mini
album. Each copy is a hand-signed &
numbered limited edition.“Gorgeous -

these songs come with sharpened
fangs” NME.“Brilliant” THE GUARDIAN

NO AGE
Weirdo Rippers
Out 02.07.07 on Fatcat

The debut full length release from
the super-talented young DIY
noise/pop/punk two-piece - 

formed from the ashes of Wives.
Reminiscent of early Black Dice,
Ramones & My Bloody Valentine.

MICE PARADE
Mice Parade

Out 02.07.07 on Fatcat
Mice Parade’s most accessible LP
to date. Includes collaborations
with former Mum member Kristin
Valtysdottir, Stereolab’s Laetitia
Sadier and Him’s Doug Scharin.

UNKLE
War Stories

Out 02.07.07 on Surrender All
UNKLE are back. The James Lavelle
helmed collective return with the

new album ‘War Stories’ - featuring
Josh Homme (Queens Of The Stone

Age), Ian Astbury (The Cult), 3D
(Massive Attack) & Autolux.

ELVIS PERKINS
Ash Wednesday

Out 09.07.07 on XL Recordings
A debut album that feels both

lived in & lived through,
combining emotional intimacy

with a warm-hearted studio
sound that recalls Nick Drake &
‘Astral Weeks’-era Van Morrison.

YOUNG MARBLE
GIANTS

Colossal Youth
Out 02.07.07 on Domino

One of the definitive records of
the post punk era. All the band’s
released recordings are brought

together to provide the most
complete YMGs release.

SUPERTHRILLER
Superthriller 2

Out 30.07.07 on Mint Music
Not your typical avant-pop combo,

Superthriller’s blend of warped
lo-fi funk, twisted humour &

straightforward songwriting genius
has won them a legion of forward

thinking fans, including Beck.

THE PIGEON
DETECTIVES
Wait For Me

Out now on Dance To The Radio
The Pigeon Detectives finally
unleash their debut album.

The band and their incendiary live
show have been championed

by all quarters.

SILVERSTEIN
Arrivals & Departures

Out 02.07.07 on Victory
With over half a million records
sold in the US alone, much-loved

Canadian rockers Silverstein
take dance beats to the mosh pit

with their stunning album
‘Arrivals & Departures’.

TO MY BOY
Messages

Out 02.07.07 on Abeano
Deliriously pop-hearted songs,

blending dance/electronica/indie
with a hyper, enthralling sound.

They encompass every sound we love,
yet sound like no-one else

& everyone loves them for it.
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Akercocke
Antichrist (Earache)
Those Bacchanalian bounders are back with 
more wax in their whiskers and tweed in 
their caddish claddings. Antichrist sees 
Mendes’ most dedicated disciples painting 
with more finely crafted hues, as more 
progressive Opeth like-passages now take 
their place alongside Akercocke’s more 
traditional, but decidedly British, take on 
death metal ferocity. 

More than their music, it is often the 
group’s message that causes them to suffer 
at the hands of illiberal authorities. Main 
man Jason Mendonca’s proclamations of 
devotion to hedonism and the Horned One 
are striking in their sincerity. Standout track 

‘The Promise’ is a paean to pleasure  
that would make de Sade’s heart sing. 
Antichrist is no theatrical shtick, but another 
wonderfully and brutally challenging, 
sometimes troubling, document from a truly 
original and uncompromising group. The 
introduction of a bit of colour into their sonic 
world only serves to make the blackness 
darker still. 
Spencer Grady

Apparat
Walls (Shitkatapult)
Anyone entranced by the dreamy bathtime 
techno love-in that was Ellen Allien and 
Apparat’s Orchestra Of Bubbles will be 
suitably moisturised by much of Walls:  

a similar woozy miasma and brittle sadness 
suffuse most every track. On this solo outing, 
though, Apparat’s Sascha Ring reduces his 
palette mainly to strings, tuned percussion 
and vocals, focusing more on song structure 
than dancefloor logistics.

I’m a little uneasy with the IDM 
association of strings with meaningfulness:  
a lot of innovative electronic musicians can’t 
or won’t fuck with orchestral instruments, 
consigning the violin to a constant syrupy, 
rhythmic legato. Ring falls prey to this 
sometimes, but on ‘Hailin From The Edge’  
his hefty stringscapes, countered with 
scratching and whispered vocals from Danish 
indie r’n’b crooner Raz Ohara, recall most of 
all Massive Attack – a band who used strings 

brilliantly to create their own dark, doomed 
kind of classicism. 

While the taut, funky ‘Holdon’ works 
Ohara’s vocals into a helicopter-blade verse 
and bright, sensual chorus, ‘Birds’ dresses  
up a shrug of a tune in a glitchy wedding 
cake and ‘Arcadia’ sees Ring not entirely 
successfully take the mic himself, teasing out 
high notes like a Thom Yorke impersonator. 
But on the driving, psychedelic ‘Limelight’,  
he reasserts that Apparat ability to fracture 
sound and re-set it with delicate perversity, 
indicating that while he’s still finding his 
(literal) voice, it’s only so that it can catch  
up with his already advanced musical and 
textural vocabulary. 
Frances Morgan

soften the corners 
Words: Jon Dale 
Illustration: Emily Twomey

Andersens
Gzi Gzi Gzeo (Switchico)
After the success d’estime of Maher Shalal Hash 
Baz and Nagisa Ni Te, Japanese naïf pop has 
experienced a significant upsurge in interest. 
Anyone from those fair isles with a few guitars,  
a brass section and wayward melodic nous is 
guaranteed an audience; all the better if the 
content can be index-linked to some abstract 
aesthetic or political motivators (Tori Kudo’s 
embrace of the ‘mystery of error’ and his 
involvement with the A-Musik collective).

There’s nothing particularly problematic  
about that notion as such beyond exposing the 
limitations of the Anglocentrism of the pop music 
underground and its collective listening populace. 
This isn’t the place for an essay on Orientalism,  
yet there’s an exoticisation within the discursive 
frameworks of Japanese music fandom that starts 
to seem a little queasily not quite right, a recourse 
to ‘reception at the extremities’: cutesy populism  
or noise blowout; holistic mysticism or Technicolor 

mayhem. Bands like the Boredoms play on 
expectations and that self-awareness both 
exempts and problematises: many other groups 
seem to fall foul of a well-meaning but ultimately 
condescending tokenism. 

Andersens write good, solid, at times jocular 
pop songs coated with brass and woodwind, and 
thus they’re likely to suffer a similar fate. This is  
a shame not so much because they’re unlike their 
peers – you can draw a line of influence between 
Andersens and Maher, Nagisa, etc – but rather, 
because the lightness of approach they bring to  
the pop song risks being lost in the discursive fray.

Gzi Gzi Gzeo is Andersens’ second full-length. 
It’s worth noting that sometimes their aims outstrip 
their capabilities and their songs can be left feeling 
a little frail. It’s great that they clutch for something 
greater than the sum of their parts, but there’s  
a lesson in here about exploiting one’s limitations.
That said, when the multi-limbed group lock into 
an exemplary pop fantasia, their songs possessa 
gentle ambition at odds with the submerged 

egotism of much modern independent music 
(Arcade Fire, anyone?). Notably, Andersens work 
best when they’re playing quietly, approaching 
song from a less-is-more basis; and when their 
female singer leads the troupe. Her delivery sits 
comfortably within these bittersweet frameworks, 
whereas other vocalists obsess too much over the 
roughened grain of the(ir) voice.

‘Margaret’, the final song here, is the greatest 
success – it is highly poised, almost regal, with  
each chord placed as though following the breaths 
of the guitarists. The brass band moves woozily 
through a seven-note melody head that they never 
quite pin down, which isn’t so much shaky playing 
as sidereal colouring-in of the song’s contours.

Gzi Gzi Gzeo’s achievement is, paradoxically,  
its ability to admit failure as one of its aesthetics, 
but not to gloat in the space opened by this shift  
in focus. Rather, Andersens are slyly ambitious, 
hooking into pop’s capability to ‘make strange’  
the simplest span of hands on guitar, the hiss of 
breath through brass. 

When the multi-limbed group lock into an exemplary 
pop fantasia, their songs possess a gentle ambition
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Candie Payne is the latest entry in the Book Of 
Dustys, the crowd of cool female singers and 
female-fronted bands for whom the Sixties will 
never end. St Etienne, Mono, One Dove, Lucky Soul, 
Birdie. Different girls all cast in the role of THE Girl. 
Can you tell them apart at gunpoint? Dig out that 
Mono album and play it alongside the Candie Payne 
debut, and I’ll provide the gun; on loan, of course, 
from Michael Caine in The Ipcress File.

You know this world. It’s a giddy dimension 
where John Barry and Phil Spector are gods, where 
Ronnie Spector and Dusty Springfield are the 
mortals they couple with, and the likes of Ms Payne 
are the timeless offspring. Alongside the requisite 
Spector echo and widescreen Barry twangs, there 
are 2007 loops, beats and samples. All of which is 
fine until you start to recognise the samples (the 

intro to Ms Bassey’s ‘Spinning Wheel’ for instance) 
or hear the sound of crackly vinyl deliberately 
spooned into the digital mix, and it’s hard not to feel 
a little queasy at the second-hand knowingness of  
it all. Thankfully, there’s at least three songs here 
that are so well written and beautifully sung that the 
levels of anonymous imitation fall away. The songs 
in question are ‘I Wish I Could Have Loved You 
More’, ‘Turn Back Now’ and, best of all, the Mark 

Ronson-produced ‘One More 
Chance’, all blissful choirs and 
harps and catchy chorus. 

From Sacramento, CA, Rose 
Melberg is a veteran of the 
more unashamedly twee side  
of US indiepop. She’s survived 
such bands as The Softies, Tiger 
Trap and Go Sailor, and ‘Cast 
Away The Clouds’ is her first 

release for a while. For the most part it’s a glacial  
and fragile acoustic entity: multi-layered harmonies 
over lone guitar with the occasional piano or flute, 
trading in serenely sleepy songs about nature and 
heartbreak. More Virginia Astley than Talulah Gosh, 
the vinyl version comes with a bonus track, a pulse-
stoppingly sublime cover of ‘The Time Has Come’, 
by Sixties English folk singer Anne Briggs. 

Suburban Kids With Biblical Names were 
always in danger of never living up to their excellent 
name, but thankfully their records are rather superb. 
Quirksome but never irksome, flaunting their 
jauntiness, this Swedish indiepop duo channel the 
more carefree sides of The Pastels and The Modern 
Lovers, and come off as rather charming, even sexy 
with it. ‘Funeral Face’ has a winning synth hook of 
impossible jollity, while ‘Seems To Be On My Mind’ is 
a fun gem to perk up even the grumpiest of grumps.

‘The End Of Chimes’ is the latest EP by the North 
Sea Radio Orchestra, who’ve played libraries and 
churches and who have been featured on BBC 
Radio 3’s quietly eclectic Late Junction programme. 
Coming from the classical side of the spectrum  
but with an indie bent (how many other classical 
ensembles put out seven-inch vinyl EPs?), the record 
features two brief instrumentals (or ‘miniatures’)  
on solo guitar and hurdy-gurdy, plus two poems  
by Longfellow set to expansive chamber-folk 
arrangements, mixing in choirs and a lady soprano 
on lead. Unique, mysterious and intoxicating. 

These month él Records offers us The Fabulous 
Andres Segovia, a typically stylish compilation of 
dazzling classical guitar recordings from 1927 to 
1956 featuring the pioneer and virtuoso Andres 
Segovia. He’s credited with rescuing the humble 
acoustic guitar and rebuilding it so it could perform 
the likes of Bach in concert halls at a decent volume. 
Includes enlightening sleeve notes. 

Sebastian Cabot was a rotund actor popular  
on US Sixties sitcoms for playing posh English gents, 
and is best known to many for providing the voice  
of Bagheera in Disney’s Jungle Book. In 1967, for no 
discernibly good reason (as liner notes writer Duglas 
Stewart of the BMX Bandits admits), he released  
a spoken word album reciting Bob Dylan lyrics to  
a musical backdrop, now reissued on Rev-Ola. The 
album begs to be filed alongside similar works by 
William Shatner (‘Like A Rolling Stone’ is particularly 
Shatner-ish), but thanks in no small part to Irving 
Spence’s charming, twinkling arrangements it’s 
frequently engrossing, even touching, and well 
worth the investigation.

recycling cool 
Words: Dickon Edwards 
Illustration: Naomi Ryder

Present masters: or, what happens when you get nostalgic for now?

When you hear the sound  
of crackly vinyl deliberately 
spooned onto the digital mix 
it’s hard not to feel queasy

Candie Payne: I Wish I Could Have Loved You More (Deltasonic)
Rose Melberg: Cast Away The Clouds (Double Agent)
Suburban Kids With Biblical Names: #3 (Yesboyicecream)
North Sea Radio Orchestra: The End Of Chimes EP (Oof!)
Andres Segovia: The Fabulous Andres Segovia (él)
Sebastian Cabot, Actor: Bob Dylan, Poet: A Dramatic Reading With Music (Rev-Ola)
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Art Brut
It’s A Bit Complicated (Downtown)
Eddie Argos seems a little under the weather. 
Well, he’s had a busy few years. Predictably, 
after surprising success, this is its comedown. 
The best lines are the ones which need his 
exhausted deadpan (”To every girl who’s 
ever been with me – I got over you all…
eventually”). Equally, there’s a decrease  
in unhinged invention and an increase  
in professionalism. That this all probably  
was inevitable doesn’t stop it being a mild 
disappointment, as – more than anyone – 
Art Brut embodied the demiurgic possibility 
in the half-second before anyone decides  
to step on stage for the first time, that 
ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN IN THE NEXT HALF 
HOUR. A few years back, I handed in an Art 
Brut live review which was simply ”Art Brut! 
Top Of The Pops!”, looped until it fit the word 
count. I wouldn’t do anything similar for this. 
Look at you, Art Brut. You formed a band. 
Kieron Gillen

in the studio: art brut
We watched: ”We came back from a huge 
tour before we went into the studio so I think 
I’d gone a bit mad. I watched lots of the Joss 
Whedon programme Angel, and signed an 
online petition to make a sixth series.”
We ate: ”The studio was between a Marks 
And Spencers and a chip shop. The rest of Art 
Brut ate healthy food and I ate chip butties.”
We listened to: ”We have very different 
tastes from each other, but I was listening to 
The Hold Steady and The Mountain Goats.”
(Eddie Argos)

The Broken Family Band
Hello Love (Track And Field)
“Gee, I must’ve arrived too late for the 
goddang punchline. Ma tol’ me that them 
there Broken Family Band were a buncha 
Southern boys with hoedown songs ‘bout 
good liquor and bad lovin’, but with one eye 
on the Lord’s mercy with their rekkid, ‘Jesus 
Songs’. But here theys-a-singing ‘bout 
“Trees and flowers and someone to hold you 
when you want to be held”, and that don’t 
sound like no joke to me. And they don’t play 
like Uncle Billy’s dance band; theys-a rockin’ 
and rollin’ like Green On Red or those Violent 
Femmes. Mosta their songs seem t’be ‘bout 
trouble with the ladies. Steven Adams don’t 
sound like he’s from these parts, but there’s  
a twang in his voice like he knows how it is 
when your prize heifer don’t put her wet 
nose to your face no more…No Luanne, 
that’s just some grit flew in my eye.”
Abi Bliss

The Chemical Brothers
We Are The Night (Freestyle Dust/Virgin)
It’s hard to say what makes this The Chems’ 
best effort in donkey’s until you realise that 
it’s a physical absence rather than anything 
they’ve added. Back when they were The 
Dust Brothers it was all about the drums 
which were like a field recording of rivets 
popping out of big bridges, but latterly  
it started to sound like you were being 
bossed about by a hectoring disco robot 
commanding you to dance like your life 
depended on it. This new golden path suits 
them to a tee. There is much to be gleeful 
about here; Fatlip’s instructions on how to  
do ‘The Salmon Dance’; the motorik title 
track and yet more proof that The Klaxons 
are great when they collaborate. Aces. 
John Doran

Chromeo
Fancy Footwork (Back Yard)
Chromeo’s debut, She’s In Control, was 
instantaneous and throwaway, culturally 
validating the Eighties. The act was 
surrounded by hype and cynicism equally,  
so Fancy Footwork to some, will need to 
validate itself. The bass lines are always 
jumping, the title track was born to get 
people moving and the vocoder voice of P-
Thug never fails to charm with his synthetic 
harmonies. There’s always humour too: the 
self-deprecating ‘Momma’s Boy’ sounds  
like Steely Dan – party tunes matched by 
pop-craftery and impeccable arrangements. 
Jonathan Falcone

Dandi Wind
Concrete Igloo (Alt>Delete)
Witlessly assimilated to the NME’s Nu Rave 
cauldron by opportunist brand managers 
looking to shore up their pre-fab trends  
(and trigger a self-deluding circulation 
transfusion), this album should hopefully be 
a digital kaboom which demonstrates that 
fashionista über-grooming is trumped by 
neurotic angst every time. Dandi may be 
dolled up in cyber-spandex and fetishistic 
Victoriana, but if yr idea of good-time music 
includes migraine-clawed synths, beetle 
carapace beats and a bacterial bass that 
burns like vomitsplash-acid, it’s safe to say 
you’re not a demographic IPC understands. 
Hyper-alienated lyrics regarding the post-
human condition amass like scribble with 
every hysterical tempo spike, and Dandi 
barks herself incoherent like the runt of  
the litter scenting enemy blood. 
kicking_k

Dntel
Dumb Luck (Sub Pop)
Zippedydoodah! A new Dntel album. But 
hold on to that bunting. Maybe it’s because 
there are so many interlopers now doing the 
whole dusty electronica thing – Khonner, 
Beach House, Plastic Operator…or maybe 
it’s because Jimmy Tamborello has spread  
his trademark spindly, diffuse, glitchy synth 
washes across a few different aliases now 
(James Figurine, The Postal Service) without 
really distinguishing each one from the next. 
Or maybe it’s because nearly every song is 
sung by a guest artist, including Jenny Lewis, 
Ed Droste from Grizzly Bear, Conor Oberst, 
one of Lali Puna. But all I know is that, 
though this record is beautiful as a Nashville 
postmark on a longed-for letter, it tragically 
fails to delight. It’s pleasant but bland.  
It’s dreamy but dull. It’s twentysomething 
middle-class white person dinner party slash 
post-fuck soundtrack. It’s every accusation 
levelled at The Postal Service by haters  
made manifest. Sigh. Download Figurine’s 
Transport + Communication = Love  
and remember how things used to be. 
Miss AMP

Dog Day
Night Group (Tomlab)
Sleep. This is what a good indie record makes 
you wanna do. And that’s not to say that 
Night Group is lethargic or boring, or to 
dismiss its perfect-timing beats, rhythms  
and breaks. But gestures like the pitch-
shifted hazy harmonies of My Bloody 
Valentine or the ecstatic pop of the Pixies 
make everything seem right and in place.  
Far from the schizophrenia of chart pop, the 
broodiness of folk, the jerky anxieties of 

American noise or the pretensions of the 
avant-garde, this kind of indie pop makes  
the confusion of a long summer day cool into 
a chilly Haligonian evening – the correct 
adjective for someone hailing from Halifax, 
apparently. Another adjective might be 
cuddly, which is not very trendy, but with 
such a soft warm blanket of guitars and boy-
girl harmonies to crawl under, you can sleep 
safe in the knowledge that the world is OK.
Pil and Galia Kollectiv

Gogol Bordello
Super Taranta! (Sideonedummy)
”There were never any good old days,” 
Eugene Hutz informs us from the off, ”They 
are today! They are tomorrow!” Gogol 
Bordello thrive on this sort of polemic,  
but this isn’t the sort of dialectic that’ll  
turn anyone off; this band is as ludicrous  
as they’re sincere, and it’s this central 
contradiction that makes Super Taranta!’s 
rampaging gypsy-punk™ an ideal psychic 
cure for purgatorial modern living. This is the 
Bordello’s poppiest, most entry-ist statement 
yet, by far. If Gogol Bordello didn’t exist, no 
one would have invented them, which is why 
they’re so precious, and too precious to be 
precious over. That they’re the Daily Mail’s 
worst nightmare is just punky gravy.
Kieron Gillen

Goon Moon
Licker’s Last Leg (Ipecac)
What is it with men and their insatiable 
desire to be cowboys? Jeordie ‘Twiggy 

Ramirez’ White has lifted the Desert Sessions 
template wholesale – not that anyone seems 
to mind, given that his main songwriting 
partner here is Kyuss producer and Masters 
Of Reality mainman Chris Goss. The guests 
include Ginger Elvis, Josh Homme, Dave 
Catching and Hella’s Zach Hill. Goon Moon is 
wired and focused, and like an all-night drive 
through the suburbs of psychedelic rock. ‘My 
Machine’ is a vocodered heavy rock hymn  
to a chopped hog and one that can manage 
all kinds of gnarly manoeuvres with lots of 
low-end torque. But the most outstanding 
effort here is the straight-faced, beautifully 
Byrdsian cover of The Bee Gees’ ‘Every 
Christian Lion Hearted Man Will Show You’. 
John Doran

Daniel AIU Higgs
Atomic Yggdrasil Tarot (Thrill Jockey)
Daniel Arcus Incus Ululat Higgs, both in 
Lungfish and with his solo works, is the very 
personification of outsider shamanism. He 
has created his own world of painting, poetry 
and music and on Atomic Yggdrasil Tarot, he 
presents a picture book and a CD of home 
cassette recordings. This is cosmic earth 
drone primitivism, the most basic of sound 
equipment causing electric and acoustic 
guitar, banjo and jew’s harp to meld into 
indefinable instruments which seem to erupt 
from the soil itself. The music is jagged and 
harsh, a piece such as ‘Creation Moan’ is the 
most violent of birthings, spasming electrical 
clusters of chords entwining in free virtuosity.
Euan Andrews 

Nista Nije Nista
4 Wolves Attack (Klangbad)
Four women from Croatia, Australia, Austria and Germany. 
Two records on Faust’s own record label. Instruments 
unlisted on the sleeve, but allegedly including voices, 
computers, saxophones and sewing machines. Words 

delivered as lecture (“Education isn’t commodity on shelf like perfume”), as 
chant (“The music wants to answer”), as poem (“Here is a world raw fake 
frantic”), as wail (“Mo-o-other”). Underneath, fragments of others’ 
conversations. Beyond, the roars when phrases fray in the throat. They talk 
about their ”utopia” in the sleevenotes, the place they create (in both 
senses). “One moment we are in a dialogue, the next a collision.” And the 
key to understanding this (if I do) is to not read it like a concept record, but 
accept their definition of a ‘hybrid space’ – the constant interchange of this 
record feels not like the song-as-machine, collaborative-artwork, but four 
processes feeding on eachother, branching over, together and through, 
weaving ever denser like undergrowth. It will alienate those who mistrust 
pretension (much like this review). It’s not a readymade party, not a document 
of a rock show, not an artfully-assembled product. It sounds like a workplace, 
like a factory floor (seriously at play). It sounds like internal communications, 
like the ambient hollows of places people come together. And I’m sorry if  
I sound like a grandiloquent hack, but this record gives me space to think, 
and how often does that happen?
kicking_k

under my stylus: no age

Mika Miko
’666’ EP (Post 
Present Medium)
”Gnarliness. Los 
Angeles-powered, 
harsh catchy punk. 
Mika Miko are so fun. 

This record, put out by Dean from No Age on his label, captures the rawness and 
simplicity of their songs. We met Mika Miko at their second show. It was at Dean’s 
house, this weird squatted sort of bike messenger punk house place, and they were 
having a final show because they were getting evicted from the house. The show was 
Barr, Mika Miko and The Sharp Ease. There were over 100 people there and the place 
got trashed and Mika Miko played a Minor Threat cover and did an awesome show 
that everyone was stoked on. After that we were friends for the long haul.”
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Jana Hunter
There’s No Home (Gnomonsong) 
So Jana Hunter, friend of Devendra, voice  
of Texan gold, kindly temper, honest soul, 
opens her second album like so: “I open my 
hands to you/And I showed you my palms/ 
I showed you my soft skin”. She ends it like 
this: “I can do, whatever, you can do.” She 
appears open, and defiant, and in between; 
with her husky, androgynous drawl she 
continually exposes herself: “For many 
reasons, I left my home/Most of the reasons  
I still don’t know.”

What sounds like timpani on ‘Pinnacle’ 
adds a moment of dread while the 
comparatively sunny ‘Oracle’ offers  
a splattering of lightness among sounds  
of what would otherwise be overriding 
sadness. Neither ever suffocates the  
other, and the song triumphs because  
of it. Gorgeous.
Tom Howard

Immaculate Machine
Immaculate Machine’s Fables (Mint)
Immaculate Machine’s second album Ones 
And Zeroes might as well have been called 
Yo, Anybody Who Ever Harboured A Cynical 
Thought About Anything, We Don’t Care For 
Your Sauce. How times change: third album 
…Fables sees the Vancouver Island trio 
realise something I could have told them 
years ago: being bitter is great – “Looking 
for sex but all we get is love,” they pipe  
in harmony on the cantankerous grumble  
of ‘Pockets’. 

Annoyingly, now that they’ve joined  
our club, IM’s knack for pathologically bright 
eyed and bushy-tailed pop has gotten rusty, 
so much that the Disneyish pep talk of 
‘C’mon Sea Legs’ is actually pretty welcome. 
But we get the last laugh – you could wallow 
in the dejected balladry of ‘Small Talk’ and 
‘Blinding Light’ for weeks at a time.
Andrzej Lukowski

Interpol
Our Love To Admire (Parlophone)
How to recover from the unassailably great 
debut album? With Antics, Interpol turned 
up the vocals, turned down the complexity, 
and ran it through the dullifier for a good 40 
minutes. Our Love To Admire is much more 
deserving of your attention. For lots of it, 
piano replaces that CHUG-ger CHUG-ger, 
down-stroke down-stroke, guitar that 
dominated Turn On The Bright Lights, which 
is quite a terrifying idea until you notice 
Daniel Kessler’s newly restrained, but super-
precise guitar lines. There’s tons of other 
hidden detail, like a tiny trumpet blast just 
before the chorus on ‘All Fired Up’.

Unfortunately Paul Banks still writes the 
lyrics. (“How are things on the west coast?/ 
I hear you’re moving real fine/You wear 
those shoes like a dove”) and the titles (‘No  
I In Threesome’: niiice .)
Thom Gibbs

KTL 
2 (EditionsMego)
It’s better than the first one. Why? Because 
this time the riffs bore right through you.  
You could bury me underneath the intense 
barrage of processed guitars ‘Theme’ builds 
up to. I try to put on the grimmest mug 
possible but can’t help smiling like an 
ecstatic fool while the raging storm puts  
its veil over my shaking fists. 

You can hardly call KTL metal, but 
underneath these tormenting soundscapes 
there’s traces leading back to metal’s 
blackest offshoots: if Brian Eno grew up 
listening to Burzum, On Land might have 
sounded like this. KTL carries the heart and 
soul of notorious metal savant Stephen 
O’Malley and the bleak fingerprints of Peter 
Rehberg, aka harsh electronics wiz Pita – 
Combine those two and you get the sound of 
impending death better produced than ever. 
Joris Heemskerk

walkin’ with jah 
Words: Daniel Trilling 
Illustration: Nick White

Various
Box Of Dub (Soul Jazz)
“Hnyuh, nerd-step, more like,” sneers the man  
in the café with the lentil soup, and I kind of know 
what he means. For all the skanking and the warm 
embrace of sub-bass and the “emotions all over 
the shop” Melissa Bradshaw wrote about in Plan B 
issue12, dubstep attracts its fair share of techno 
boys who judge records solely on their production 
values and worry about whether Mary Anne  
Hobbs is a proper DJ or not because, like, she 
doesn’t mix records.

The same thing happened to drum’n’bass 
when people turned their noses up at Shy FX for 
not having slick enough studio skills – overlooking 
the fact that he had a feel for rhythm that went 
beyond the limitations of a mixing desk. It’s the 

story of British dance music all over. The 
soundsystem culture that gave birth to the music 
becomes a distant memory, the patois of MCs 
becomes a disembodied sample used to add  
a flavouring of authenticity, and, before you know 
it, you’re standing in a crowded club surrounded 
by freshly-knotted gap year dreadlocks listening  
to music that’s lost its sass in favour of a dry-
humping kind of macho aggression.

But that hasn’t happened to dubstep yet, and 
on the evidence of this compilation, it’s not going 
to any time soon. Soul Jazz know how to pick their 
tunes: pretty much every album they’ve released  
– from Studio One reggae to Brazilian post-punk 
collections – has a rootsy kind of glow about it that 
keeps a respectful enough distance from coffee 
table territory. As they’re a label more used to 

mining forgotten seams of music’s past, it’s no 
surprise that Box Of Dub plays heavily on the dub 
reggae influences. Skream’s ‘Irie’, Digital Mystikz’  
‘I Wait’ and Haze And Ho’s ‘The Light’ are the best 
examples of this, throwing the electronic fireworks 
aside in favour of a darker, spacier feel, but it’s the 
Kode9 track, ‘Magnetic City’, that provides the 
greatest thrill. Over a stuttering beat and a two-
note drone that burrows into your brain, an 
echoing melodica line filters in and out of earshot, 
as if Augustus Pablo himself were casting a ghostly 
shadow over the track. In the absence of lyrics,  
it’s set a line from rasta poet Kendel Hippolyte 
bouncing around my brain: “I miss that kind of 
boogie tonight/where the dance hall can be a holy 
place.” I dunno about holy, but this might be as 
close as it gets

An echoing melodica line filters in and out of earshot, as  
if Augustus Pablo himself were casting a ghostly shadow
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Laibach
Volk Tour (Live Here Now)
Any Laibach gig is a recapitulation of their 
basic popness, and this set in London was no 
different. Disc One is a run through of their 
album of national anthems covers with the 
aid of fellow Slovenian art types Silence, 
presented in a sternly theatrical style. It 
benefits from a live surge too, which helps 
visualise the totalitarian pageant which 

they’re busily grinding out. The second set  
is more upfront, stepping techno peppered 
with squiggly synths and sampled growls; 
overpowering the audience with the lurking 
tyranny of the beat. And then there’s the 
concluding, pumping megamix, while sucks 
you up to the point where you not only  
don’t care about the deliberately fascistic 
elements, but positively lap it up.
Richard Fontenoy

Las Malas Amistades
Patio Bonito (Honest Jons)
Being a product of Colombia, I expected 
coke-raging freak-folk or anxiety attacks on 
acoustic guitar. Instead I get one of the most 
charming idiosyncrasies I have heard all  
year. Charity shop keyboards bring the tune, 
heartstrings pulled by a four-string guitar, 
shakers, bells, and sounds found in gutter, 
plus the benefit of six eccentrics in a soft, 

psych-out mood. This 19-tracker tiptoes into 
Tall Dwarfs/Tenniscoats territory, where truth 
is seized accidentally and musical shambles 
are sweet, virtuous and silly. 

Listening to Patio Bonito is like watching 
early Bunuel without subtitles. The band 
believe it evokes ‘the pineappley interval of 
sun after rain’ which is so poetically on the 
mark it hurts.
Shane Moritz

analogue loyalty 
Words: Noel Gardner 

Shellac
Excellent Italian Greyhound (Touch And Go)
It has been claimed that all the songs on 
Excellent Italian Greyhound are either about 
Italy or dogs, or both. Although one could 
take the stance that these subjects are,  
in principle, as ripe for song-based prose  
as women, drugs or fucking, the likely default 
response to this is to think it a thumbed nose 
at rock’n’roll cliché and tradition. Shellac,  
as a band and as three individuals, have 
persistently made great efforts to avoid the 
staple subject matter of rock. Across three 
previous albums, this approach – songs about 
baseball players, copper and watches – has 
contributed to a tremendous body of work, 
recorded beautifully and at the behest of  
as few people as is possible for a popular  
rock band.

People who are turned off by Shellac –  
if not for more specious reasons like their 
extremely long gaps between releases, lack  
of promos and the presence of Steve Albini  
– might well cite this lyrical posture. It invites 
accusations of irony and makes emotional 
resonance and empathy a tricky proposition 
for the listener. If you can’t get past this, you 
may not have a great time with the fourth 
Shellac album. Consider, though, the notion 

that it’s good, important perhaps, to have 
bands around who prod your perceptions  
a bit; that I, and no doubt you, have a million 
records which deal with the aforementioned 
W, D and F already; and that projecting your 
own interpretations onto these abstractions is 
highly rewarding. It also has a brilliant sleeve 
(a greyhound, owned by drummer Todd 
Trainer, sitting amidst a pile of fruit) and rocks 
in statuesque fashion, albeit often at the less 
’anthemic’, more abrasive end of the act’s 
oeuvre. It may not expand their fanbase, but 
you know that’s not why any of us are here.

If you’ve seen Shellac live in the last  
few years, you may already know ‘The End  
Of Radio’, which opens Excellent Italian 
Greyhound and mainly features one chord.  
It’s a fantasy of sorts about what the airwaves’ 
last ever DJ might say to his audience,  
mainly quasi-subverted broadcast chestnuts 
(”Welcome to my Top 10”, “I’d like to thank 
our sponsor”). Track five, ‘Genuine Lulabelle’ 
is an exceptionally confusing and unbalanced 
song. Large parts of its lengthy duration are 
instrumental, with sparse arrangements 
reminiscent of the (excellent) self-titled For 
Carnation album from 2000. What lyrics  
do emerge appear to concern a prostitute, 
although it’s hard to know for sure; Albini 
sounds moved and moving, in spite of the 
level of detachment in his phrases.

Halfway through the music drops out 
altogether, to be usurped by the guest voice  

of Ken Nordine, a Chicagoan who used  
to narrate movie trailers, and Strong Bad,  
a cartoon internet celebrity. Then, talk is  
of cocks and cum and removal of the pants. 
Bathos has always been liberally applied by 
Shellac, but this is almost like a Frogs song  
or something. It has the effect of making  
you feel guilty for choking up during the  
sad bits, rather than for giggling at the  
funny voices.

Trying to unpack the references within 
these nine songs is some excellent idle sport. 
‘Spoke’, the distortion-overloaded closer, 
features a Who Sell Out -style radio jingle 
placed at its inception, and lifts a lyric, and 
possibly a vocal mannerism, from mclusky. 
‘Elephant’ begins with the line ”Here comes 
the argument” and comes off as a close cousin 
of latter-day Fugazi. ‘Steady As She Goes’ has  
a guitar motif a bit like ‘Bazooka Joe’ by Big 
Black. (That one might be attributable to 
overthinking, yes.)

And then there’s ‘Boycott’, a choppy and 
chipper earworm of a number. It’s not a top 
song merely because Bob Weston’s adoption 
of a teenage bedroom anarcho-punker’s 
lyrical stance (”Hey comrades take a stand!/ 
He doesn’t even give a shit about your band!/
It’s time to organise a boycott!/They only feel 
pain in the wallet”) is arch and pointedly ‘un-
Shellac’. This shit’s fun to sing and fun to listen 
to. Sometimes you don’t have to elevate it to 
any higher a level.

Albini sounds moved and 
moving, in spite of the level of 
detachment in his phrases
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Lasse Marhaug
Alive: Live Recordings 1998-2006 
(Smalltown Superjazz)
The opening cut on this live compilation 
comes from the same hellish miasma as 
sometime collaborator Kevin Drumm, but 
while Drumm sculpts spirited tributes in  
awe of Black Metal, Lasse Marhaug’s own 
experiences in the genre allow him to name 
the track ‘Alarmed And Distressed Duckling’.

Taken from recordings that date from 
1998 to 2006, Alive (dig the Kiss nod!) fills  
a belly hungry for True Norwegian Black 
Noise, but the rough recordings may leave 
you feeling a more nauseous than you’d like. 
Definitely one for those with no reflection.
George Taylor

Merzbow
Coma Berenices (Vivo)
Stark black sleeve? Yes. Five bleak track 
titles? Check. Ear-splitting blasts of feedback 
and distortion which rarely lets up? Oh  
yes. Volume set to maximum neighbour-
bothering level? Go! Diving into a Merzbow 
album is something which can take a bit  
of preparation – they tend to operate where 
music is no longer a reasonable term for 
Masami Akita’s particular variety of noise. 
This is no exception, shuddering and writhing 
with a fierce sandblasted electronic intensity 
until the ears cower under the assault – and 
then a breakthrough can happen. Some 
people are into BDSM, and a few of those 
find affinity in the aural equivalent of nipple 

clamps and Singapore slings; but no other 
paraphernalia than a set of hardy ears is 
required to enjoy the invigorating drubbing 
which Merzbow metes out.
Richard Fontenoy

Municipal Waste
The Art Of Partying (Earache)
“MUNICIPAL WASTE IS GONNA FUCK YOU 
UP!” That’s what ‘Born To Party’, the closing 
track on this Virginia band’s second album, 
repeatedly tells us. If by ’fuck you up’ they 
mean ‘instil in you a sense of boundless 
nostalgia for an era you never lived’, 
Municipal Waste have it nailed. The Art  
Of Partying is a unabashed and uncannily 
accurate redux of the Eighties ‘crossover’ 
movement, where bands like DRI, Suicidal 
Tendencies and Cryptic Slaughter took  
note of the increased speed of hardcore and 
metal, and merged the two. Which is to say 
that MW are not challenging in the slightest, 
and that they have burped up a wickedly wry 
riff-worthy ripper of an album that renders 
this not a problem. In the slightest.
Noel Gardner

New Young Pony Club
Fantastic Playroom (Modular)
Yeah, it’s been released a couple of times,  
it was used to advertise something or other, 
and it’s only a flipside cover of ‘Bad Uncle’ 
away from complete self-parody, but it’s a 
dangerous pervert who doesn’t like New 
Young Pony Club’s ‘Ice Cream’. Fat groove, 

icy synths, woman who can’t really sing 
making ludicrous innuendoes about the 
titular frozen cow juice: winner. 

Tahita Bulmer seems a little adrift trying 
to top her chocolate-flavoured love theme, 
only really nailing another lyric on the 
whispered menace of ‘Talking, Talking’.  
This doesn’t make Fantastic Playroom bad, 
though. A mirrorball of gooey bass, treacly 
keyboard and shameless theft from New 
Order, it’s a guilty pleasure well worth a lick.
Andrzej Lukowski

Steve Noble/John Edwards/
Alan Wilkinson
Obliquity (Bo’Weavil)
Never mind the nuclear power debate – this 
glorious blast of free jazz from three UK 
Improv heavyweights has enough energy  
to power a decent-sized town for a month. 
Saxophonist Alan Wilkinson’s clearly been 
digging his old Albert Ayler albums, letting 
rip with insane shrieks and strangled cries 
that don’t so much carry a tune as plug right 
in to the raging essence of self-expression. 
But, raw and ragged as it is, there’s a world  
of telepathic, lightning-quick interplay at 
work here, too. Bassist John Edwards and 
drummer Steve Noble follow the ebb and 
flow of Wilkinson’s outpourings, turning  
up the heat at the flick of a switch to create 
great boiling maelstroms of pure noise 
mayhem and dropping out at just the right 
moments into stretches of urgent free-swing. 
Daniel Spicer

Orange Goblin
Healing Through Fire (Sanctuary)
I’m listening to Orange Goblin on the same 
day that I’ve been crushingly disappointed  
by the future funk rubbishness of the new 
QOTSA album. Orange Goblin have kicked 
me in the face and shaken me out my stupor. 
It may not be clever, but boy, is it big.

There is an overabundance of stoner  
rock bands abusing lower frequencies at  
the moment, but thankfully the Goblin have 
remembered that the riff must come before 
all. The grimy production is such that it does 
not work unless listened to at ridiculous 
volumes, and it’s riddled with solos, harmony 
guitar parts and Thin Lizzy bits. I can ask for 
little more. Sadly I fear it’s the QOTSA album 
I’ll be hearing everywhere and not this, the 
real feelgood shit of the summer.
The Corpo

Pig Destroyer
Phantom Limb (Relapse)
There’s a video on YouTube of Pig Destroyer 
tearing their way through their set, when 
vocalist JR Hayes snaps the head off his mic. 
Alternating between a doubled-up retch and 
towering rigidity, he shrieks, unamplified, to 
the end of the song. Thing is, the dude is still 
louder than his plugged-in band. It’s not just 
this intensity that commands your attention, 
there’s also the way that the band stand back 
to witness the hot-blooded violence of tracks 
like ‘Girl In The Slayer Jacket’, before diving 
back into it (the broken jaw is optional).

dream soundsystem 
Words: Everett True 
Illustration: Peter Buckley

Karl Blau
Dance POSITIVE: Songs Of Bret Lunsford By Karl Blau (Marriage)
I first encountered Bret Lunsford 20 years ago. He was genial, excited – laidback, 
in the peculiar way of folk who inhabit the countryside of the Pacific Northwest. 
He was one-third of Beat Happening – it would be misleading to call him the 
guitarist, as the group switched instruments regularly; but he was the man who 
helped give musical shape to Calvin Johnson’s dark childhood visions.

I first heard dub, echoed and spacey and resonant, in the darkened clubs of 
Ladbroke Grove nearly three decades ago. It seemed such a natural comedown 
to the white heat of punk I sometimes wondered whatever happened to the 
baton that The Pop Group and The Slits once held so languidly.

I next met Bret Lunsford in Tacoma, WA 10 years ago: it was at a former porn 
theatre, part of a What The Heck fest, in the company of bands like Modest 
Mouse and Sleater-Kinney offshoot Cadallaca. Bret fronted a three-piece, a 
post-Beat Happening combo called D+: it was a delight to see him sing his own 
gentle words embellished by ramshackle drums and guitars. A young bearded 
man, Karl Blau, shyly pressed a homemade package into my hands – strange 
dub imaginings and found electronic sound. I was pleased but not hooked.

Five years back, or so, I had a proper conversation with the third member of 
D+, Phil Elverum. I’d long been a fan of his heady, exploratory, folksy sound in 
both Dub Narcotic and The Microphones: his willingness to mess with space and 
volume and legend. “I wouldn’t be making music today,” Phil told me earnestly, 
“without Bret’s tutorage.” Bret introduced both Phil and Karl to a world of 
fanzines and cassette recordings, real early on: so timely that neither musician 
would ever figure out there was any other way to create but for yourself, by 
yourself and with friends, prolific and secure.

So now it’s 2007, and a new album from Portland’s excellent homespun 
Marriage Records chances across my sight: Dance POSITIVE: Songs Of Bret 
Lunsford By Karl Blau. It’s melting-heart magical, full of tripped-out brass  
and echoed drums and voices gently carolling to themselves across empty 
rooms; full of sequenced trumpet and rudimentary dub and echo machines 
metamorphosing cardboard boxes and upturned water coolers into shimmering 
wind chambers; Karl’s voices up close and personal on ‘Heatherwood’, Adrian 
Sherwood monstrous (no shouting, though) on ‘The Business’. Members of 
Earth, Sufjan Stevens and Yume Bistu contribute. These versions sound nothing 
like the D+ originals – rather, it’s like having Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry cherrypick his 
favourite Marine Girls songs – but man, these versions are great.

Fancy dipping a toe some of the swirling backwaters of Pacific Northwest? 
This is an excellent place to start.
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It’s a sound that was perfected on 
Converge’s Jane Doe, but Pig Destroyer add 
a spectral dimension to the coruscation, with 
‘Loathsome’ bringing to mind the purgatorial 
metal of Today Is The Day, or an attempt to 
channel a presence best left dead.
George Taylor

Pumice
Pebbles (Soft Abuse)
Pumice is Stefan Geoffrey Neville is from 
New Zealan; plays rudimentary, clattering, 
experimental bedroom music; sounds all 
moody and gloomy and full of muttered 
asides and distorted clangs; feels fractured 
and wonderfully personal; reminds this critic 
of Neville’s own heritage, all the homespun 

noise appearing on the Xpressway cassette 
label in the Nineties (The Dead C, Alastair 
Galbraith); is makeshift and skewed and 
beguiling; recalls Siltbreeze and Infinite 
Chug; has connects with Tall Dwarfs’ Chris 
Knox ;and no just calling it oddball DIY pop 
doesn’t do Stefan Geoffrey Neville justice.
Everett True

Raccoo-oo-oon
Behold Secret Kingdom 
(Release The Bats)
I wish someone would come up with a cool 
tag for all this next generation purposefully-
devolved no budget progressive rock. 
Y’know, the reverb chants which drape 
across the (very) hairy guitar lines, like 

Neanderthals howling along with wolves, 
the many-handed, splintering, sprawling 
rhythms. Feral prog? Nah, but y’know, the 
semi-precious xylophone, the ostentatious 
burps of noise that trash a track’s alleged 
progress, epic builds that mimic hate 
massing. PRRRG? Unpronounceable. But if 
there was a word that conjured the almost 
outdoorsy bare skin dance of it…

Pre-rock? Art sprawl? Regressive? 
NoCore? For now, see the adjectives above.
kicking_k

Omar Rodriguez-Lopez
Se Dice Bisonte No Bufalo (GSL)
Omar Rodriguez-Lopez doesn’t sleep, at 
least not like you or I. His eyelids might be 

fastened for a couple of hours a night, but  
his brain doesn’t stop percolating, invading 
his dreams with spastic skronk noise.  
His solo releases to date have essayed 
electronic soundscapes, mutant salsa and 
free jazz; this set was recorded in 2005, 
following Omar’s work on the soundtrack  
for a film of the same name. It’s a dense slab 
of synapse shredding, acid-vivid vignettes 
voiced by Cedric Bixler-Zavala: ‘Rapid Fire 
Tollbooth’ throws Zep-esque shapes in a 
cavern of dub as saxes honk and guitars 
strut, while the title track’s prog-jazz 
melancholia is somewhere between Pink 
Floyd and Jeff Wayne’s War Of The Worlds. 
Omar plays without shame, or equal.
Stevie Chick

the peak district 
Words: Abi Bliss 
Illustration: Simon Peplow

The Tuss
Rushup Edge (Rephlex)
Back around the turn of the millennium  
(don’t you love saying that?), some bright 
sparks with time and software on their hands 
discovered that running the second track of 
Aphex Twin’s ‘Windowlicker’ single through 
spectroscopic analysis produced an image  
of Richard D James’s patented grinning face. 
Chances are that they’ll attempt something 
similar with Rushup Edge, although it’s really 
not necessary. The Tuss may have been touted 
as Rephlex’s latest signings, either one Brian 
Tregaskin or a “dynamic duo discovered  
via intensive MySpace exploration by the  
A&R department”. But if Rushup Edge and 
previous EP ‘Confederation Trough’ don’t 
have the AFX fingerprint running through 
every sine wave, then I’m a parasol-dancing 
hoochie from the ‘Windowlicker’ video.

It could, of course, turn out that the whole 
Tuss persona is an elaborate, internet-bating 

double-bluff. If so, that’s one lucky obscure 
artist out there with a deal on James’s own 
label, a wheelbarrow-load of publicity  
and a career playing DJ sets on sandpaper. 
Incidentally but not unconnectedly, ‘Tuss’ is 
either slang for prescription cough medicine 
(the Texan hip hop drug of choice) or a Cornish 
term for what a lot of over-earnest electronica 
forum posters might be getting in their pants 
at the sound of all the above. Is that a limited 
12-inch on radioactive imaginary-numbered 
white label vinyl in your pocket, or…oh.

Sounding so much like yourself that people 
can spot you in disguise might sound like a  
bit of a bad corner for an artist with a 15-year 
career built on finding new ways to tickle 
neurons with nimble digits to be in. But after 
2001’s intriguing but oblique and ever-so-
slightly-dour Drukqs, Rushup Edge continues 
the rededication to fast-paced, brain-bruising 
fun-fun-FUN! shown by the more recent 
Analords series of releases. There’s plenty  
of room for simplicity and repetition in music, 
but these six tracks reinvent themselves every 
few seconds, constantly refusing to get bored 
with one rhythm or melody. Every sound is 

fresh, as though each synth wiggle and crisp 
beat were harvested from the circuit board in 
peak condition. Each track piles on the layers 
until ‘Death Fuck’ sweeps an avalanche 
through the speakers, leaving ‘Goodbye  
Rute’ in a realm of glacial relative calm.

Beyond that, I’m at a loss to describe  
tracks without grabbing for Mixmag jargon  
or resorting to ‘artist x on substance y in the 
presence of animal/vegetable/mineral z’.  
It’s braindance – that’s Rephlex’s own term. 
Acid funhouse. Analogue troublebath.  
Thrill ‘n’ bass…Delectronica? Feckno? 

It’s Erik Satie kicking giant Apple power-
ups on the Streets Of Rage soundtrack.  
Mr Blobby hypnotised by a glitterball on  
his Jungian therapist’s couch. Squeezy school 
paint bottles laughing at Jean-Michel Jarre’s 
laser show. A pocket calculator causing the 
universe to collapse as it tries to display  
a googolplex. A ruler twanging in 11 
dimensions. The brains of thousands of 
Klaxons fans rebelling and bubbling away  
to form an acid-devouring Smiley Monster.

Handclaps. Hiccups.
That Brian Tregaskin’s got potential.

A pocket calculator 
causing the universe  
to collapse as it tries to 
display a googolplex 
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Sa-Ra: The Hollywood Recordings (Babygrande)
Lil Wayne: Da Drought III (Cash Money)
Khia: Hit ‘Em Up (Thug Misses)

Sa-Ra’s The Hollywood Recordings is probably my 
most-awaited album of the past year – the scattered 
and scant emissions so far told the story of three 
very successful hip hop/r’n’b producers-for-hire  
(see also: Dr Dre, Prince, Lauryn Hill) who abdicated 
their industry positions to go create their own, 
y’know ‘sonic kingdom’. Their lovable arrogance – 
“Other artists talk about taking it to the proverbial 
next level. The Sa-Ra Creative Partners simply exist 
there…” being just one of the gems from their 
MySpace profile – matches the ambition of dudes 
who have been known to wear crowns onstage. 

If Timbaland perfected the r’n’b backing track  

as biological clockwork, and The Neptunes showed 
just how creative you could get with minimalism  
(so long as you have the right sounds), Sa-Ra up  
the itchy syncopation of dense textures to create  
– in their own words – ‘Afro-Magnetic Electronic 
Spiritualism’. Think: space opera FX, choral and 
echo effect, slo-mos and curving lasers, pink velvet 
and sunshine – and, though it all comes together in 

a soulful haze, close-ups reveal exquisite detail. 
Unfortunately, if the space lab cleanliness of the 
weightless elements recall the science-over-nature 
pretensions of molecular gastronomy, the album 
eventually suffers from the lethargy of the well-
stuffed gourmand. 

The nu-soul syrup may win out on this occasion, 
but if any producers out there are going to push 
mainstream hip hop away from the vast beats of 
Crunk or Hyphy and back toward texture, don’t bet 
against Sa-Ra – and look out for a second album 
called Black Fuzz coming soon. 

Meanwhile – out in front of the boards – Lil 
Wayne may be far from the only person to believe 
he’s ‘the greatest rapper alive’, but as of now he’s 
the only candidate likely to triumph in a democratic 
contest – the internet loves this cat just as much as 

the streets do. This is largely because few 
rappers have embraced the proliferation  
of mixtape culture with as much creativity 
– such is his need to be heard on a nearly-
daily basis, he’s taken to performing one-
song-at-a-time freestyles on the palatial 
tour bus and uploading them to YouTube. 

Da Drought III represents much that’s 
best about the form – ripping beats from 
club tracks of NY (Jay-Z, DipSet) to the 

Dirty South – including DJ Khaled (best overlooked 
hip hop record of 2006?), plus Beyonce and Gnarls 
Barkley – it shows how non-commercial releases  
(in this case, available for free) rebirth hip hop as  
an unregulated badland, a border zone where 
spontaneity rules. Our hero’s raspy, almost-
carbonated babble is in full effect – the mongrel 
collage allows him to flex his range of styles and 

registers, and his obvious delight in his own  
virtuoso flow shows a rapper who doesn’t need 
head-nodding regularity to anchor his words. 

In an age when the means of media production 
is open to all – from recording to distribution – 
record companies look increasingly archaic, their 
skyscrapers hollow tombstones, their product 
placement irrelevant to a generation looking 
outside top-down media, to whom TV and release 
schedules hold little interest. This is hip hop as  
living art form, reacting to events – and its audience 
– within days or weeks rather than the one-album-
every-two-years industry ideal, and it’s simply, 
sincerely awesome.

Despite the gargantuan crossover hit ‘My Neck, 
My Back’, Khia remains the black sheep of the  
r’n’b diva pantheon – with over 20 convictions 
behind her and a dirty mouth rather less lipglossed 
as her more popular rivals. The Hit ‘Em Up mixtape  
is basically her third album, albeit available for  
free at her MySpace. As per forever, the songs  
are uglified gangstress business – aggressively 
sexual and/or violent retorts to the abuse this self-
identifying ‘raw bitch’ has faced from the industry 
and non-fans. 

Still fiercely independent, she not only releases 
on her own label, but refuses to collaborate with 
other rappers, apparently preferring to make 
enemies; “I’ve been called a bitch/But never called a 
ho” she sneers, characteristically. Elsewhere, a song 
called ‘Forgive My Sins’ and another which doubts 
even posthumous fame (“Even when I’m dead and 
gone/You niggas still wouldn’t see me with your 
glasses on”) suggest a tender heart behind her  
more infamous parts. Her talent deserves better.

urbanisme 
Words: kicking_k 
Illustration: Pellet

Street stepping: from the ghetto to the information superhighway

This is hip hop as living art 
form, reacting to events – 
and its audience – within 
days or weeks
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Shriekback
Glory Bumps (Malicious Damage)
Barry Andrews first reactivated Shriekback  
a couple of years back and continues on  
the same deftly glowering path with Glory 
Bumps – like the recent Monstrance prog-
tribute effort this is a Swindon-based affair, 
with former and present bandmate Andy 
Partridge again contributing in between re-
releasing more XTC demos. If nothing is quite 
as perfect (and still underrated) as ‘My Spine 
Is The Bassline’ and ‘Parthenogenesis’, 
Andrews sounds as sharp as ever with his 
controlled aggro delivery, while the extensive 
lineup contributes to the dark theatricality  
of strong songs like ‘Burying The Bunny’ and 
the hard-hitting ‘Squanderer’. 
Ned Raggett

Smashing Pumpkins
Zeitgeist (Warners)
Silversun Pickups
Carnavas (Dangerbird/Sire)
Poor Billy tried everything. He formed a new 
band to try to recapture that feeling of being 
young and hungry, like how it was before  
his mega-sized talent blotted out all his 
collaborators and lifted the Pumpkins into 
the stratosphere like some huge, nasal 
Zeppelin. He went solo, let his muse fly free, 
but the trouble with being a genius is that 
sometimes your audience just can’t keep up, 
and when they can’t keep up, they don’t buy 
your records. So Billy’s back in the Pumpkins. 
Zeitgeist is stormy, thunderclap rock sludge 
that’s impressive in a one-note kind of way. 
Oh, hey, life’s not perfect – “It’s lonely at  
the top,” goes ‘Doomsday Clock’ – but it’s 
comfortably uncomfortable, and that’s the 
most important thing. 

I liked Smashing Pumpkins circa Siamese 
Dream, before Billy had all the optimism 
crushed out of him, and sounded free to 
rampage around the studio like a spoilt child 
in a psychedelic nursery. So, apparently, did 
Silversun Pickups – a band of ersatz grungers 
from some respectable neighbourhood in  
the Los Angeles sprawl. Their debut album 
Carnavas is an Urban Outfitters-friendly  
take on the opiated feedback bliss of Gish. 
Billy should take note, but then again, Billy 
probably knows best.
Louis Pattison

Souvaris
A Hat (Gringo)
The flippant song titles (‘Quit Touching My 
Ass’, ‘The Young Ted Danson’, ‘Nobody Is 
Fine And Everybody Needs A Drink’) are a 
diversion. Souvaris are serious, yet neither 
austere, nor sober, nor dull. 

You can almost hear circuit boards in  
the background trying to keep up with the 
changes in mood, in tempo, and in season. 
One minute, you have wintry shimmers  
in trebly guitars, then autumnal warmth,  
a thousand brutal bass drums pulsing.  
The cover design is half-tree, half circuit 
board and that’s about as accurate as it  
gets. Souvaris create a space where your 
imagination can run riot. Draw your own 
pictures; write your own words. But keep  
this as the soundtrack.
Hayley Avron

The Tape Vs RQM
Public Transport (Kitty-Yo)
Amongst the ranks of albums inspired by 
Germany’s capital, Public Transport doesn’t 
quite surpass Lou Reed’s Berlin on the 

downer scale, but it’s certainly more one for 
gazing through U-Bahn windows at leaden 
winter skies than for leafy barbeques in the 
Tiergarten. Conceived as Black and Bruised: 
The Mixtape for Suicidal Lovers, its seven 
tracks move between DJ Shadow-esque 
brooding beats, crackling strings and Geiger-
counter IDM with a palpable sense of 
stomach-sinking decay. Producer Robot Koch 
(guess I’ll have to rename that troupe of 
Kraftwerk-styled Chippendales, then) calls 
upon a quartet of male and female vocalists 
to imbue lines such as “I’d like to hold you  
till you/Die” with appropriately elegiac 
ambiguity, whilst New York’s RQM reflects 
upon graffiti as emotional watermark – 
“Colours fade slow cos time murders softly” 
– of a city all too short of heroes. 
Abi Bliss

They Shoot Horses Don’t They?
Pick Up Sticks (kill rock stars)
A pleasant trip to the circus for kill rock  
stars, then. Named, one assumes, after the 
film detailing the insane post-war dance 
marathons held in the USA (the last pair 
standing win the prize money), TSHDT are  
a nine-strong troupe who leap, skip and 
tumble through fables and rhymes.

It’s like a music hall nostalgia outing, 
organised for the local community by the 
Danielson Famile, trumpets and keyboards 
piled in the back of the minibus with a bout 
of 21st Century anger reading the road  
map. Pick Up Sticks is so utterly charming, 
alarming and disarming that I’m more than  
a little compelled to naff off to the States,  
buy me a trumpet and join in.
Hayley Avron

The Thrills
Teenager (Virgin)
Chaotic bedroom floors, first kisses in the 
corner, yesterday’s breakfast on the floor: 
Teenager is the third offering from the Irish 
boys who sound like they grew up in The OC. 
They seem to have lost most of the infectious 
Seventies Beach Boys pop that made their 
debut so popular; the oohs and aahs are still 
present, they’re just caught on the breeze, 
watered down and stuck in midtempo. 
Singer Connor Deasey laments over lost 
times in scenes set by broken landscapes and 
sunsets, and as the title suggests, the album 
is filled with youth envy. There’s something 
slightly saddening about this lusty collection 
of nostalgia, filled with forlorn daydreams 
and rickety summer-evening guitars. The  
kind of album that Seth Cohen would listen 
to when sailing away in his little boat, 
despondent from his sun-splattered lifestyle. 
Emily Graham

Various 
Stolen Recordings Compilation
(Stolen Recordings)
Welcome back to the International Pop 
Underground. The year is 2007; we’re in the 
UK. Everything is distorted, upbeat, magical 
– everything is bright, shining, ringing,  
the sound of a thousand pop kids with just 
enough cynicism in their hearts, clutching 
guitars and keyboards to their chests, 
bashing them, thrashing them. The names, to 
me, are legendary already; to mark alongside 
IPU names from the past such as The Chills, 
The Bats, Beat Happening, TV Personalities, 
Kicking Giant, Marine Girls. Names like Pete 
And The Pirates, Tap Tap’s elusive, effusive 
groove, the delectable shimmering otherness 

of Mathew Sawyer And The Ghosts, Pet 
Politics’ melancholy succour, the Godlike 
unapproachable a cappella genius of 
Spinmaster Plantpot. 

Jesus, there are 23 of them here, on the 
verge of another quiet revolution as the 
world spins on, regardless. Fucking nice.
Everett True

Various
The Great Koonaklaster Speaks: 
A John Fahey Celebration 
(Table Of The Elements)
In case you didn’t know, The Great 
Koonaklaster is the alter ego of late finger 
pickin’ maestro John Fahey. The influence of 
Blind Joe Death (another Fahey pseudonym) 
on the current crop of pseudo-folkies and 
12-string manglers is immeasurable. Some  
of the artists here take hero worship too far 
(Jack Rose and Ben Vida, please stand up), 
but there’s also those that take Fahey’s 
music, whether it be the distinctive guitar 
playing of his early days, or his experiments 
with musique concrete, and use it as a 
template for their own intricate tapestries. 

David Daniell’s ‘Crossing The 
Susquehanna River Bridge’ shares soul  
and spirit with much of Fahey’s best work; 
Michael Hurley turns in a boozy ditty about 
love gone bad called ‘My Babe, My Babe’; 
while the ramshackle lo-fidelity of Pumice’s 
‘Ceremonial Knives’ would be sure to  
etch a smile on the face of The Great 
Koonaklaster himself. 
Spencer Grady

Virus Syndicate
Contagious Vol 1 (Contagious)
Weird how moving a genre 200 miles can 
change it completely. It’s tempting to think 
grime couldn’t happen outside of postcodes 
starting with E, but Manchester’s Virus 
Syndicate have brought space, layers and 
depth to it, while keeping all the aggression. 
‘Hunger’ evokes the ’Where the fuck did that 
sound come from?’ spirit of ‘04. Even guest 
MC Jammer sounds different, ie he’s not 
shouting his bars like a drunk maniac. 

It’s also a jolting pleasure to hear 
different accents in a grimey context, 
especially when they’re so unashamedly 
northern. You could argue for hours about 

what genre Contagious Vol 1 qualifies as 
(witness the hip hoppy ‘Lesser Than Nout’ or 
none-more-dubstep Plastician production  
on ‘Unhappy Shopper Rinseout’), but it’s the 
most interesting grime I’ve heard this year.
Thom Gibbs

The Voices
The Sound Of Young America 
(My Kung Fu)
Not only does the present-day shoegazer 
refuse to die, the sound is alive and well.  
The Welsh three-piece’s second album, The 
Sound Of Young America, is more wishful 
reference than accurate description, but as 
an invigorating blast of sculpted fuzz and 
feedback shot through motorik beats and 
acid zone it’s the bees’ knees and then some. 
‘…You Broke a Heart I Gave To You’ is the 
most overt tribute to Spacemen 3 on the 
album but it’s the best, 10 minutes of 
majestic guitar and frazzled collapse, but the 
opening acceleration of the title track and ‘I’ll 
Always Be Within You When There’s No One 
Left Inside’ are equally breathtaking. 
Ned Raggett

Wheat
Every Day I Said A Prayer For Kathy
And Made A One Inch Square
(Empyrean)
The orthodoxy would have this be a story of 
artful triumph, of the small over the big, of a 
great band’s return from under the jackboot 
of a major label. Wheat’s debut was an NME 
sleeper hit and its 2000 follow-up produced 
by Dave Fridmann, but album number three 
got mired in label troubles: finally released  
by a Sony affiliate, Per Second, Per Second, 
Per Second…Every Second was (sayeth the 
press release) “remixed and in places re-
recorded, largely at the label’s behest”. But 
now Wheat are back – and their album of 
hazy guitar-pop is charming enough. Trouble 
is, it doesn’t hold a candle’s candle to Per 
Second – a collection of volatile, splendid 
pop-songs that sold more than 30,000 
copies despite never being released outside 
the US. So instead we get meandering 
instrumentals and fewer hit choruses, like  
a band that can’t even muster up the nerve 
to sound like Broken Social Scene.
Sean Michaels

Stinking Lizaveta
Scream Of The Iron Iconoclast (Monotreme)
As befits a band sometimes described as doom-jazz, the 
elastic, rocket-fuelled heavy jousting music of Philadelphia 
trio Stinking Lizaveta is best experienced live. Not so much 
for volume reasons, more just for that heart-in-mouth 

pleasure of watching three hyperkinetic musicians pull rhythms and melodies 
out of the air at raindrop-speed and flick them joyfully into your face (and  
for the chance to heroine-worship drummer Cheshire Agusta, who deserves 
to have some kind of feline percussion cult set up in her honour). Accordingly, 
Stinking Lizaveta’s fifth album starts as if caught midway through a jam, and 
continues with a series of instrumentals that hang together as if part of one 
ongoing theme. Alexi Papadopoulos’ upright bass keeps the low-end limber 
and slip-sliding, while the no-nonsense Albini production ensures each of 
Yanni Papadopoulos’ guitar lines is well-defined enough to satisfy fretboard 
connoisseurs at every turn, with slinky Eastern scales, meaty power-riffs, 
blues-outs and loose, geometric shape-rock giving way to shameless high-
end solos. And did I already mention that Cheshire Agusta drums like a lean, 
wiry high priestess of a desert-dwelling cat cult? She does, you know.

At over an hour long, Scream… could perhaps have benefited from 
further editing, leaving the listener wanting more the way Stinking Lizaveta’s 
recent super-charged London performance left me yelping like a puppy and 
running to the merch table, but those who like their rock music both epic  
and buoyant will find it supreme value for money.
Frances Morgan
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Xperimental Dental School
2 ½ Creatures (Cochon)
Lord. When I was 16, worked in a factory,  
I was given the nickname Sparks cos – 
apparently – I looked like the pencil-thin 
Mael brother with the Hitler ‘tache. Never 
quite got over it: even now, when I hear 
‘quirky’ music (music that judders and spars 
and races round in concentric circles, filled 
with tinny, grating keyboards) I automatically 
flinch, filled with foreboding as to when  
the next pallet is coming down the line. This 
Oakland CA trio aren’t half bad,  and remind 
me of the following: obscure Seventies punk-
prog outfit Punishment Of Luxury; obscure 
Noughties song and dance man Thomas 
Truax; lively pop sensations Sparks; limpid 

deconstructionist rock wizards Devo; the 
Church of Scientology (not a band). One 
song is called ‘Your Tearz Are My Ice Cream’, 
and yes – this is wacky. But hell, I was once 
called Sparks, y’know.
Everett True

YACHT
I Believe In You. Your Magic Is Real
(Marriage)
Jona from The Blow’s solo project twists up 
Terry Riley ‘In C’ layered sunshine drones, 
congas, Trans Am Miami Vice synth glides, 
buzzy bee treble synths, and poolside 
headbanging. Collaborators are put to good 
use: ‘It’s All The Same Price’ sounds just like 
Chicks On Speed’s ‘99 cents’ until Eats Tapes 

comes in and tears it apart into an old-school 
rave freakout, complete with sirens and 
woot-woot noises. 

For all the sonic experimentation, the 
lyrics fall flat. What is it about Portland that 
makes people think that it’s cool to ask stuff 
like, “When was the last time you tasted 
raindrops? When was the last time you 
touched a leaf?” Exciting stuff – if you’re 
stoned or six. Hey Jona – you like crazy 
mixing – why not try Esperanto?
Emily Bick

Year Of No Light
Nord (Crucial Blast)
Crucial Blast frequently pick up on those rare 
musicians able to define their own sound 

within the often rather coagulable genres of 
doom and noise, so it’s no surprise they’ve 
embraced Bordeaux quintet Year Of No 
Light’s debut album. Nord properly kicks  
in on third track ‘Traversée’, whose seasick 
riff is beset by cymbal crash and electronic 
bother. The melodic sensibilities of Isis or 
Pelican are clear influences, but Year Of No 
Light’s instincts for when to pull melody from 
discord and when to bury it deep in fuzz are, 
as on the MBV trance-out of ‘Somnambule’, 
spot-on. Julien Perez’ vocals are rasping and 
cloudy, buried in the mix, giving closer ‘La 
Bouche De Vitus Bering’ a sense of space 
that invokes loneliness, perdition, light and 
beauty all in one tidy, monolithic package.
Frances Morgan

Air Traffic
Fractured (EMI)
Young, brazen Britpop 
tinged sneers led by 
marching pianos, 
jagged art rock guitars 

and innocent rock and roll. It’s a shame it’s 
marred with too many moments of Coldplay-
type dreary melodies, easy naïve rhymes and 
pedestrian power chords. (EG)

Alias
Collected Remixes 
(Anticon)
Anticon man Alias’ 
remix collection is  
no Anticon love-in – 

there’s reworkings of Lali Puna and John 
Vanderslice here, among others – but it’s  
still wholly forgettable. Textbook lyrical 
weirdness from Why? on ‘Into The Trees’ 
sticks out, but only because it’s escaping 
from under the omnipresent cloak of 
inconsequential trip hop. Soundtrack to  
a morning spent ignoring everything. Even 
the soundtrack. (TG)

Matteah Baim
Death Of The Sun 
(Dicristina)
Former Metallic  
Falcon and her  
freak-folk buddies hire  

a pedalo and head for the shimmering ocean 
horizon. Muffled drums and guitar boom  
in quiet reverence for the grey immensity, 
and all is pleasingly solemn until someone 
starts up with a version of ‘Michael Row The 
Boat Ashore’. (AB)

Brimstone Howl
Guts Of Steel (Alive)
Lincoln, Nebraska 
quartet play lo-fi punk 
with a gritty blues lining. 
It’s produced by Dan 

Auerbach, one half of The Black Keys, and it 
shows. But this is harder and faster than the 
Keys’ last offering, all grazed knuckles and 
buckshot-ridden bellies. (SMw)

Corn Capri 
Meets Little 
Pebble
The Farm Sessions 
(Timbreland)
Little Pebble is a 

member of the Fence Collective; Mr Capri  
is Starless & Bible Black’s guitarist; The Farm 
Sessions is a sticky, gooey mess of West 
Coast harmonies and vaguely acoustic-
feeling space rock. With a stripy cloth  
cover. (ET)

Destroyer
Destroyer’s Rubies 
(Rough Trade)
Proof extended 
exposure to The  
New Pornographers 

could turn Fred West into quite an amicable 
chap, Destroyer’s Rubies (originally released 
last year on Merge) sees the most sinister 
man in Canada finally cave to the inevitable 
and set his diabolical musings to actual 
tunes. There’s still bloody-minded cackling 
and shameless self-referencing agogo;  
it’s just that now, on his sixth album, 
Dan Bejar is an evil genius you can hum 
along to. (AL)

The Flies
The Flies  
(No Carbon)
Ex-Spiritualized, ex-
Lupine Howl Sean 
Cook’s new band’s 

Internet-only The Insects-produced debut 
leads to ungainly sentences in short reviews 
to get all that information in. Of the six 
tracks, the Mournful Jeff-Buckley-esque 
reconstruction of The Rolling Stones’ ’Ruby 
Tuesday’ is its centerpiece, but the early-
morning expansive-rock vibe remains 
throughout. (KG)

Gracyeon
Gracyeon (Vendlus)
Straight-faced power-
pomp prog, subtle as  
a finger jabbed in the 
retina. Doom guitar  

riffs and concrete-slab drummage awash in 
swooning cello and plaintive male/female 
vocals, occasionally reaching absurd heights 
of Gypsy-Cossack thrash heaviosity. Like 
early Genesis collaborating with Trees, with 
Lars Ulrich sitting in on drums. (DS)

I Chinchilla
Zulu Landing  
(Coney Island)
The musical setting: It’s 
Kraftwerky, it’s bleepy, 
it’s Miss Kitteny, it’s 

moody, it’s Glammy, it’s Germanic. Option 1: 
Ignore the nonsense, banal, repetitive, camp 
vocals sat on top of the musical setting and 
pretend they’re not there. Option 2: Listen to 
the nonsense, banal, repetitive, camp vocals 
and embrace them. My money’s on Option 2 
once you ’ve had a couple of Lambrinis. (HA)

Komputer
Synthetik (Mute)
The retro-futurist 
Anglicisation of the 
sound of a German 
band beginning with K 

kontinues, as Fortran 5 alter-ego Komputer 
upgrade their elektronik kopykat kreations 
for their version of a shiny 21st century 
metropolis they were they were living in. 
Electronica at its most optimistic. (RF)

Ed Laliq
Prime Penny Gaff 
(Kitty-Yo)
Like a cabaret Dave 
Gahan, Mr Laliq  
croons over some  

well-constructed beats and synthetic string 
arrangements. Erratically, confidently, he 
hops from lounge lizard to lethargic electro-
don. You’ll never quite figure out what bars 
he hangs out in, what music he grew up 
listening to, or who the hell he thinks he  
is. File under everything. (HA)

Marmoset
Florist Fired 
(Secretly Canadian)
Berserker indie rock  
that fluctuates between 
downbeat derangement 

and highly-perverted Swell Maps’ rock’n’roll. 
Preoccupied with what they put in their 
mouth (”I want you to cut my food/ and  
get it safe to chew”) and what they put  
in yours (‘Eat Me Out’). Quintessentially 
mental. (SM)

Miracle Fortress
Five Roses  
(Rough Tradey)
Self-proclaimed 
‘psychedelic, tropical, 
melodramatic, popular 

song’ band from Montreal, Canada – sums  
it up neatly, except to note that Arcade Fire 
really are pretty popular nowadays, aren’t 
they? (ET)

Misha
Teardrop Sweetheart 
(Tomlab)
Misha jump between 
symphonic toy-pop  
and banal throwaway 

burbling, which is often a short bound 
indeed. In ‘Summersend’, ‘Delovedly’  
and ‘Scars’ it’s wrapped perfectly; vocals, 
beats and bloops dominate over chord 
progressions so you have to listen harder. 
Man those chords sound so good. (JF)

The Orb
ORBsessions  
Volume 2  
(Malicious Damage)
Wrapped like an Art 
Deco packet of skins, 

the contents are suitably spliffed up, layers  
of dubadelic beats meeting in a haze of  
echo and thickly mashed samples. Light 
years and several tonnes of weed after  
their languidly ambient beginnings, The  
Orb are still bending brains at the speed  
of skunk. (RF)

Elvis Perkins
Ash Wednesday (XL)
Print the myth, someone 
said. Elvis Perkins’ 
father played the psycho 
in Psycho. His mother 

was a model who died by crashing into the 
world trade centre in September 2001.  
He made an alt country album in its shadow. 
Print the your truth, someone somewhere 
said: passingly pretty, oft uninspired, it recalls 
M Ward without the redemptive vivid streaks 
of imagination. On a brighter side, I really like 
Elvis Perkins’ name. (KG)

Someone Else
Pen Caps And 
Colored Pencils 
(FoundSound)
Philadelphia DJ  
and prolific remixer 

Sean O’Neal uses the discipline of minimal 
techno as a springboard for all kinds of  
Max Headroom vocal a-a-a-antics and 
kitchen-sink sampling. Side effects include 
temporary immobilisation as dancing 
neurons dither between stern bass and 
burping noises. (AB)

Sunray
Tomorrow 
(Strawberry 
Recording Co)
This nostalgic bliss-out 
is basically a potted 

history of psychedelia with Sixties Byrds 
jangle, a soporific Velvet Underground cover, 
dripping fuzz guitar, glassy-eyed dream 
vocals, vague exhortations to free your  
mind, and a 24-minute dose of late Eighties 
Ambient House remixed by Sonic Boom.  
Turn on, tune in, make a record! (DS)

The Usual 
Nothings
Ballads Of Bravery 
(Very Limited)
A semi-rock opus about 
a man who lost God, 

found God, lost Him again, found Him in 
some bushes, and…is spiritual in the way 
The Velvet Underground once were, recorded 
on a tinny mic that makes Jandek and The 
Dead C sound like hi-fi sell-outs. From 
Seattle, enigmatic and prolific, and clearly 
destined for cult-dom. (ET)

Various
Inside The Binite 
(Teenage Jesus)
Anat Ben David’s  
‘David Robotkid’  
leads the way, if not 

chronologically, then stylistically for this 
‘avant-pop’ compilation. A hotch-potch  
of the OK, the bad and the quite sublime, 
keep your finger on the skip button and get 
ready to hit repeat for Dufus’ debauched,  
tin-pot squallings, and Gina Birch’s 
‘Holidays’; a piano-led walk through  
a spoken photo album. (HA)

Various
Thrifty, Brave And 
Clean (Boy Scout 
Recordings)
Bright, perky and very 
slightly kitsch sampler 

from Tim Love Lee’s new label, providing  
a home for the anti-folk urban pastoralist 
revolution none of us has heard about.  
Sunny Americana; old-timey jug-band  
blues; Forties radio swing; folktronica; 
backwoods Moondog stomps; sweet Latino 
harmonies; and sneering glib-pop. Baffling 
but fun. (DS)

Vile Imbeciles
Ma (White Heat)
The ugly spawn of 
disillusionment. The 
sound of grotesque 
depravity fed through  

a mind riddled with mental disorder. A gothic 
freakout headed in numerous directions at 
once. A dark ideal pursued by ex-members  
of Eighties Matchbox B-Line Disaster and 
Neil’s Children. Call it Death Jazz if you like, 
they do. (DS)

Wounded Knee
Future Primitive 
(self-released)
This umpteenth  
CDr release by 
Edinburgh’s prolific 

progenitor of vocal loops and 21st Century 
folk-rounds builds its eight tracks up all  
the way from clicks, claps and epigrammatic 
pearls of anti-technocratic wisdom to create 
a densely Enoesque ethno-anthropological 
OK chorale. A great man to have around  
for orchestrating campfire singsongs.  
www.myspace.com/iamwoundedknee  
(NC)

Brief notes by: Hayley Avron,  
Abi Bliss, Neil Cooper, Jonathan 
Falcone, Thom Gibbs, Kieron 
Gillen, Emily Graham, Andrzej 
Lukowski, Shane Moritz,  
Sarah Mwangi, Daniel Spicer, 
Everett True

teenage dreams 
Words: Louis Pattison 
Illustration: Dimitri Simakis

Turbonegro
Retox (Cooking Vinyl)
Bis
From Glasgow, Scotland (Cherry Red)
In Teenage: The Creation Of Youth 1875-1945, 
England’s Dreaming author Jon Savage relates the 
story of New York photojournalist Jacob Riis. In 
1890, Riis carried his camera into the badlands of 
south Manhattan and befriended a gang of slum 
kids. He persuaded them to pose in their natural 
environment as they smoked, brawled, chugged 
beer. Riis wanted to shine a light on the poverty  
of the ghetto, but his pictures did more than that. 
They became a potent early image of youth gone 
wild, feral creatures to be feared, but also idealised.

Youth tribes do not spring from a vacuum. 
They’re created, summoned – and the idea of them 
sometimes precedes the reality. Turbonegro know 
this. Sailor-attired “death punks” from Oslo, 
Norway, Turbo are the self-appointed overlords  
of the Turbojugend – a Hell’s Angels-style clan of 
blonde, blue-eyed bisexual teenage nihilists done 

out in well-cut denim and jaunty naval hats.  
Retox, like all Turbo’s albums, is written with this 
part-imaginary cult in mind. Driven by a bubbling 
cauldron of teenage urges – broad-stroke emotion, 
seize-the-day immediacy, clanging sexual 
innuendo – and channelling rock landmarks like 
Alice Cooper and Black Flag, songs like ‘Hot And 
Filthy’ speak directly to the idealised teenage fan. 

Fucking young male groupies, a favourite 

Turbonegro topic, gets a good going over.  
‘Hell Toupée’ is about the trials of servicing fans 
when your best years are behind you, while the 
cheeseball ‘Stroke The Shaft’ is a helpful guide to 
masturbation etiquette should you be the lucky 
young chap to get Lord Helvete alone on a bottom 
bunk. Retox checks out with ‘What Is Rock?’, 
which builds from a quaint synthesiser fanfare to  
a grand, chugging treatise on the state of the art: 
“Rock is denim-clad Satanists making love in the 

sewers of Birmingham during Maggie Thatcher’s 
prime/Rock is meeting the grim reaper in a sports 
arena stampede at the tender age of nine”. That’s 
Turbonegro; pulling down the pants of Peter Pan, 
every day as busy as the cherry-poppin’ last.

Bis were nothing like Turbonegro, which is  
to say they were exactly the same; old enough  
to know better, just, but aware that the teenage 
experience, while inert, is crammed with explosive 
potential. From Glasgow, Scotland charts how  
with the right battle plan, teenage energy can  
be rewired into insurrectionary intent. On ‘Kill Yr 
Boyfriend’ and ‘Icky-Poo Air Raid’, the generation 
gap becomes a no-man’s land festooned with 
glitter. Drum machines clap a new step, guitar 
soloing is verboten, and to the strains of ‘This Is 
Fake DIY’, industry collaborators are strung up  
by the throat and left to gurgle. 

It couldn’t last; it never does. Age creeps in 
eventually, sells you down the river. ‘Eurodisco’  
and a cover of ‘Love Will Tear Us Apart’ are slick 
and enjoyable. But next to the Roman candle vision 
of youth, you might as well be waving a lighter  
at a Snow Patrol show, just another middle-aged 
drone filling time before the knacker’s yard presses 
out your guts and turns them into glue.

It couldn’t last; it never 
does. Age creeps in 
eventually, sells you 
down the river
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Air Traffic
Fractured (EMI)
Young, brazen Britpop 
tinged sneers led by 
marching pianos, 
jagged art rock guitars 

and innocent rock and roll. It’s a shame it’s 
marred with too many moments of Coldplay-
type dreary melodies, easy naïve rhymes and 
pedestrian power chords. (EG)

Alias
Collected Remixes 
(Anticon)
Anticon man Alias’ 
remix collection is  
no Anticon love-in – 

there’s reworkings of Lali Puna and John 
Vanderslice here, among others – but it’s  
still wholly forgettable. Textbook lyrical 
weirdness from Why? on ‘Into The Trees’ 
sticks out, but only because it’s escaping 
from under the omnipresent cloak of 
inconsequential trip hop. Soundtrack to  
a morning spent ignoring everything. Even 
the soundtrack. (TG)

Matteah Baim
Death Of The Sun 
(Dicristina)
Former Metallic  
Falcon and her  
freak-folk buddies hire  

a pedalo and head for the shimmering ocean 
horizon. Muffled drums and guitar boom  
in quiet reverence for the grey immensity, 
and all is pleasingly solemn until someone 
starts up with a version of ‘Michael Row The 
Boat Ashore’. (AB)

Brimstone Howl
Guts Of Steel (Alive)
Lincoln, Nebraska 
quartet play lo-fi punk 
with a gritty blues lining. 
It’s produced by Dan 

Auerbach, one half of The Black Keys, and it 
shows. But this is harder and faster than the 
Keys’ last offering, all grazed knuckles and 
buckshot-ridden bellies. (SMw)

Corn Capri 
Meets Little 
Pebble
The Farm Sessions 
(Timbreland)
Little Pebble is a 

member of the Fence Collective; Mr Capri  
is Starless & Bible Black’s guitarist; The Farm 
Sessions is a sticky, gooey mess of West 
Coast harmonies and vaguely acoustic-
feeling space rock. With a stripy cloth  
cover. (ET)

Destroyer
Destroyer’s Rubies 
(Rough Trade)
Proof extended 
exposure to The  
New Pornographers 

could turn Fred West into quite an amicable 
chap, Destroyer’s Rubies (originally released 
last year on Merge) sees the most sinister 
man in Canada finally cave to the inevitable 
and set his diabolical musings to actual 
tunes. There’s still bloody-minded cackling 
and shameless self-referencing agogo;  
it’s just that now, on his sixth album, 
Dan Bejar is an evil genius you can hum 
along to. (AL)

The Flies
The Flies  
(No Carbon)
Ex-Spiritualized, ex-
Lupine Howl Sean 
Cook’s new band’s 

Internet-only The Insects-produced debut 
leads to ungainly sentences in short reviews 
to get all that information in. Of the six 
tracks, the Mournful Jeff-Buckley-esque 
reconstruction of The Rolling Stones’ ’Ruby 
Tuesday’ is its centerpiece, but the early-
morning expansive-rock vibe remains 
throughout. (KG)

Gracyeon
Gracyeon (Vendlus)
Straight-faced power-
pomp prog, subtle as  
a finger jabbed in the 
retina. Doom guitar  

riffs and concrete-slab drummage awash in 
swooning cello and plaintive male/female 
vocals, occasionally reaching absurd heights 
of Gypsy-Cossack thrash heaviosity. Like 
early Genesis collaborating with Trees, with 
Lars Ulrich sitting in on drums. (DS)

I Chinchilla
Zulu Landing  
(Coney Island)
The musical setting: It’s 
Kraftwerky, it’s bleepy, 
it’s Miss Kitteny, it’s 

moody, it’s Glammy, it’s Germanic. Option 1: 
Ignore the nonsense, banal, repetitive, camp 
vocals sat on top of the musical setting and 
pretend they’re not there. Option 2: Listen to 
the nonsense, banal, repetitive, camp vocals 
and embrace them. My money’s on Option 2 
once you ’ve had a couple of Lambrinis. (HA)

Komputer
Synthetik (Mute)
The retro-futurist 
Anglicisation of the 
sound of a German 
band beginning with K 

kontinues, as Fortran 5 alter-ego Komputer 
upgrade their elektronik kopykat kreations 
for their version of a shiny 21st century 
metropolis they were they were living in. 
Electronica at its most optimistic. (RF)

Ed Laliq
Prime Penny Gaff 
(Kitty-Yo)
Like a cabaret Dave 
Gahan, Mr Laliq  
croons over some  

well-constructed beats and synthetic string 
arrangements. Erratically, confidently, he 
hops from lounge lizard to lethargic electro-
don. You’ll never quite figure out what bars 
he hangs out in, what music he grew up 
listening to, or who the hell he thinks he  
is. File under everything. (HA)

Marmoset
Florist Fired 
(Secretly Canadian)
Berserker indie rock  
that fluctuates between 
downbeat derangement 

and highly-perverted Swell Maps’ rock’n’roll. 
Preoccupied with what they put in their 
mouth (”I want you to cut my food/ and  
get it safe to chew”) and what they put  
in yours (‘Eat Me Out’). Quintessentially 
mental. (SM)

Miracle Fortress
Five Roses  
(Rough Trade)
Self-proclaimed 
‘psychedelic, tropical, 
melodramatic, popular 

song’ band from Montreal, Canada – sums  
it up neatly, except to note that Arcade Fire 
really are pretty popular nowadays, aren’t 
they? (ET)

Misha
Teardrop Sweetheart 
(Tomlab)
Misha jump between 
symphonic toy-pop  
and banal throwaway 

burbling, which is often a short bound 
indeed. In ‘Summersend’, ‘Delovedly’  
and ‘Scars’ it’s wrapped perfectly; vocals, 
beats and bloops dominate over chord 
progressions so you have to listen harder. 
Man those chords sound so good. (JF)

The Orb
ORBsessions  
Volume 2  
(Malicious Damage)
Wrapped like an Art 
Deco packet of skins, 

the contents are suitably spliffed up, layers  
of dubadelic beats meeting in a haze of  
echo and thickly mashed samples. Light 
years and several tonnes of weed after  
their languidly ambient beginnings, The  
Orb are still bending brains at the speed  
of skunk. (RF)

Elvis Perkins
Ash Wednesday (XL)
Print the myth, someone 
said. Elvis Perkins’ 
father played the psycho 
in Psycho. His mother 

was a model who died by crashing into the 
world trade centre in September 2001.  
He made an alt country album in its shadow. 
Print the your truth, someone somewhere 
said: passingly pretty, oft uninspired, it recalls 
M Ward without the redemptive vivid streaks 
of imagination. On a brighter side, I really like 
Elvis Perkins’ name. (KG)

Someone Else
Pen Caps And 
Colored Pencils 
(FoundSound)
Philadelphia DJ  
and prolific remixer 

Sean O’Neal uses the discipline of minimal 
techno as a springboard for all kinds of  
Max Headroom vocal a-a-a-antics and 
kitchen-sink sampling. Side effects include 
temporary immobilisation as dancing 
neurons dither between stern bass and 
burping noises. (AB)

Sunray
Tomorrow 
(Strawberry 
Recording Co)
This nostalgic bliss-out 
is basically a potted 

history of psychedelia with Sixties Byrds 
jangle, a soporific Velvet Underground cover, 
dripping fuzz guitar, glassy-eyed dream 
vocals, vague exhortations to free your  
mind, and a 24-minute dose of late Eighties 
Ambient House remixed by Sonic Boom.  
Turn on, tune in, make a record! (DS)

The Usual 
Nothings
Ballads Of Bravery 
(Very Limited)
A semi-rock opus about 
a man who lost God, 

found God, lost Him again, found Him in 
some bushes, and…is spiritual in the way 
The Velvet Underground once were, recorded 
on a tinny mic that makes Jandek and The 
Dead C sound like hi-fi sell-outs. From 
Seattle, enigmatic and prolific, and clearly 
destined for cult-dom. (ET)

Various
Inside The Binite 
(Teenage Jesus)
Anat Ben David’s  
‘David Robotkid’  
leads the way, if not 

chronologically, then stylistically for this 
‘avant-pop’ compilation. A hotch-potch  
of the OK, the bad and the quite sublime, 
keep your finger on the skip button and get 
ready to hit repeat for Dufus’ debauched,  
tin-pot squallings, and Gina Birch’s 
‘Holidays’; a piano-led walk through  
a spoken photo album. (HA)

Various
Thrifty, Brave And 
Clean (Boy Scout 
Recordings)
Bright, perky and very 
slightly kitsch sampler 

from Tim Love Lee’s new label, providing  
a home for the anti-folk urban pastoralist 
revolution none of us has heard about.  
Sunny Americana; old-timey jug-band  
blues; Forties radio swing; folktronica; 
backwoods Moondog stomps; sweet Latino 
harmonies; and sneering glib-pop. Baffling 
but fun. (DS)

Vile Imbeciles
Ma (White Heat)
The ugly spawn of 
disillusionment. The 
sound of grotesque 
depravity fed through  

a mind riddled with mental disorder. A gothic 
freakout headed in numerous directions at 
once. A dark ideal pursued by ex-members  
of Eighties Matchbox B-Line Disaster and 
Neil’s Children. Call it Death Jazz if you like, 
they do. (DS)

Wounded Knee
Future Primitive 
(self-released)
This umpteenth  
CDr release by 
Edinburgh’s prolific 

progenitor of vocal loops and 21st Century 
folk-rounds builds its eight tracks up all  
the way from clicks, claps and epigrammatic 
pearls of anti-technocratic wisdom to create 
a densely Enoesque ethno-anthropological 
OK chorale. A great man to have around  
for orchestrating campfire singsongs.  
www.myspace.com/iamwoundedknee  
(NC)

Brief notes by: Hayley Avron,  
Abi Bliss, Neil Cooper, Jonathan 
Falcone, Thom Gibbs, Kieron 
Gillen, Emily Graham, Andrzej 
Lukowski, Shane Moritz,  
Sarah Mwangi, Daniel Spicer, 
Everett True
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radiophonic times	
	 	 		Words:	Mark Pilkington	

Illustration:	Overture

White Noise
An Electric Storm (Island/Universal) 
Island Records HQ, London, 1968. You’re 
flicking through International Times, 
wondering whether to grok Roy Harper  
and The Strawbs at Hyde Park. You mull it  
over, grooving to new sounds from Blodwyn 
Pig, Spooky Tooth and Jimmy Cliff until Chris 
Blackwell, your boss, appears, looking a whiter 
shade of pale. He hands you a reel-to-reel  
tape before stumbling back into his office  
and blasting Jimmy Cliff’s ‘Waterfall’ from  
the stereo. 

White Noise – An Electric Storm (David 
Vorhaus, Delia Derbyshire and Brian Hodgson). 
You grab some headphones and fire it up. 
Wow, this is some crazy, beautiful shit…32 
minutes later your head is spinning; you rush 
outside seeking sunlight and laughing faces. 
You never did listen to that final five minutes.

White Noise consisted of American  
bassist David Vorhaus, Delia Derbyshire and 
Brian Hodgson. The latter duo’s combined 
background is effectively a history of British 
electronic music. Brian and Delia staffed the 
BBC’s Radiophonic Workshop, producing tape 

and electronic music including Delia’s 1963 
arrangement of Ron Grainer’s Dr Who  
theme. For about a year they also operated  
as Unit Delta Plus, along with Peter Zinovieff, 
co-designer of the fabled EMS range of 
synthesisers. UDP lectured and demonstrated 
their new electronic sounds at art colleges and, 
most successfully, at 1967’s Million Volt Light 

And Sound Rave at Camden’s Roundhouse.  
It was at one of UDP’s lectures that Vorhaus 
encountered Derbyshire and before long they 
had set up a studio, Kaleidophon, opposite the 
Roundhouse, where they recorded two White 
Noise demo tracks. 

Vorhaus somehow convinced Island’s Chris 
Blackwell to give them a £3000 advance for an 
album and, a year later, Electric Storm was what 
he got. 

A kaleidoscope-concrète of psychedelic  
pop à la Piper At Gates Of Dawn and the 
strange, stern sounds bubbling out of 
Ussachevsky and Luening’s Columbia-Princeton 
Electronic Music Centre, White Noise exists  
in a world of its own. The same 36 minutes 
contains one of the era’s most blissful pop 
songs, ‘Firebird’, and the darkest sounds ever  
to grace Island vinyl – the traumatising 11-
minute catastrophe collage ‘The Visitations’ 
followed by improvised freakout ‘The Black 
Mass’, recorded in something of a hurry to  
get the album in on time and later put to good 
use in Hammer’s Dracula AD 1972. 

Released like a bad smell without gigs or 
publicity in 1969, the album slowly developed  
a cult following, initially thanks to airplay by 
Kenny Everett, of all people. Three decades 
later its influence is impossible not to note in 
advanced electronics artists from Matmos to 
Nurse With Wound. This newly remastered 
edition sounds crisp and clear – every moan of 
the climactic group orgasm on ‘Love Without 
Sound’ gushing wetly into your eardrums – and 
the album remains a landmark of electronic 
music and psyche-Deliac pop. 

The darkest 
sounds ever to 
grace Island vinyl
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Amp
All Of Yesterday Tomorrow (RROOPP)
No relation to everyone’s favourite Plan B 
writer, Amp produce exquisitely spaced-out, 
cataclysmic dreampop that can only be 
listened to lying down. The Bristolian duo  
of Richard Amp and singer Karine Charff, 
recording with a litany of collaborators from 
bands including Moonshake, Flying Saucer 
Attack and Movietone, drift from oceanic 
song to turbulent noise. Their immobile 
hymns to emotional unrest are created from 
base elements of distortion, organic 
instruments, a cacophany of natural found 
sounds, Charff’s zonked-out Nico drawl, and 
occasional electronic and folky flourishes.

This three-CD collection of singles and 
rarities dating from 1991 to the present is 
three and half blissful hours of dark, drifting 
music that introduces itself quietly, settles 
down and waits for you to zone out into 
semi-consciousness before overpowering 
you with its beauty, a wondrous feat of 
stealth and magic.
Robin Wilks

Frank Black
’93–’03 (Cooking Vinyl)
Background: Frank Black, Black Francis, 
Charles Michael Kittridge Thomson IV (yes!) 
knows a thing or two about milking his 
worth. Still, there’s much to love, and he is  
– without doubt – a fucking legend

From Surfer Rosa through Trompe Le 
Monde, the Pixies changed considerably. 
Frank is still on that journey. Right now, he’s 
kind of a country version of Lou Reed and 
here, we see the steps he took to get there.  
1) He’s done lots to sonically distance himself 
from the Pixies. 2) He’s grown old gracefully, 
the screaming subsiding and the nastiness 
eroding. And 3) He’s written some excellent 
songs. ‘Speedy Marie’ is great. ‘Freedom 
Rock’ a gem. ‘Headache’ a classic. Much is 
omitted – nine albums are covered in this 
Best Of – but that’s OK, there’ll probably  
be another one on the way shortly. 
Tom Howard

James Chance And The 
Contortions
Soul Exorcism Redux (Roir)
Those early Contortions tracks from Brian  
Eno’s No New York compilation are, but for  
a handful of late-period DNA tracks, about  
as visionary as no wave got. From there on  
in, it was a story of diminishing returns from 
James Chance and his ever-changing band  
of hired hands. This live set, captured in 
Rotterdam in 1980, however, is still hot 
enough to singe the fingertips. Diminutive 
human firecracker with grand, teased quiff 
and bee-stung pout, Chance was very much 
the archetypal no wave dilletante – a brattish 
hipster that changed his sound with his suit 
jacket. Here, his band – mostly black, yielded 
from the ranks of Ornette Coleman’s Prime 
Time, or from the pool of Long Island funk 
musicians – pace out long, palpitating jams 
like ‘I Dance With A Zombie’ and a reworked, 
phlegmatic version of James Brown’s ‘King 
Heroin’ that fuse curdled cocktail jazz with 
the rolling polyrhythms of Fela Kuti Afrobeat. 
Yes, they play ‘Contort Yourself’ too. 
Louis Pattison 

Christ On Parade
Sounds Of Nature (Neurot)
It’s probably true that interest in Christ On 
Parade centres round Noah Landis, later of 

Neurosis, on bass (it certainly helps that 
Neurosis themselves are reissuing this  
1985 album on CD, along with ‘Isn’t Life A 
Dream EP’ and some rarities). But for those 
interested in the minutiae of the mid-Eighties 
thrash punk scene (OC division), Sounds  
Of Nature was an elemental record at the 
time and marked the missing link between 
anarcho-syndicalist second wavers from the 
UK like Discharge and Californian proto-
thrashers like the young Suicidal Tendencies. 
Amongst all scrappy bluster there are a 
handful of gems (the Dead Kennedys-like 
‘Landlord Song’ and ‘My Life’, for starters) 
but with a spacetime distance of 20 years/ 
5,000 miles this is more of a rap on the head 
than a fracture of the skull it once was. 
John Doran

Current 93
The Inmost Light (Durtro)
Originally released as three separate discs  
in the mid-Nineties, The Inmost Light is now 
presented as a beautiful panelled-digipak 
triptych – a complete work of great beauty 
and darkness. David Tibet’s apocalyptic  
folk music reached its ultimate height of 
expression here, an epic, linked musing on 
childhood faith and the darkening skies 
which pursue us to the grave. The first  
and final discs (‘Where The Long Shadows 
Fall’ and ‘The Stars Are Marching Home’ 
respectively) are long, looping pieces, 
creaking castrato-led choirs backing Tibet’s 
hushed mutterings, while the second disc  
(All The Pretty Little Horses) is a song cycle 
based around our ever-diminishing hopes. 
Tibet’s reedy voice can be an acquired taste, 
but guest stars here include Coil’s John 
Balance, a terrifically sombre Nick Cave and, 
in the last minutes of ‘The Stars Are Marching 
Home’, the matriarchal and reassuring tones 
of folk doyenne Shirley Collins, singing of 
pretty horses for young loved ones. All in  
all, an immense and wonderful trilogy.
Euan Andrews

Robert Forster/
Grant McLennan
Intermission (Beggars Banquet)
Good title. Intermission is a collection of 
tracks recorded by the two main Go-
Betweens between the years 1990 and 
1997, when they were performing separate 
from one another: the inference is that this 
period of time was merely an interlude 
between the two main acts, Go-Betweens 
Mk I and II. The title was thought up by Grant 
McLennan shortly before his passing away 
on 6 May 2006, thus adding an unlooked-for 
poignancy to this two-CD set, drawn from 
each man’s four solo albums. The CDs are 
split straight down the middle: on one,  
the aching loneliness of Robert Forster’s 
scholarly vistas; on the other, Grant’s 
unstoppable outpouring of earnest, burning 
pop. Together, they feel whole, untouchable: 
but even separately (as here) there are so 
many moments to cherish: Robert’s wistful 
‘I’ll Jump’, Grant’s stately ‘Black Mule’, and 
dozens more.

If, like me, you missed The Go-Betweens 
too badly to listen to separately during the 
solo years then here is a wonderful place to 
start. If you missed out altogether then…
Jesus. There’s a whole treasure trove of 
sublime, beautiful, intricate but never too 
fancy, guitar-led Australian pop music 
waiting for you out there.
Everett True

The Hentchmen 
Hentch-Forth Five (Italy)
Detroit in the mid to late Nineties was in 
ferment. A tight-knit clique of musicians had 
grown up digging the raw sounds of Sixties 
compilations like Back From The Grave and 
Nuggets (of course), grooving on the post-
Olympia rockabilly minimalism of Athens, 
Georgia band Flat Duo Jets and anything 
connected with the words Billy Childish,  
just wanting to rock unadorned. 

Foremost among them was a three-
piece, The Hentchmen, formed back in 
October ’92 (when they, and Mick Collins’ 
unruly bass-less Gories were about the only 
rock to be found in town) around the cuddly, 
enigmatic figure of Johnny Hentch, playing 
fuzzed-out, keyboard-laden, primitive  
garage rock like The Rats and The Sonics 
before them. The Hentchmen became  
a major influence on an impressionable  
Jack White; a fact he repaid in spades by 
guest-ing (vocals, guitar) all over this album, 
subtitled The Hentchmen Featuring Jack 
White (originally released, and now  
reissued, by the same label who gave The 
White Stripes their first break). And you  
know what? It’s fucking excellent: 14 songs 
of pure, simple, high octane, Sixties-tinged 
garage rock…melodies, instrumental 
breaks, clattering drums, raw-assed vocals, 
the works. 

Forget The Racounteurs. Whaddya mean, 
you already have? This is absolutely the real 
Detroit deal.
Everett True

Eddie Palmieri
Sugar Daddy – The Hip Dancefloor
Rhythms Of Eddie Palmieri’s La
Perfecta: 1962-1967 (Fania)
Clocking in at over nine minutes, Eddie 
Palmieri’s epic jam ‘Azucar’ may have  
been an unlikely hit in 1965 New York. 
Showcasing the pianist’s trademark forceful 
style, mixed with hypnotic rhythms, wild 
percussion and tin whistle melodies, it drove 
the mainly black audiences in the city’s 
dancehalls wild. Listening to it today, there’s 
no denying that it could still move any 
modern dancefloor. Palmieri believed that 
the track captured the true of essence of 
what his band La Perfecta sounded like “in 
the dance”. 

There are many examples of the raw 
power of this group once dubbed ’the band 
with the crazy roaring elephants’ on this 

excellent compilation from Fania. If forced  
to pick just a few, there’s the scorching, 
dancefloor burning breakdown of ’Que 
Suene La Orquestra’, the infectious good 
time vibes of ’Bailare Tu Son’ and the furious, 
never-say-die percussion on ’Bonboncito De 
Pozo’. At other times the group can be more 
pensive, as on the oh-so-relaxed ’Café’ and 
the lugubrious ’Manha De Carnival’.

Throughout, it’s easy to see why Palmieri 
and La Perfecta were such hot property  
in New York while the good times of the 
Sixties lasted.
Stuart Aitken

Seefeel
Quique (Too Pure)
Ah, the folly of youth. I missed out on this lot 
first time around. I had my Sonic Youths, my 
Slints and my MBVs, and I just didn’t seem  
to find or need a space for such a band as 
Seefeel. Lazy generalisations of the time  
saw them lumped in among the dregs of 
shoegazer rock, and I still really rue that  
fiver I’d wasted on that Lush EP. Too Pure 
obviously have a fonder regard for the band 
and their re-issue of Quique is telling me  
I may have missed out. True, it is sounding  
a little dated around the edges, but there  
are enough moments of genuinely sublime 
loveliness to merit its re-appearance, and it 
becomes obvious that this record must exert 
as strong an influence on the ambient dance/
Ulrich Schnauss brigade of today as Loveless 
does. Maybe I should rescue that Lush LP out 
of the bin.
The Corpo

Various
Chairman Of The Board:
Surf Soundtracks 1964-1974 
(Harmless)
So the press release says don’t mention The 
Beach Boys. OK. Cool. There’s vast diversity 
here, The Sandals’ ‘Theme From Endless 
Summer’ deserves credit for its genuine West 
Coast vibes. But as these are all soundtrack 
songs, most have absolutely no connection 
to surf culture save their usage on a film.  
G Wayne Thomas’ contributions sound more 
like The Byrds or a swinging Sixties party 
instead of sniffs of salty air. 

Admittedly in the psychedelic rush and 
tempered beats, it’s easy to see the waves  
in the distance, but this is for surf-film 
fetishists only.
Jonathan Falcone

The Monks
Demo Tapes 1965 (Munster)
Various
Silver Monk Time (Play Loud/Munster)
The Monks had such an impact from their one album 
proper that this reissue of their demos is a welcome 
addition. Unpolished versions of songs on Black Monk Time 
turn out grittier but somehow less raw than on the finished 
album, the band’s trademark proto-motorik überbeat and 
pre-punk angst caught as it sparks into urgent life. There’s 
even a hint of the future electronic garage of Silver Apples 
in ‘Blast Off!’ So perhaps it’s appropriate that the tribute 

album has them plus Alan Vega making merry with the Monks sound, along 
with a bunch of the expected – The Fall, 5,6,7,8s , Jon Spencer with Solex – 
and more eclectic cover artists like Psychic TV and Faust. There’s ambient 
(Nista Nije Nista), electronic (Cycle, Gudrun Gut) and surprisingly rocking 
(Mouse On Mars) versions, as well as contributions from various Monks 
themselves; not least, a belting techno punk collaboration between Gary 
Burger and Alec Empire, updating Vietnam War anger for Iraq and 
Afghanistan. It really is Monk time again.
Richard Fontenoy
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Various
Furry Selection (Trojan)
Well, of course: the delays, the scratches, the 
silences in between the sounds, the long 
cloud of ganja smoke floating into the 
summer air, the floating, spaced-out bass 
sound of producers like Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, 
the dub, the phrasing, the beautiful, honeyed 
voices of singers like Horace Andy and Susan 
Cadogan…it comes as no surprise to 
discover that the Seventies Kingston dub  
and reggae of Trojan Records was a major 
influence on certain members of Super Furry 
Animals, and that they, in turn, are able to 
put together a superlative compilation 
drawing from self-same record label’s 
archives (U-Roy, Upsetters, Augustus Pablo’s 
heavy, heavy bass, Rupie Edwards’ laidback 
anthem ‘Free The Weed’). Just grand – and 
right in time for summer, too.
Everett True

Various 
The Step Forward Singles: 
I Wanna Punk Rock (Sanctuary)
People argue about punk. Fine. Was it a 
media construct, a working class movement, 
slavishly macho or retrogressively minimal? 
Whatever. Many felt at the time that it fast 
became dominated by middle class wankers 
(media people), that it had little to do with 
‘the street’, the kids it claimed to represent 
(at least until the Oi! skinhead movement 
came along and ruined everything). Not  
from this perspective. Step Forward was  
an early DIY punk label from West London, 
contemporaries of Rough Trade and Beggars 
Banquet, and similarly based round a record 
shop. Their artists were avowedly working 
class. These were names that rarely crop  
up on the trendier (Jon Savage/Malcolm 
McLaren) version of punk history, but were 
just as vital as their major label peers – as 
this excellent collection of the label’s first 10 
singles shows. 

The presence of the first two Fall singles 
should be enough to grab most Plan B 
readers’ attention: couple these with 
Chelsea’s incendiary ‘Right To Work’ anti-
dole call-to-arms, The Cortinas’ churning 
guitars, Sham 69’s fuck-you debut ’I Don’t 
Wanna’; and…whoa, The Lemon Kittens 
(Karl Blake and Danielle Dax’s winsome 
noise-fuck experimental outfit).You  
don’t even notice the lack of my favourite 
Step Forward artist, reclusive poet Patrik 
Fitzgerald. This is a welcome reissue of a part 
of history in danger of being overlooked.
Everett True

Various 
Thank You For Being You 
(Electric Honey)
As schools projects go, Glasgow Stow 
College’s HND Music Business course is more 
than end-of-term indulgence, with their 
Electric Honey label going global a decade 
ago via Belle And Sebastian’s Tigermilk. This 
debt-paying compilation shows Scot pop’s 
umbilical links in a pedigree selection culled 
from Postcard and Pop Aural via Josef K and 
Fire Engines to early Delgados on Chemikal 
Underground, The Nectarine No 9 and Future 
Pilot AKA on Creeping Bent, The Pastels and 
Bill Wells on Geographic, and King Creosote 
on Fence. It’s giddy, joyous and utterly 
essential. It’s not designed to be definitive, 
but as a door-opening primer for the curious 
to discover even greater riches. 
Neil Cooper

cash rules everything around me 
Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv 
Photography: Steve Double

McCarthy
I Am A Wallet (Cherry Red)
It would be mistaken to adopt the Christian view  
of prefiguration when discussing the music of 
McCarthy; to consider that everything the band did 
in the Eighties prophetically anticipated Tim Gane’s 
second coming as one of Stereolab, after Laetitia 

Sadier went to to fateful gig in Paris and fell in love 
with Gane and his strangely politicised indie group. 
McCarthy were, and still are, an important band, if 
only because Malcolm Eden perfected the method 
of treating lyrics as prose while totally ignoring the 
pop song structure and dividing sentences almost 
arbitrarily, or, in short, leaving the poetic metre 
running. This approach, which Nicky Wire has said is 
like ”The Communist Manifesto with melody”, was 
later emulated by the Manic Street Preachers, as 
Wire openly admits on the back of this reissued CD.

Listening to those lyrics, underneath the guitar 
jingle-jangle, McCarthy’s songs are revealed to 
centre mostly on Thatcherism, a theme strangely 
absent from a lot of C86 albums. If a lot of indie in 
the mid to late Eighties preferred a more subjective 
approach to politics, McCarthy were staunchly 
polemical, refusing to accept the demise of society 
that Maggie had declared. At the same time, their 
tactics of embedding dense, angry and melancholic 
words in the most jolly and uplifting of melodies 

owes much to their contemporaries, particularly  
The Smiths, without whom the ironic happy 
clappiness of bands all the way up to The Hidden 
Cameras would not have been possible. Apparently, 
this irony arose, appropriately enough, through 
labour. The songs had started “expansive and 
brooding”, according to Tim, but by the time the 
band had got around to record I Am A Wallet, their 
debut album, having rehearsed them to death, they 
had become quite fast, nevertheless retaining an 
awkwardness that set them apart form their bowl-

cut peers. As the second Summer of Love took hold 
of the nation, they were describing the Sixties 
(albeit satirically, from a conservative point of view 
ascribing Aids to divine retribution) as “An evil time/
Everybody took drugs and had sex all the time”.

What makes McCarthy still so relevant, though,  
is that they go beyond a simple inversion of lyrical 
complexity and duplicitous melodic simplicity. Even 
when they are euphorically proclaiming “This is 
your country too” in what sounds like a Marxist  
call for revolution (‘The Procession Of Popular 
Capitalism’), we find ourselves taken for a ride  
when we discover the words are said by vapitalists 
handing out council housing for sale: the phrase 
turns into a double criticism of the rhetoric of the 
left as well as the right, foreshadowing the collapse 
of these distinctions altogether in our times. And if 
all this – and nine bonus tracks besides – isn’t reason 
enough, well, yes, you can detect snap-crackly-pop 
hints of a Laetitia-less, Anglophone Stereolab, 
which are beautifully hard to resist.

Underneath the guitar jingle jangle, McCarthy’s songs 
are revealed to centre mostly on Thatcherism
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Kindertotenlieder
Tramway, Glasgow
Black-clad figures, hoods up like a tribe of doom-laden 
munchkins, stand stock still in a row facing the stage 
as they wait for the higher force they’ve put life or 
death faith in to start playing. By the final encore, 
nothing will ever be the same again. 

With snow on the ground, this opening image 
resembles an underage metal club version of Anton 
Corbijn’s broodingly lovely video for Joy Division’s 
‘Atmosphere’. But French choreographer Giselle 
Vienne’s theatrical happening, Kindertotenlieder, 
conjured up with master novelist of the sacred and 
profane Dennis Cooper, and making its UK debut in 
Glasgow last month prior to a European tour later this 
year, mirrors a frighteningly familiar ritual, especially 
once it slowly dawns on you that all bar two of the 
blank-eyed, twitching figures are dummies. Featuring  
a mesmeric live score composed and performed by 
Sunn O)))’s Stephen O’Malley and Peter Rehberg of 
Pita, who’ve recorded two albums as KTL, its depiction 
of serious, sociopathic young men with sex and  
death on their minds cuts through to the first blood 
experience of an oft-derided scene.

Kindertotenlieder is a funereal, near wordless, 
impressionistic mass based around the tale of two 
boys who come together at the altar of their beloved 
metal band, only to face the fall-out when one takes 
things too far. “It’s about how far we can take fantasies 
of killing someone in real life,” Vienne says. “I’m 
interested in the fact that there are certain places  
you can have morbid fantasies, then take pleasure in 
letting them out through going to a concert. Because 
of our morality, most of us don’t let our fantasies go 
too far. But here the kid gets confused, and doesn’t 
know how to live out his fantasy in society. There’s 
tension between the boys that’s both homosexual  
and homophobic, and when it comes out, that’s when 
fantasies can go wrong.”

Think Columbine as much as Psychomania, then, 
as a fancy-dress Nosferatu eases himself from his 
coffin in a hypnotically solemn slo-mo that sets the 
tone for the next 75 minutes. As Cooper’s disembodied 
monologue lashes out with a litany of self-loathing, 
O’Malley and Rehberg take up positions for a 
pantomimic recreation of the sort of gigs that the 
devoted attend in some brief romantic intimation of 
immortality. There are references to Austrian pagan 
rituals as much as the title’s inspiration, Mahler’s  
song-cycle ‘Songs On The Death Of Children’.

“It’s definitely accessing Goth culture,” Dennis 
Cooper, now also resident in France, says of his third 
collaboration with Vienne, “and taking all that teen 
stuff seriously. But we were also looking at the ancient 
Austrian festival of Krampus, where once a year people 
dress up in pagan costumes, then go into town to beat 
the shit out of people they think have sinned.”

Last time a contemporary reworking of Mahler’s 
elegies occurred was via a setting by Virginia Astley’s 
posh baroque trio The Ravishing Beauties in the early 
Eighties. But where Astley’s outing came on like a 
Home Counties choir attempting Miranda Sex Garden 
melodrama, Vienne and Cooper, accompanied by 
O’Malley’s overwhelming one-note drones and 
Rehberg’s laptop-generated score, go for the jugular. 

From Cooper, such concerns are no surprise.  
Vienne is similarly fascinated with the dark side. 
Having studied in Germany’s Black Forest region, 
 she brushed up against Berlin’s early Nineties nihilistic 
underground art-scene via Einstürzende Neubaten  
and Heiner Muller’s epic post-modern tragedy, 
Hamletmachine. Kindertotenlieder’s savage rhythm, 
though, is all its own. And when the band’s singer, in  
a final act of rock n’ roll suicide and self-deification, 
carves her name with pride and a broken bottle on her 
forearm, you’ll know it’s not ‘4 Real’, but will be blown 
away anyway. 

(NC)

For European tour dates, see www.g-v.fr 

Kindertotenlieder is a play that shares its name  
with a song cycle by Gustav Mahler, music for  
voice and orchestra that attempts to channel  
the emotions that are stirred following the death  
of a child. The cycle’s five movements have titles  
like ‘In This Weather, In This Windy Storm’ and  
‘Now The Sun Will Rise As Brightly’, an emphasis  
on the role of awe in untamed nature that is also  
to be found in the lyrical imagery of the black  
metal groups that first emerged from Norway  
in the early Nineties. Take this example from  
the song ‘The Majesty Of The Night Sky’ by 
Emperor: “Like the tide, shadows flow towards  
the shore of light/The night comes whirling like  
a maelstrom…” 

The play, directed by Giselle Vienne with Dennis 
Cooper credited for text and dramaturgy, bleeds 

black metal culture to a point that takes it far 
beyond notions of ‘kvlt’ (the term used to describe 
an adherence to aspects of said culture). Onstage,  
a group of static figures stand, or are seated, mostly 
with their backs to their audience, upon a thick 
carpet of pure white snow. Dwelling in the far 
corner are Stephen O’Malley and Peter ‘Pita’ 
Rehberg, supplying a live soundtrack; working 
acoustically as the snow does optically – an opaque 
coating, with details only emerging through deep 
concentration of the senses. 

Together with a silent woman vocalist clad in 
tight black clothing and a bullet belt, they provide  
a background concert for the characters, uniformly 
clad in black hoodies that name bands such as 
Burzum and Von. (O’Malley chose these from his 
personal collection, specifically for their ‘kvlt’ value.) 

Dennis Cooper has used extreme music and 
featured teenage metal fans as characters in his 
novels before. Slayer lyrics are frequently quoted in 
Try, while Period features a group called The Omen, 
who sacrifice their fans to Satan. It is Cooper’s voice 
that the performers of Kindertotenlieder mime 
along to at points, where the story of a teenager 
murdering his best friend is given an occasional  
pale lucidity by sparse, tight dialogue. 

The iconography of death among heavy metal 
teens is crucial, although not exclusive, to an 
understanding of the early black metal period.  
The much publicised deaths by murder or suicide  
in the Norwegian scene provide a sensationalist 
entry point for those in search of darker matter  
to feast on, tired of pretenders like Marilyn  
Manson who promise much but deliver little.  

There is a constant tension in black metal philosophy 
between the Romanticism in the lyrics and sleeve 
design, and the bands' espousal of an icy and 
misanthropic take on anti-Christian morality, and 
belief in the supremacy of man. Many voices in the 
scene have expressed their admiration for animals  
in the wild, claiming a particular affinity with the 
wolf (Ulver created Nattens Madrigal, a concept 
album about lycanthropy). This godless existence, 
with a reliance on actions of instinct, is echoed in 
Kindertotenlieder’s delivery of meaning through 
movement in the snow, sometimes belly-crawling 
through it, other times dragging their feet across, 

The focus here is on 
the power of man over 
the elements, over his 
own emotions

theatre

in love with a dead boy 
Words: Neil Cooper and George Taylor
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The old stadium, built for the 1976 Olympic games, 
is a testament to a future that never materialised.  
It’s like architect Roger Taillibert has rebuilt the  
Eiffel tower in the style of the 23rd Century, via  
the deep distrust of progress of the Seventies. We 
circle the stadium in Les Georges Leningrad’s van 
and think about the spectacle of futures past which 
has shaped Montreal’s present. 

In the Seventies, city planners imagined an urban 
centre that would balance the Yankee cultural and 
economic dominance with a French-Canadian, 
Catholic touch. They predicted that by 2000 the city 
would have 10 million residents. Luckily for us, the 
financial centre of Canada shifted towards English-
speaking Toronto and we are left with an affordable, 
multicultural and open city that feels beautifully 
alive in the first week after the snow has melted.

Which, in Canadian terms, means backyard 
barbecues. These result in: Peaches nibbling on our 
Chinese-style honey glazed chicken wings; trying 
for the first time shark steak, skillfully prepared by 
WFMU maverick DJ Michael Goodstein; and a half-
drunken plan from the dancers to play street hockey 
against much better Quebecois opponents led by 
Les Georges’ Bobo and Mingo. This all takes place  
at the large and beautifully decorated house of La 
Centrale gallery’s curator Roxanne Arsenault, with 
kitsch and tiki style themed rooms ranging from  
a basement lounge, a silk screen room, a music 
room and a ‘pirate/boat’ room for the spirits of  
the unknown drowned.

We’re in Montreal for a week to orchestrate  
the second and last show of our recent piece, 
Asparagus: A Horticultural Ballet, a collaboration 
with six art students-cum-dancers, largely from 

Nottingham, travelling with us from London, and 
Les Georges Leningrad, who have written and 
performed the score. The gig, commissioned by  
the art biennale of Montreal, is part of an series of 
crossovers between artists and musicians featuring, 
among others, Lesbians On Ecstasy’s own rock 
opera, Providence-based collective Paper Rad  
doing a morality play with puppets, and Canadian 
superstar Peaches with her hyperactive schlock-hop.

After Peaches' show, Poney P tells us about  
her ideas for a new performance with members  
of fellow Quebecois bands Duchess Says and Aids 
Wolf after the Leningrads’ farewell gig in June:  
no stage, no lights, just a completely dark castle in 
the forest. Meanwhile, Bobo is forging plans for 
some avant-busking with his new duo, Les Cerises 
Sauvages. The impending absence of Les Georges 
Leningrad is keenly felt in the audience, but the 
post-hibernation frenzy that we have chanced upon 
is full of promise, as we are led from gig (Mingo 
lending guitar rock star support to Francophone  
yé-yé pals Call Me Poupée) to opening (Poney P’s 
papier-mâiché pet store collaboration with Julie 
Doucet). In between, we spend our money at 
glorious thrift shops offering cod native American 
art alongside Nazi memorabilia, and at record shops 
like the marvellous Primitive and Cheap Thrills, 
where we are thrilled to find compilations of 
Francophone, Canadian and Cambodian garage 
rock from the Sixties. 

Montreal is one of those rare places where 
working two days a week can finance a life of 
unbridled creativity, fuelled by cheap poutine  
(the national dish – the equivalent of chips and 
cheese and gravy) and spruce beer (a luminescent 
green pine-flavoured soft drink). London seems 
impossibly difficult by comparison, and we end  
up consoling ourselves with silly Quebec country 
records, going to a Canadian theme pub in Covent 
Garden and paying through the nose for crappy 
Molson beer, then home, with only tins of maple 
syrup, maple sugar candy and maple tea that we 
have brought back to sweeten the inevitable jetlag 
of our return to the old world. 

Peaches nibbled on 
our honey-glazed 
chicken wings

sugar rush 
Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv 
Photography: Radeq Brousil

Plan B, asparagus ballet in tow, 
explores Montreal’s galleries, gigs  
and barbecues, fuelled by spruce beer 
and maple products 

With a score by Stephen O’Malley 
and text by Dennis Cooper, you’d 
expect Kindertotenlieder to 
delve deep into the psyche of 
teen black metal fandom. Plan B 
admires a cold, haunting piece of 
theatre

art

making small piles. A key scene involves one of the 
performers repeatedly bending over backwards,  
his outstretched arms leading him into a remarkably 
slow contortion of the human body. The focus here 
is on the power of man over the elements, over his 
own emotions – replacing the control of the mind 
on the body with something more primal.

That a number of people were moved to tears  
by this scene perhaps helps to reveal the ultimate 
attraction of black metal, and by association 
Kindertotenlieder. After all, we are not wolves.  
The snow is fake, wax shavings. The boy onstage 
isn’t dead, and most of the figures are actually  
dolls. What’s real, or truly ‘kvlt’, is an emotional 
experience, desolate and cold. 

Now who’s being romantic? 
(GT)
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Dutch zombie flick Worst Case Scenario hasn’t 
actually been made yet, which might explain  
why you haven’t heard of it. If you have, then  
it’s probably down to the admirable chutzpah  
the filmmakers have exhibited in their promotional 
techniques, having made two tantalising trailers 
which attracted not only the attention of 
Reanimator director Brian Yuzna but also a legion  
of guerilla fans, who have taken on promotional 
duties in exchange for the opportunity to become  
a member of the walking dead in the film itself. 
Check out the trailers at the Gorehound Inc  
website, and you’ll surely concur: this film must  
be made. And despite five years of letdowns, 
setbacks and lip-service, co-writer/co-producer  
Bart Oosterhoorn is determined not to let a good 
thing die…again.

What’s the premise of Worst Case Scenario?
“The Dutch have this ‘thing’ about Germans. It’s 

too easy to say that this goes back to WWII. It has to 
do with the fact that neighbouring countries always 
have a long history with – more often than not – 
violent disputes. And neighbours tend to judge each 
other. So we Dutch think that the Belgians are a bit 
short-changed in the brains and that the Germans 

are rude, loudmouth people with no sense of 
humour. And the Belgians and Germans have a 
similar opinion of us. It’s the same all over the world. 
So when we thought about a zombie movie to be 
set in Holland, it didn’t take us long to decide we 
needed Nazi zombies. And some really vile Dutch 
soccer hooligans to oppose them. WCS tells the 
story of a foreigner who gets caught in the middle 
when those forces clash.”

How would you counter accusations  
of xenophobia?

“We’re aware of the offensive subject matter, 
but once the audience sees the result, it will be clear 
that WCS isn’t about insulting people. The Nazis are 
all dead – animated by God knows what (well…we 
do), but certainly not by fascist/racist thoughts.  
And the most detestable characters wil be the living 
soccer hooligans. I want to point out that among 
Gorehound’s Guerillas (almost 4,000 now) there is  
a huge contingent of German fans that clearly sees 
the humour in all of this. And don’t forget that our 
financing partner is German as well: living proof 
that these guys have a sense of humour after all.”

How did you arrive at the specific, very 
distinctive, look of your zombies? 

“This was (and will be) the result of great 
collaboration between director Richard Raaphorst, 
who is a visionary conceptual artist, and the make-
up team of Unreal. When we first talked to Unreal, 
they were still at Weta, New Zealand, where they 
worked for almost three years on Lord Of The Rings. 
The overall look is the result of great camerawork by 
Gabor Deak, specific colour grading and of course 
the perpetually nasty Dutch weather.”

Tell me a bit about the team behind WCS.
“Richard has been directing commercials for 

years and he’s worked for people like Brian Yuzna, 
Stuart Gordon, Jackie Chan and Terry Gilliam.  
Co-producer Fir Suidema and I have worked on the 
Amsterdam Fantastic Film Festival, soundtrack 
releases, Dutch genre magazine Schokkend Nieuws 
(Shocking News) for years. Things gelled after we 
worked together on a trailer for the AFFF in 2002”

What has been the single biggest problem 
in getting this film off 
the ground?

“We made a major 
mistake by believing 
what people tell you  
in the movie biz. This 
has cost us a lot of time. 
Basically, a promo and  
a screenplay just don’t 
cut it. You need big 

names (in front of, or behind, the camera), or a title 
with a numeral in it. The only way to get a movie 
made seems to be to keep it extremely low budget 
and just do it. Save your mind-blowing Oscar-
winning projects for later.”

How did Brian Yuzna become involved?
“Our director had already worked with Yuzna, 

and Fir and I have known him for quite some time. 
We needed another credit for the first promo and 
one of us said, ‘We put Brian’s name on the flyer  
– why not put it here as well?’ When he saw the 
result he was a bit shocked, but said, ‘I was so proud 
to have my name on something of such high quality 
that my heart attack turned into scheming how to 
keep it there’.”

Can you give our readers a taste of what to 
expect when the movie finally gets made? 

“WCS has a strong storyline involving realistic 
characters. This will not be your dime-a-dozen 
cynical flick in which a bunch of forgettable 
teenagers get bumped off. On the other hand,  
our movie contains loads of gory action. and the 
confrontation between the soccer hooligans and 
Nazi zombies promises to be…epic. And lastly: our 
zombies will be unlike anything you’ve ever seen.”

www.gorehoundinc.com

‘The confrontation between the 
soccer hooligans and Nazi zombies 
promises to be…epic’

film & dvd
triumph of death 
Words: Joseph Stannard

Rabid Dutch football 
hooligans?  Nazi 
zombies? Sounds  
like a Worst Case 
Scenario…  
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The first time I saw The Seventh Seal, I was in a 
school assembly hall, surrounded by fidgeting boys 
who felt cheated they weren’t being shown a 
reprise of the previous week’s sex education film 
(mostly shots of grossly deformed penises). I was 
enraptured, blown away: the sight of Death playing 
chess with the squire on a windswept beach going 
on to inspire reams of excruciatingly honest poetry 
that later went on to inspire my fifth year English 
teacher to ask me, in front of the entire class, if I’d 
ever considered committing suicide. The allegories 
linking Shakespearean actors to the Tree Of Life  
to the ultimate quest to determine whether God 
even exists, were certainly not lost on me. Nor on  
a generation of cinema humourists, from Woody 
Allen through Bill And Ted onwards. This was Art, 
definitely Art. Art, in a way that cinema has rarely 
been before or since.

The second time I 
watched The Seventh 
Seal, it was the mid-
Eighties and my fear of 
Death hadn’t manifested 
itself entirely, and my 
growing pains had 
diminished somewhat, so 
I was not able to empathise so readily with Swedish 
director Ingmar Bergman’s purpose and his 
cinematographer Gunnar Fischer’s bold use of 
shade and light; even though I too was experiencing 
moments of atheism in reaction to my religious 
upbringing (Bergman boasted a pastor for a father;  
I have a priest for a brother). The bawdy Medieval 
humour seemed boorish and crude. It was Art, sure 
– but I was violently anti-Art, believing it a construct 
of the rich.

The first time I re-watched The Seventh Seal,  
I was struck by its humour, the directness of its story 
within a story, the violence of some of the subsidiary 
characters, the amoral trickery of Death. I was 
overwhelmed by its optimism, its determination  
to make sense of life. It seemed that Bergman, 

when faced by the roaring silence, refused to allow 
the insignificance of existence to matter: oh, how I 
wished for such faith. These people are so beautiful, 
so torn – even when cast adrift in the middle of the 
horror of Europe at the time of the Black Death.

The last Ingmar Bergman film I researched 
was…well, The Seventh Seal – and I was struck by 
the www.imdb.com list of appropriate words to 
align alongside the 1957 movie…Corporeal 
Mortification, Surrealism, God, Superstition, 
Morality, Castigation, Apocalypse, Cruelty, Allegory, 
1300s, Blacksmith, Rural, Flagellation, Christianity, 
Juggling…and so on. The famous final scene of The 
Reaper leading the cast in his grim dance across the 
hilltop was filmed using a bunch of grips and 
tourists after the actors had knocked off for the day.

The first time I watched this new DVD, my wife 
fell asleep on my lap during the final crucial 15 
minutes, punctuating with the occasional cute 
snore the heartrending scene where the squire and 
those under his protection are finally confronted by 
Death. I watched intently once more, appreciating 
nuances that had been lost on my depressed 15-
year-old self and doubtless missing massive bold 
statements that my former self had wholeheartedly 
embraced. It seemed like a good, heady and lustful 
romp to me: a romp filled with meaning, if that’s 
what you seel. Film not only as Art, but High Art at 
that – and I no longer view such as the enclave of 
the privileged, but for the masses, something that 
film could excel at being but so rarely does.

The Seventh Seal is out now on Tartan Video

It seemed that Bergman, when 
faced by the roaring silence, 
refused to allow the insignificance 
of existence to matter

immortal remains 
Words: Everett True

A matter of life and death: Ingmar Bergman’s  
The Seventh Seal revisited, reassessed and reissued

film & dvd

The Conquest Of Everest
dir George Lowe, 1953, Optimum, 86 mins
It’s difficult to imagine nowadays: the British in love with the 
establishment. As crowds queued to witness the Coronation, 
news filtered through of Hillary, Tensing and co’s extraordinary 
feat in climbing to the roof of the world. This film – shot on 
location, sometimes in astonishingly bleak conditions; and 
thankfully lacking the studio trickery that mars so many  
a later-day iMax adventure movie – is surprisingly gripping. 
It’s a ripping yarn involving stamina, perseverance and 
meticulous planning that boasts no shade or artifice: the 
voiceovers restrained and matter-of-fact, wind whipping  
and howling round tents and oxygen-depleted adventurers, 
staggering as if drunk, taking 10 minutes to cover 10 yards. 
This documentary’s very ordinariness makes it quite magical, 
as you pinch yourself to realise what these people achieved – 
dressed like rugged Antipodean sun-seekers out for a midday 
stroll; the Sherpas barefoot for some of the way.
Everett True

Athens, GA: Inside Out
dir Tony Gayton, 1987, Wienerworld, 120 mins
It’s rare that music documentaries capture what they’re after: 
a snapshot of a certain time, place, feeling, style. The excellent 
Pacific Northwest ‘grunge’ movie Hype! (1996) does – as 
does Inside Out. Filmed during the mid-Eighties while REM 
were still considered an innovative musical force, and after 
The B-52s had suffered their first flush of success, Inside Out 
is a fascinating document of Athens, Georgia during a time  
of considerable artistic ferment. 

What emerges is a portrait of a small, idealistic town – 
cut off from the rest of the USA by dint of its unimportance  
– reminiscent of the Detroit rock scene of the early Nineties 
that eventually spawned The White Stripes. There are a few 
big names, a few local haunts, a few characters…and a lot  
of enthusiasm for not much (financial) reward. The difference 
here was that Tony Gayton was on hand to record it. 

Amid a parade of the usual dire no-hoper local acts,  
some fascinating and oddball artists stand out; the incendiary 
fireworks of rockabilly-influenced duo Flat Duo Jets, the 
caterwauling of Rev Howard Finster, the aforementioned 
major label bands and, above all, some marvellous archive 
footage of the Greatest Unheralded No Wave Band Ever, 
Pylon. The DVD features welcome bonus interviews from The 
B-52s and Jack White.
Everett True

Labyrinth Of Passion
dir Pedro Almodóvar, 1982, Tartan Video, 100 mins
There’s a nymphomaniac, a gay Islamic terrorist (Antonio 
Banderas), the son of the emperor of Tiran, and the daughter 
of a dry-cleaner. The prince becomes a punk rock singer in 
order to avoid the terrorist; the nymphomaniac (a singer 
herself, the daughter of a gynaecologist) falls in love with the 
punk singer/prince. The gynaecologist is treating the prince’s 
mother. The daughter of the dry-cleaner – the victim of her 
father’s continual abuse – has surgery so she can look like  
her idol, the nymphomaniac singer…um, I think that’s all  
the major plot lines covered. 

Almodóvar’s second feature is a convoluted delight –  
as much bad taste as a mid-period John Waters movie, many 
vivid colours, plenty of hilarious, tossed-off conversation 
between females – that barely holds together, the film’s 
obvious energy coming from the director’s collaboration  
with the Movida collective, an underground group of post-
Franco artists and musicians. Not strictly required viewing, 
but highly entertaining – and interesting, in the light of what 
was to follow.
Everett True
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OK, so clearly you have memorised (at least) 
one piece of ridiculous hyperbole regarding 
the band…
“‘The coolest band to ever walk the Earth!’ NME. 
They obviously haven’t seen us in our everyday 
clothes, to say the least.”

What is the biggest misconception about the 
band? The most over-used adjective(s) about 
your sound? What word never gets used that 
should? 
“A lot of people think we are Swedish. We don’t 
mind, as Sweden pop-culturally is a way cooler 
country than Norway, but alas, “We are a 
Norwegian band/We are a Norwegian band/ 
We’re coming to your town/We help you party 
down/We’re a Norwegian band”. Other people 
think we’re a comedy act. They couldn’t be more 
mistaken. ‘Tender and warm’ is a term we like,  
but it was only used once, by a radio reporter.”

What was the most heinous lie you ever told in 
an interview? Were there any repercussions? 
“Actually, we don’t lie that much. I once told a 
German journalist that I am into falconry.”

Do you read your own press releases? Do you 
feel they represent you adequately? 
“Some of them do, some of them are terrible. But 
it’s like promo photos, press releases shouldn’t be 
too good. Lukewarm hyperbole is the key here.”

What was your worst interview experience?
I once fell asleep standing up – we were doing 
photos for that magazine Dazed & Confused and 
had been up all night. I took some pills Hank gave 
me, closed my eyes, locked my knees the same way 
horses do when they sleep and drifted into quite a 
solid state of sleep. Recommended.”

Correct your worst misquote. 
“‘I’m Marc Almond’s biological son, back from  
his hetero days.’ That’s not true. Don’t recall the 
actual quote.”

If you were lucky enough to be a magazine 
editor, who would you put on the cover? 
“Blowfly. Look him up and you’ll see why. To quote 
Colonel Kurtz: ‘It’s like being shot in the head with  
a diamond’.”

What do you do when a band you don’t like 
cite you as an influence? 
“To quote my dad, whenever the paper factory 
nearby stunk up the air on warm winter days:  
‘Don’t complain: that’s the smell of money’.”

Do you ever Google yourself? What’s the best/
worst/weirdest experience resulting from this? 
“On Norwegian Wikipedia someone has written 
that I am the owner of a marijuana plantation in 
Central America.”

What’s the favourite of your record covers and 
why? What does it, y’know, say about you? 
“I always like our most recent cover the best. On 
Retox you see the back of a speed dealer/user  
from one of the Baltic states or possibly Poland  
or the Ukraine, with leather jacket and highlights  
in his speed dealer hair, staring into Drug Hell 
(represented by Hank’s eyes).”

What brilliant (at the time) ideas regarding 
‘direction’ or presentation or whatever are you 
now glad you never followed? 
“We had a band meeting in 1995 to discuss a new 
image. We passed out drunk and woke up the next 
day. On the piece of paper on the table somebody 
had written the word ‘homo’. So we ran with that.  
It was funny for about two minutes. We stuck with 

it. Can’t say it was clever but hell, you gotta have an 
image these days, you know?”

Have you ever made a music video that 
actually expressed something about the band, 
or has it all been empty multi-media gimmickry 
and super-superficial posturing? 
“No such thing in Turbo, with us it’s all profound 
posturing. Audiovisual orgasm in progress.”

Are there any territories where you’ve never 
had any success? Where? Why d’you think  
this is the case?
“We haven’t been to Japan yet. You know how 
Japanese kids love to emulate all sorts of Western 
subcultures and imagery, like that park in Tokyo 
were they all dress up like British shoegazers or  
black metallers or teddy boys? I can’t really see them 
doing the same with us, there’s slightly a tad too 
much info in Turbo for them to process, I’m afraid. 
But it’s not too late, we’ll see. The sun may rise in  
the East, after all.”

What product/service/organisation would you 
allow your music to advertise and why? 
“Amyl nitrate and Lego would be nice. We’d do it 
for the kids.”

What’s the most actually fairly insane thing  
a fan has done to impress you? 
“Hank had a habit of firing up a cake sparkler out 
his ass back in the day, the legend calls it ‘the Ass 
Rocket’. However several silly, silly kids take it 
literally and as a homage fire proper big time 
fireworks rockets out their asses. They get hurt.”

What’s the worst question you’ve ever been 
asked? What was your answer? 
“There’s been quite a few over the years. A good 
one just the other day: a French journalist asked Pål 
Pot, ‘Oh, you look much taller in real life, how long 
has it been since you quit in Green Day?’ For some 
obscure reason she had the idea that Pål used to be 
in Green Day. That is pretty fucked up.”

the tender revenge of…turbonegro 
Words: kicking_k 
Photography: Stian Anderson

Turbonegro’s Happy Tom sets the record straight

‘I once told a German 
journalist that I am 
into falconry’
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0845 121 6829 Box office  
www.barbican.org.uk 

Admission £8/£6
 Barbican/Moorgate

Open 11am–8pm
(except Tue 11am–6pm)

This exhibition contains 
work of an adult nature

The Barbican Centre is 
provided by the City of 
London Corporation as 
part of its contribution to 
the cultural life of London 
and the nation
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